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CHAPTER I

' iNTSODUCTION

A. Statement of Thesis

My .study is a sodiologloal history of education 

which was conducted by different, but Interacting, groups, 

all of which had different'means for gaining their dif

ferent ends. I haire chosen this theoretical framework for 

analysis because It most adequately identifies and concep

tualizes the major forces that In fact did shape the cha

racter of the educational system for the "natives"^ In Kenya.

B.‘ Procedure Qf AnnlynlH ^

1. A Soclo-HlstoriosCL Framework.—The educational 

system that existed as of the time this study ends was the 
resultant of a coi^lex Interplay of conflict, accommodation 

and other social forces operating among the major soolo- 

cultural groups of (and in) Konya, It was, above all, the 

outcome of struggles for power and authority among these

groups.

The character of education was greatly Influenced

^Customary Europeam usage treats "native" Inter
changeably with "savage,"."uncivilized," etc. It has thus 
become pffenslve and contemptuous—somewhat similar to 
"nigger" In the United States of America, and "piccaninny" 
In the West Indies and Britain. ■

1 -
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by a optnplexlty of values, as well as different polltlosa, 

eoonomlo and religious systems and Interests, To understand • 

this character at any .given time In history. It needh to be 

Interpreted not only In the contemporaneous social context, 

but also In the historical context that views It In rela

tion to the dynamic soolo-cultural times that shape It.

This view constitutes an Important assumption In iny study, 

which Is widely spread goner^ly in history, that many 

existing components of social life can be adeqi)iately under

stood only in the historical development of which they are 

an end product.

The same view Is eloc^uently expressed by Malinowski 

In ,hls book. The Drnnmloa of Ci^l^-hurA Ghnnpjft^ An lT||^u1,ry Into

■ Bace Relations In Africat

... the whole rsmge of European Influences, Interests, 
good Intentions, and predatory drives must become an 
essential part of the study of Afrlceui culture change.

. . the •one-entry* approach, as we might call It, 
Ignores the whole dynamism of the process. ... It 
obscures and distorts the only correct conception of 
oiiiture change in such areas: the fact that it Is the 
result of an Impact of a higher, active culture upon a 
simpler, more passive one,^

In pur case, then, we are dealing with two cultures 

which have multidimensional ramifications because of the na

ture of the Incompatible Interests and goals espoused by 

several sub-cultural groups within these two main cultures.

. •

*

'^Bronislaw Malinowski, The Dynamics of Culture 
Change. An Inquiry Into Race Relations In Africa (NewHaven, 
Conn.: Zale University Press, 19^5), PP. 14-15.

f



3^
Inevitably, "the clash and the Interplay of the two cul

tures produce new things."^

Hegardlng culture change, Goodenough contends that 

the "agents of change" would be both Europeans and "natives" 

--all of whom dee encased in their own customs and environ

mental influence's. The ultimate product, change, is the 

result of complex social interrelationships among the 
"entire spectrum of human concerns."^

One of the "new things" (l.e. change) that we are 

concerned with in this study is the resultant character of 

education for Africans in Kenya as a by-product of a his

torical process.

tollnowski theorized that "History is the recon

struction of the past. . . 

on any available evidence such as written documents, archaeo

logical findings, or even linguistic and cultural systems.

In utilizing this evidence, "The historian has to use in

ference, and this is only possible on the basis of universal 
laws of cultural or sociological process."^

..5 This reconstruction is based

6

^Malinowski, The Dynamics of Culture Change, p. 25.

(Hew4̂Ward Hunt Goodenough, Gooperation in Change 
lork: Russell Sage Foundation, 1963), pp. 15-20.

•^Malinowski, The nynflmics of Culture Change, p. 33.
^Ibid. f



Thus history, which thrives on sociological and 
cultural generalizations--for without these it 
becomes mere guesswork—yields again laws of social 
or cultural science. To oppose history and science 
is futile. To neglect either of them makes any 
humanistic pursuit incomplete.7

2. A colonial social structure.—I have inferred

in^this study, then, that given an historical span of time, 

social forces with special Interest and power groups inevi

tably play an Important part in ietejnnlning the' charac1;er 

of an educational system in any society. fSir^^her, when 

dealing with a colonial power grpup with different social 

values from those of the "natives," the importance of this 

power is probably a much greater factor in shaping the edu-■ 

cational system than it would be in a non-colonial situa

tion. Malinowski’s use of "an impact of a higher, active 

culture upon a simpler, more passive one" (see above) would 

suggest that the "simpler" (less powerful) culture is over- 

shadowed by the active (more powerful) culture.

There, is a great need for development of a sociolo

gical theory of colonialism—one that would more accurately 

r^leot the realities of t,he power structure and the impact 

of subordination on native peoples than Malinowski's "cul- 

ture contact" concept.

The anthropological literature contains little ma

terial that would serve this end. Anthropologists today

4

7Malinowski. The Dynamics of Culture Change, pp. 33“
3^.

•• 4
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are recognizing increasingly that there is a need for the 

. development of this theoretical position, which has been 

inhibited by anthropologists' own social Interests.

In fioszak's The Dissenting Academy. Kathleen Gough,

- in her article ■'World Hevolution and the Science of Man," 

contends that anthropologists have hitherto tended to inter

pret their native tribal studies within the framework of 

colonialism itself—thus inadvertently justifying the very 

ezistenoe of "civilized" powers dominating "primitive" peo- 

Others have referred to "western, imperialism" and itspies.

impact

in very general concepts; 'culture-contact,' 'accul
turation,' social change. . . .' force, suffering, and 
exploitation tend to disappear in these accounts of 
structural processes, . . . their approaches .. . . have 
done little to aid understanding of the world distri
bution of power under imperialism or of its total 
system of economic relationships.®

This power factor would probably not be as signifi

cant, and as permanent, without the European amed conquest 

of the "native" people, and a subsequent instltutlonallza- 

^ionTand legitimization of their power,, justifying it by a 

superior racist ideology. * A colonial situation such' as that
' . J

wl^ch existed in Kenya is established with the conquest of a 

territory by a culturally alien people, and it is maintained 

through the imposition of their control over the subjugated 

people.

»

• Pulbright categorizes the situation as the "missionary

^Theodore Koszak (Ed.), The Dissenting Academy (New 
lorkj P^theon Books, 196?), pp. 1^7!-148.

.V
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Instinct" whereby Euro-American scholars, colonialists, 

traders and' Ideological demagogues go abroad and Impose 

their values and oiature on the "natives" by . . intruding 

on people who have not wanted them but could not resist 
them."^4

The social- complexity of the colonial situation In

creases substantially when the dominating power settles 

large numbers of Individuals from the conquering peoples 

into the colonial territory.

Nehru, In Wallersteln* s Social ChAng;f»8 The Colonial

situation, views such settlers as people who

... hsid the landlord's view of the world. To 
them-, India was a vast estate . . . , and the 
landlord was the best and the natural representative 
of his estate and his tenants. The millions of 
people who lived and functioned in /the estat^ 
were Just some kind of landlord's tenants who had 
to pay their rents and cesses and to keep their 
place In the natural feudal order.^^

This was the case in Kenya and in other parts of Africa.

The mentality ..of the European oolonlaO. people is

_ _ _ characterized by Arendt as "race-thinking," the concept of

j a superior race which made them thlpk of themselves ". . . as 

members of a natural arlatoorapy destined to rule over all 
(fthers."^ '

“j. William Pulbrlght. The Arrogance of Power (New 
lorkJ Bandom House, 1966), p. 12.

Immanuel Wallersteln, Social Changei The Colonial 
Situation (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., I966), p. 65.

^^Hannah Arendt, The Origins of Totalltanlanigm (Hew 
York:: The World Publishing Company, 1951), ^P.- 173.

r-
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"Baclsm as a ruling device was used in this society 

of whites and blacks. . . . Its basis, and its excuse, were 

. . . simply to declare 'that these /black^were not human 

beings.

To legitimize their control, they set up political 

systems. In general, according to Almond and Coleman, 

"Legitimate force is the thread that,runs through the Inputs

aind outputs of the political.system, giving it its special
.,13

queillty and salience'and its coherence as a system.

But the "quality and salience" of the European poli

tical systems in the occupied "native" territories was dis

criminatory and totalitarian. Kautsky defines political 

totalitarianism thus; "... we d^lne it merely as a set 

of methods used, imder certain circumstances, by a group or 

several groups in control of a government in order to retain
nl4

Since in these circumstances "all the new ^ember7 

organizations . . ; profess the same ideology—the ideology 

of the regime," and sincethe regime’s "emphasis is on ah 

outside enemy" and "totalitarian propaganda aims to create

that control.

^^Arendt, The Origins of Totalitarianism, p. 195.
^^Gabriel A. Almond and James S. Coleman (Eds.),

The Politics of .Developing Areas'(Princeton.' N.J.i Princeton 
University Press, i960), p. 7.

^^John H. Kautsky, Political Change in Underdeveloped 
Countries (New York; John Wiley and Sons, Inc 1962), p. 91.• *
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unity behind the regime » . ..by encouraging loyalty and 

positive identification .. . Inculcating hatred and

feM of some common enemy, the native people, would be 

(as, they were in Kenya) systematically excluded from the- 

regime. ' •

Given this situation, the pervasive fact■of social 

life, and hence the fact of paramount significance, is the 
existence of two separate and unequal groups^^ in a cp- 

. lonlal situation or colonial "state,” with the subjugated 

"natives" and the culturally alien ruling, class. The con

quest of a people in a territory by another is consolidated 

as the fact of domination and suterdinatlon becomes a stable

reality of the social structure. In sim, the dominant fac

tor of this colonial structure is a caste system main

tained through the totalitarian power of the ruling group.
*

The fact of a powers imposed-and-power-maintain^ed 

caste system, directed towards both subordination and

^^Kautsky, Political Change in UnderdevSloped Coun
tries. pp. 93-95. , . - ' 'i

16
(a)- One of the South African Province's Consti

tutions reads: "There shall be no equality between black 
and white either in Church or State." (Malinowski, The 
Dynamics of Culture Change, p. 115.)

(b) Arendt dewrlbes how Darwinism was used to 
justify discrlminatlai and segregation between the "fittest" 
race (white) and the "less fit" black race. (Arendt, The 
Origins of Totalitarianism, p. 178.)

, (o) The German rSnantlclsm in "race-thinking" con
cept of a "race of princes, the Aryans," and the non-Aryans 
who were less human, and therefore unequal, is another rele
vant example. (Arendt. The Origins of Tntalttarlaniam, 
p., 173.) .

.ii' •
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economic esqploltatlon^^ of the oppressed people, emerges as

. a social factor of overriding Impact that Influences every ,

Indeed, It Isaspect of Institutional life In any country, 

this fact that' Is oentrail In defining the meaning of oo-
■r^

4■ lonlallsm.

In light of these considerations. It can ha argued 

with considerable Justification that no saWsfaotory history 

of education In a colonial situation can be raltten except 

in a theoretical ffam^worh in which^ colonialism, sociolo

gically defined, provides the major perfective for an ma- 

lyslsi

However, the sociological structure of colonialism, 

historically viewed, is exceedingly more complex than the 

preceding remarks suggest. The ruling group la seldom, if 

ever, a imltary social group—although It may appear to be 

so from the point of view of the victimized people. In ac

tuality, representatives of the conquering power are diverse 

In their interests and aims In "so far as the colonial people 

are ooncemed-.— As Malinowski puts It: "There Is always the 

formation of an- aggressive* or ooJiquerlng community in situ

This oommu3ilty Is by no means a direct replica of
nl8'

• ‘J •

Its mother community at home.

In other words, in considering the social structure

i’'

^^Probably the worst form of physical "native" ex
ploitation was forced labor and "slavery" which European 
farmers encouraged. (Areiidt, The Origins of Totalltarlan- 

- Ism, p. 193.)
- ^®Malinowski, The Dynamics of Culture Change.

pp. 17-18.
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of the superbrdlnatevgroups, pne must disorlmlnate ^ong 

various sub-groups—the relationships of each to the sub

ordinated people being defined by its own alms and Interestso

Historically, in the case of European colonization 

of Africans, then# have been several of these interest ^

groups—each of which has tended to enter upon the African 

scene.at a distinct phase of colonial domination, and each 

of which has played its own distinctive role in influencing 

the colonial development of my people. The most Important 

of these interest groups have been Christian missionaries 
and a large number of European, farmersi’’^ as is the case to

day in the racist regimes of ^odesla^® and South Africa.

In sum, in examining the social structure of co

lonialism ip any specific colonial "nation," it is essen-

,tial to t^e into consldpratibn not only sub-groups of this
.  . . . . . ''

kl^d but also the structure of relationships among them and 

the impact this has on the whole character of colonial 

domination in that "nation."

This being the case, it would seem apparent that the ^ 

structure of colonial domination can be complicated greatly 

with entry into the situation of additional "factions."

Thus, as in the history of Kenya to be discussed, when real 

differences between the European- settler population and the

t

^^Henoeforth to be referred to in the study as 
"settlers" or "European settlers."

26Colonial name for Zimbabwe.
21Colonial name for Azanla.
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home government (which was subjected to political In- 

■ fluencbi from groups that might have had no dlfeot interest 

or Involvement in the colonial situation) exist then one must 

regard the "home" government and the settler population 

(or their, locail government) within the structure of the 

colonial powero

The same oonsidejratlons appiy when one examines the

In this group.social structure of the colonized group, 

too, one may distinguish separate groups—the integrating

of each group being defined by a cluster of factors such 

as ethnic, identity and tribal o^ture. For example, A. L. 

Epstein studied this social phenomenon in the Copper Belt 
of Northern Bhodesla.^^ He found that African political 

activism and inter-tribal unity always started*in the large 

towns in the colony. It was in the"towns where Africans
t:

. felt humiliated by wage differentials,’" "color bars" (racial 

segregation, discrimination) and voting disenfranchisement.

He also found that during the actual wording hours "there 

< was general consensus on who were the lexers in the Af

rican community."^ But, as soon as the African workers 

went^ome to their segregated "native" locations, Epstein

'^ound no such consensus and questioning generally drew 

forth a stereotjrped response to the effect that every tribe

^^Colonial name for Zambia.

23Mai Gluckman, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Naivety in Social Anthropology (Chicago t Aldine 

Publishing Company, 1964), p, 8?.

Closed System and Open MindSa

- f
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or group considered Its own leaders to be most Important."^ 

My thesis takes the former view of tM group's own 

sense of common interesto I not treat the "native" peo

ple of Kenya as having had no "oo^sensuso" They are treated 

as a unit. The Justification for this stand-is that the 

differences-existing among, these groups were less sis^ifi- 

osuit than the common factors and grievances that united them 

as one group to challenge the forces of the Buropean groups. 

It was, in'other-words, an unbearable situation of 

common oppression that determined their social and political 

solidarity. In effect, therefore, their unity, as a social 

or interest group, was hnposed by the totalitarian ruling 

group, (It Should be noted here that this "solidarity" 

-situation changed radically oh the eve of independence in 

1963, As soon as the European power began to be lifted, 

several splinter groups formed political parties antici-;^ 

patlng the power forces in a vacuum left by the settlers,) 

Nevertheless, for the time period discussed in this 

study, the only' significant native Interest gi^oups that were 

effective in influencing the ihape of "native" education 

were organizations that acted as representatives of the sub

jugated peoples. As a matter of fact, at any specific time 

in the history covered here, the social structure "of the 

ruling group must be analyzed in terms of the specific'

It

^^Gluokman, Glosed^System and Open Minds, p, 87,
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structure of relationships that ezisted hetweeh sub-groups 

of the superordinato aliens and one "native" groupo

Another factor that-makes for complexity in a. his

torical study oast from this perspective is the fact that 

the stiruotura of relations (among the interest groups that

constitute either the colonial power or the enslaved .peo-

For example, the men-pies) is not constant through time, 

tality of "race-thinking" and the concept of a British
. at the.global Empire started dying out grsulually "• • 

moment when ruling classes in England or the English doml-
s

nation in colonial possessions were no loiager absolutely 

secure, and when it became highly doubtful whether those 

who were 'fittest* today would be the fittest tomorrowo

Kautsky advances another theory for the inevitable 

change, which is that nationalist movements may rise to 

challenge the ruling group.t If- the ruling group has ^ 

weakened or lost a following in the passage of time, then 

the oppressed peoples take over from their overlords. These 

mov^dhts,^ “Kautsky stresses, ".

territories that-are ^r were*until recently administered by 

foreign powers as colonies, like Ii;idla and most of Africa.

Still another factor that may affect change in a

n25 .

.are"not confined to

„26

^•^Arendt, The 0r3g)r^n of Total ttarlanlam. p. I78. 
^^Kautsky, Political Ghaiige in Underdeveloped Goun-

j'

tries, p. 38.
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colonial situation Is a significant Increase In the ruling 

population—as was the case in Keiyra. At an early period 

only some of the colonial Interest groups may be present In 

the colonial "state." As new groups enter the scene, the 

entire 'Social structure, changes. Of coiurse, the entry of 

the new groups from the ruling European nations need to be 

■taken Into consideration only If they emerge as a slgnlfl- 

cant factor In the shapliag of the socl^ struotxire and, 

specifically. In the case of the present study, they are 

Included only when their activities have had a significant 

Influence In the determination of the educational system 

for the "native" peoples.

/

C. Format of Presentation

The above theoretical considerations provide a basis 

for the organization of this'study. Since chronology as
• ■ - . . V-*'-

such was not the single most Important factor In this his

torical account., I have not organized my chapters on a

_ _ simple chronological basis. Ha'bher, I have defined each

* period, and thus each Chapter, within- the historical fr^e- 

work in the development of education for the subject peoples 

. of Kenya, Inevitably, therefore, there Is considerable 

overlapping in the actual dates which mark significant 

milestones In' this task. But care has been taken to de

limit each Chapter on the basis of the specific -structure 

of group relations—the salient consideration being the spe- . 

clfIc struc ture and pattern of power and domination that was
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established durlns (and characterized by) this period.

Thus, Chapter 11 reviews the relevant (but scant) 

literature, taking Into cohslderatlon the "native" educa

tion policies and practices of all the major Interacting

groups.

Chapter III (Pre-European—18W} discusses the 

system of African education In Kenya before the coming of 

Europeans.' This is done not only to stress the prior exis

tence of an African oultiu'e but also to establish a clear

social scene which was soon to ezperlence an alien cul

tural impact.

Chapter IV (1498-1850) begins with the coming of 

the first Europeans—and briefly describes the events 

leading up to active European conquest, occupation and sus

tained Influence on the "natives."

Chapter V (18^6-1911) stertS with the permanent 

settlement of the Christian missionaries and their estab-.. 

lishment of their own social position in African'life.

This phase of history ends with the emergence of the. settler 

group as the dominant force. Thusi-Chapter VI (1001-1925) 

discusses the settler hegemoi^ In all affairs (Including 

education) of Kenya Colony.

Chapter VII (1919-193?) Introduces the British Gov

ernment in the picture as a mother country Issuing her own' 

"native" education directives in an advisory, rather than In 

an enforcing, capacity.

\

r-*-
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Chapter VIII (1921-1940) Is essentially an account 

of "native" frustration and. .reaction against the Europe^ 

sub-group power and authority.■ Political activism to 

achieve their goals (one of which was education) is a dominant 

factor. ' .

The last Chapter (IX), "Summary and Conclusions," is 

an interpretative overview of my thesis in the context of . . 

socio-historical-dynaiaics among alien and native groups, 

which shaped a European-type of education for my people.

Thus, the initial and major concern of each Chapter 

is to analyze the historical events that led up to, and 

characterized, the establishment of a particular structure 

of Interest groups and power relationships in Kenya. This 

historical account provides the context in which educational 

developments, during the period of my study, are interpreted.

D. The Organized Group. Eactor

A word is in order concerning the general character

of the "group factor" in educational developments that I have 

analyzed. To the extent that historical materials have made 
^ * ■

it possible, I have discussed the goals of education as de-
■S'- .--rA

fined by various Interest groups—policies and curricula 

.that were established, with details relating to.the controls 

of these schoolsj and the Africein response to (and the in- 

flusnoe on) the development of an educational system.for 

subject peoples. Perhaps the most important assumption of
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my thesis Is that the essential significance. Is revealed 

through this conteztualizatlon of historical events with 

respect to the social group factors- of the colonial situa

tion.

In recounting the history of this development of 

the group social structure, I have concentrated on formally 

constituted organizations, such.as the establishment of the 

settler government, African political parties and missionary

churches. My rationale for this focus is as follows: the 

Interests of a particular population, or segments thereof, 

do not find expression as effective factors in the develop- 

ment of institutional life unless, and until, they are 

articulated and pursued In an organized way. As Sherif’s 

experiment in Intergaroup Conflict and Cooperation illus

trates; "The course of relations between two groups^which 

are In a state of competition and frustration will tend to" 

produce an Increase.In in-group solidarity. «27 To succeed,

__. - . .JiPJLever. and organization against. a .

^ommon enemy must have "leadership"—which Thelen defines 

as ", . . the set of functions throu^ which the group co

ordinates ^nd organlzes7 the efforts of individuals.^ These 

efforts must result In the satisfaction to the participants 
as well as in help to the group in meeting Its pxirposes."^®

^^Miizafer Sherlf, et, al,. Intergroup Gonfllct and 
Cooperation (Norman, Okla,: University of Oiaahoma Press, 
19()l), p* 123*

Herbert A. Thelen, Dynamics of Groups at Work 
(Chicago; University of Chicago Press, 1954), p, 296. ^
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In so far as the development of the education system 

for. Africans-in Kenya was concerned, the Interests and goals 

of the veirious "in-group'? parties operated as effective 

causal factors through the Instrumentality of formal organi- 

. zatlons. ' ' •

In discussing the educational development from this 

point of view, I do not mean to suggest that the organiza

tions that played important roles in the educational system . 

were primarily or essentially educational organizations.

Indeed, one of the factors that emerges most clearly in the 

course of this study is that these organizations were poli

tical and govermental groups; and that for them, educa

tional concerns and goals were always viewed or interpreted 

in a broader politico-social context. For example, in

Chapter VIII, the entire “native” Independent School Move-
*

ment iiot only was-initiated and directed by the African^

political "in-group" parties, but also was viewed as a

necessary instrumentality for the advancement of "native"

political, social and economic Interests. The political and

ecoihomlc Interests of this movement were so intimately bound

up with its educational interests and, goals that the latter

becomes understandable only when interpreted in the light

of the former. Indeed, the fundamental significance of the

African Independent School Movement emerges only when its
✓

development is viewed from this point of view. The same 

phenomenon would be true in the case of the settlers who 

sought to realize their goals and Interests through an or- 

ganlzed political machinery.

♦



GHAPTBH II

BDUCATION.IN KENIA IN THE CONTEXT OP 

COLONIALISM, 1895-19^» A fiSVIBW OF THE LITEBATUHE

a; Introduotlont The Basla for Seleoting Publloationa

for Hevlew

This review of literature follows my thesis, and 

particularly from the Interpretive framework. In which the 

development of education for Africans in Kenya is reviewed 

In the context of colonial domination by the British.

Given this perspective, I have included publications that 

discuss education in Kenya from the point of view of its 

relationship to the political and socio-economic structure 

of the colonial situation.

-f-

-Settlar-SQP’arnment—Education-deports

There is a very limited body of:literature (as of
*

the time of this writing) in the area with which this thesis 

deals.-

*

Europeans, particularly the British, did write nume

rous books and official educational reports of the settler- 

government of Kenya during most of the period covered by the 

study. In reviewing this literature I studied the Kenya 

Education Department Annual Reports for the years 1923-1953

19
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(see Bibliography). These GoTerment documents are pre

dominantly statistical in the information they provide—for 

example, the number of teachers and pupils from year to year. 

They also portray, throughout this period, a characteristic 

that the shortcominga and inadequacies of education for Af

ricans mere primarily because Africans were mentally in

ferior and generally unprepared to cope with a European- 

type education and economy.

The discussions concerning these reports obviously 

are of limited value in documenting the characteristics of 

social si(;iiatlons to which they refer, and in documenting 

those processes the detailed knowledge of which would have 

been very valudble for the purposes of the study. The re

ports, however, are valuable fo;^^e purposes of the study 

in documenting officieuL policy and its Justification.

G. British Colonial Heports and Policy Documents

An additional body of official literature consists 
of the Annual Colonial fleports^ of the British Government's 

Colonial Office for the years 1931-1950 (see Bibliography).
, * r '

The content of these reports is quite similar to that of the 

previously mentioned reports of the settler-government's Edu

cation Department. They offer little additional information 

or insights into the structure and dynamics of the colonlaJ.

^The Heports covered all areas in each colony—e.g. 
health, agriculture, administration and, of course, edu
cation.
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eduoational situation.' My impression is that these reports 

were largely provided by the settler-governmentj and that 

the British Colonial Office published them with a minimum 
of changes.

In addition to'these regular British Government 

documents, I have studied a number of special Governmental 

dooumentS'^-for example, the British White Pacer for Kenya 

of 1923, and British Education Pniiw Tropicai Africa of 

1925. These documents, of course, are not studies of co

lonial education, hut rather documentations of Important 

conditions and developments of policy.

D. Buropean-Authored Books—Pro-Colonial Situation

Another area of review is that of the European- 

authored books relating to the development of education for 
Examples are books by: Ca) Wilson,^ 

her of the settler-government's Legislative and Executive 
Councils; (b) Askwlth,^ former Commissioner for African 

Community Development in Kenya; and (0) Place,^ 

teacher £Uid school principal of this writer. ' ■

Africans. former mem-

a former

^Christopher J. Wilson, Before the Dawn in Kenya 
(Nairobi: The £^llsh Press, 1952J: Before t 
Kenya (London: MbCorquodale and Co., Ltd., 195371^Kenya*s 
Warning: Tt^e Ghal,lenge to White SupremAov Puj Bri^sh 
Colony (Nairobi: The English Press, 1954); and One African 
Colony (Kenya) (London: The Signpost Press, 1945).

Lin

^Tom G. Askwlth, The Story of Kenya* a Progress
(Nairobi: The fiagle Press, 1955). - -

/f ■

James B. Place. A School History of Konya (WoimVii. 
The Eagle Press, 1953). ! " - - -
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I tiave treated these works as a body In this dls- 

Qusslon because they share certain characteristics that 

explain their limited usefulness. An Important trait found . 

that these works have In common Is that they are strongly 

propagandlstlo; that is, they were written to Influence be

lief and opinion favorably towards the existing colonial 

educational system. As a student, I used some of these 

books as texts In the Kenya Colony schools, and I can at

test that they Indeed:li^luenoed Afrloan> dhlldren* s attl-

Me read and believed, for example, that we had 

"neither history nor culture" before the White man came to 

"civilize" us.

tudes.

Typical of Wilson's writings are his defense emd 

Justification for European occupation and settlement. He 

la a disciple of the "no-man's land" myth, which was used 

by the Europeans to "prove" that they had not driven out 

"natives" fpom the lands they settled. In fact, even though 

this thesis stresses that Africans were forced to work on

European farms, Wilson asserts that Africans were "happy" 
lo live and work on,such farms.* He declares that

One^ towering and venomous feasehood, perpetually 
presiimed and replenished, Is that white settlement 
In East Africa began by the seizure of land already 
cultivated by Afrlc^s who were either driven frOm

a state of semi- «their homes or forced-to remain In 
slavery.5

^Wilson, One African Colony (Kenya), p. 21.
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After Biiropean occupation, Wilson continuest

... It was riot long before they ^frloan^ began 
to bring theli^wlves, with’ them and to mate their 
homes on the ^uropea^ farms j where they were 
allowed whatever land they wanted for their own 
cultivation. These were the first,squatters, later 
to be known as resident labourers.®

Wilson, who was also at one time a member of the 

Board of Governors for Makerere College (East Africa's 

only college then giving the equivalent of fourteen years' 

schooling), considered the African mind Incapable of rea- 

soning~and, therefore, unable to absorb abstract com

plexities of western literary education. He wrote:

To consider the education of the African, we must 
define the nature of the mind of the African before 
his first contact with white civilization. ...
The mind of the primitive savage Is probably beyond 
the understanding of the sophisticated European ob-i 
server. ... It would be better to say that 'the 
ml33d has not been educated to the point where reason 
overpowers emotion. It seems that the paramount 
emotion Is fe “ 
of witchcraft

a^-fear of the unknown, of spirits,.

Because of this fear of the unknown, any attempt by 

the missionaries to give a "religious education may, then, 

result In a convert to Christianity or a bewildered pagan.

Besides, education raises the'hopes of the African: 

"the reralt Is often a fellow with an exaggerated sense of

^Wilson, One African Colony (Kenya) 

^Wilson, Kenya's Warning, p. 46. 

Jbia.. p. 48.

,, p. 22.

8
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his knowledge and Importance who despises his own people, 
envies the European, and seeks only his own interests.”^ 

Therefore, he oonoludes- in another of his works, 

"Sducatlon Afrloanfi7 tends to produce an ‘intellec

tual' class . . . eaten up with oonoelt. Political power 

tends to be the aggrandisement of the few in authority at

the expense of the rest of the community.

Askwlth's African development proposals included 

empowering local authorities to make by-laws: "To prohi

bit or control the making and sale of beer; to control the 

carrying of weapons by Afriosins; ... to control the sale 

and movement of cattle in order to prevent thieving; to 

stop brothels where ,^Afrloa^ prostitutes live; ... ^n^ 

to ensure that dead Africans are properly burled.

•Place, my former teacher, not only taught us that 

the land teUten by Europearw "was unoccupied 

but also that the Africans could not claim any‘ land in 

Kenya because they had only reached that part of Africa in 

recent years.

«12 by Africans,^.

9
• •. ' So much land now occupied by the Kamba ^y 
trib^ and the Kikuyu hhs been used by them so 
recently. As far away as Mlgwanl ^he locality

^Wilson, Kenya's Warning, pp. 45-46.

^®WllSon, One African Colony (Kenya), p. 13.

. ^^Askwlth, The Story of Kenya's Progress, p. 59. 
12

Plaoei, A School m ntory of Kenya, pp. 64-6?.
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where I spent my ohlldhoo^« ... are graves of 
the first Kamba t.o come down there from the hills 
some sixty years ago.13

Since these hooks were part of the system of the co

lonial domination, the factsNand the interpretations they 

represent must he viewed-with extreme caution. They ^ not 

represent an unbiased scholarly point of view any more than 

do the official Government publications. As documents 

written “in" the colonial context by Interested, parties in 

the superordinate caste, their context requires explamtion 

from the. perspective of a sociology of colonial domination. 

Conversely, the Interpretation they provide cannot be used 

to explain- the colonial situation of education in an ob

jective way.

However, these books do have vaQ.ue in dociuaentlng 

aspects of. the European colonial education structure, 

values. Inadequacies and injustices.

In sum, there is a substantial body of European- 
authored literature, official and unofflol^, that provides 

some insights into theTdubatiohal system of oolbnlal-Kenya;— 
but \t has limited scholarly value >for the reasons discussed 

above. Perhaps the most important*limitation consists of 

the inevitable biases that were injected by virtue of the 

European-oolonial-mentallty authorship.

E. Two Scholarly Works by Othieno Sheffield

As of 1965, only two scholarly studies of education

^^Place. A School History of Kenya, p. 67.

>\ .
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in Kenya had been completed. Both of these were doctoral 

dissertations at Teachers College, Columbia University.
One of the authors,. N. Antlpa Othieno,^^ 

teacher at Kagumo Teachers College, Nyeri, Kenya, 

other author, James H. • Sheffield,

was my 

The

visited and worked 
with the Kenya Education Department before, and after, 

African Independence, 

teaching at his alma mater.
He is'an American scholar now

Othfleno's work is an outline of education in East
Africa. He draws heavily upon secondary sources, and con

centrates on the missionary influence and initial estab- • 
llshment of schools for Africans. His main theme is that 
missionary education and religion did Influence African

cultures, the impact of which "... generally meant a 
negation of the traditional African way of llfe."^^

Thus,

the main relationship between his thesis and this one is ‘

that both show that the missionaries ignored the existence 

of "native" African cultures among the people they sought 

-to-educate-.- Consequently, they did not carry on -the- edu—
. catiofial process in such,a way that it was meaningfully

■S’

14
N. Antipa Othleno, "An Outline of History of Edu- 

catlon in East Africa, 1844-1925," Unpublished Doctoral 
Dissertation, New York: Teachers College, 
sity, 1963. " ’

Columbia Univer-

^"“JpSblishld Sc-
toral Dissertation, Wew York: Teachers College, Columbia 
University, 1965* .

^^Othieno, p. 22.
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related to the life experience of their pupils. Othieno 

believes, as this writer does, that the laoh of the rele- 

vanoe of missionary education was largely due to this 

factor.

In Othieno* s study, the political factor does not 

emerge as one of primary slgnlfloanee. This probably re

flects the fact that considerations of power actually did 

not“beoome dominant during the period covered by his study.

His study ends in 1925. at a time when the settlers had- - -

9nly recently established their own goverame'nt and were 

still in the process of imposing and oonsolldating their 

own rule. However, he stresses that even at this early

X

• period the missionaries "... acted as aigents in supplying 

their /the settlers/7 needs. Consequently, Mission schools' 

policies became closely linked with settlers* needs.

Thus, right from the beginning, the African viewed the 

settler and the missionary as Inseparable correlates in ad

vancing European power and domination.

Sheffield's study is an analysis of social Wd poll- 

tical forces that operated to retard (or perhaps to enhance) 

the development of education for' Africans in Kenya, 

discussion of the settler policy, and his recommendations 

for an Africanized education in an Independent Kenya, come 

after the period of this study—1948 to 1963.

His

Respite the

^^othleno, "An Outline of History of Education in 
East Africa, 1844-1925," p. 158.
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difference In time, Sheffield's analysis, 

documents that the retardation of African educational de-

as does mine.

velopment for the Africana was. th'e outcome of a deliberate 

settler policy to keep the Africans in a subordinate sta- 

iie contends that the British indifference meant that 

the settlers Carried on their policle,s with impunity.

tus.

AithoMh a series of-authoritative statements from 
the ^ritisl^. Colonial Office during the 1920* s and - 
1930*s established the primacy of African interests, 
the settlers., led by Lord Delamere, never gave up 
their efforts /of dominating the 'inferior' race^. 
Britain, with rare exceptions, declined to interfere 
in East African .affairs .beyond the making of overall 
policy, * . .18

Thus, British policy and "verbal commitments progressed
■■ faster than practloe."^^

The British inactiohj and therefore the settler-, 
go^rpment "independence," enabled the settlers to treat 

the Africans as they wished. African populations, for * 

example, were considered reservoirs for labor on the Euro-

. pean farms. Quoting Lord Oliver, Sheffield feels that to

- ' the settlers-the-ldeal-African reserve^® was ". . . a con- .

venifent recruiting groimd for labop, a place from which 

«• . the-able-bodied go oUt tp work, returning occasionally to 

rest, and beget the next generation of laborers. ,.21

18Sheffield, "An Outline of History of Education in 
East Africa, 1844-1925," p. 63.

p.- 64,s.t
20
African reserves were areas designated for African 

settlement. By the 1915 Land Ordinance, most of Kenya's fer
tile land became "White Highlands" for European settlement 
only.

21,
Sheffield, p. 50.
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■ Sheffield rightly realizes that education for Af

ricans was primarily an outcome of "non-educational factors" 

such as African.political and nationalistic activism and

missionary Christian religious teachings, rather than an 

outcome of a systematic educational "hlueprlht." Further,

n22 ,■. . no long-range planning was undertaken. . .
‘v.

In these circumstances, it seems to'me that Shef- 

field's expose' contradicts his own somewhat inadvertent 

comments that Europeans found-themselves Involved in a 

"reluctant occupation" and that the missionaries and the 

settler-government "regarded the education of Africans as
desirable."^3

II

However, Sheffield makes specific recommendations 

for correcting the colonial legacy in education for Af

ricans. He feels that the role of education in Kenya today 

should be the "balance" between the European and African 

traditions, and education for citizenship, manpower and 
morality.

»

These goals oan be achieved by a "balance"' between

in expansion,* and the "balance" between 

the education and other departments in the system.
4qimlity and qiiantl

^^Sheffield, "Policies and Progress in African Edu
cation in Kenya: 1949-1963," p. 206.

^^ibld.. p. 57._ _ _  In a personal communication, Shef
field commented later that he meant "reluctant occupation" 
in Uganda, and that "education was desirable" for labor pur
poses.
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P» Literature Symoathetlo to the African Cause

There Is another hod? of literature containing 

analyses of education for Africans in Kenya that deserves 

I will briefly discuss some representative works 

I havo treated this group of writings on

oommento

in this category.

the basis of two criteria.

First, there are the writings by Kenya Africans, ■ 

which analyze educational needs and problems from the Af-

Seoond, there are works by Europeans 

who are sympathetic to the African needs and aspirations.

In this respect, the works contrast quite sharply with the ■ 

previously discussed European-authored books and documents.

Works by Kenyans.—Pour books by three Africans

rloan point of view.

1.

native to Kenya merit discussion. Two of these are by Kzee

^ent of Independent Kenya and a 

^^^noe movement for four decades.

is a political document.

Jomo Kenyatta, first P 

major leader of the in 

His Kenya 1 The Land of Confi
one of numerous Kenyatta-aut(yred writings, directed to the 

mobilization of the Africans for independence. Kenyatta 

relates education to the political*situation that then pre

vailed in Kenya. He argues that the educational disad

vantages of the AfrlOEms were ein expression of the European 

use of political power in the colony to maintain the sub

jugation of the Africans. Kenyatta saw clearly that a high

24
Jomo Kenyatta, Kenya: The Land of Conflibt (Man

chester, England: International African Service Bureau, 
1944).
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level of education was necessary in the process of eradi

cating the caste subjugation of the African peoples. He 

regarded the settler policy of educational discrimination 

as a deliberate one directed toi^ards the maintaining of 

the existing system Of Iriequallty, Eeferring to this 

policy, he wrote* "It is wrong that an African should be 
prevented by compulsory Ignorance trom do^ any kind of 

work for which he is fitted by his natural ability.
Kenyatta documents his case, InVart* by citing 

statistics showing the great inequality of government 

pendlture in education for European and African pupils. 

For example* ,

ex-

The Government spends 8s per head on the education 
of Africa children, while it spends 649,255 ^OOs 
per hea^ for the education of less than 2,000 Euro
pean children. In other words, it is the poor who 
are taxed to ^y for the education of the rich. If 
education is so inadequate, the medical-service is * 
no bettor. Other social services simply do nop 
exist, unless the ;^risons be classed, as such.^o

Kenyatta’s Harambee.^^ although written on the eve

of full national independence, provides a realistic assess

ment*’ of educational needs and probljsms in Kenya. And, in 

the process, it shows connections between these problems and 

needs and the politics of the colonial period. It should be 

emphasized that this book was written as Kenyatta prepared

^■%enyatta, Kenya* The Land of Conollft. p. 22.' 
^^Ibid.. p.- 5.

^^Jomo Kenyatta, Harambeet Speeches 1963-1964 
(London* Oxford University Press, 1964). 
the Kenya nation's motto which is Swahili for‘"Let*s all 
pull together."
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to assuae leadership of the'new Government, and that he 

discusses,education in the context of his ovm governmental 

programs. Kenyatta develops the view that many of the 

lnadeq,uacles of education were creations of the colonial

system. "We are very concomed about the shortage of edu-

from theoatlonal opportunities" that were "inherited" 

colonial ei», "No stone will be left unturned to ensure

as full a response as fiinds will permit to the educational
■ ~ .. . . . ,' . '! 29

aspirations of all Kenyans." ,

Kenyatta emphasizes his determination to create a 

body of educated Africans for administration and other es

sential affairs of the State. He expressed his determl- 

- nation to seek help from any and all nations to achieve this 

goal without getting Involved with the Ideological warfare 

.between the.West and the East. He once told Parliament: 

".Brothers, I want to assvure you that knowledge Is knowledge. 

Irrespective of who gives It. You must make a distinction 

between knowledge and ideology. We do not send out people 

overseas to get the Ideology of Britain or America or Hus- 
*We sent them to get knowledge,*to come back to thissla.

ooimtry, to help us work for oiir future."^®

Keixyatta believes In self-initiative and self-help 

In the process of building a modern Kenya nation. The

^®Kenyatta, Harambeel. p. 83.

^^ibld.. p. 85.

30Ibid.
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GoTernment will do all It can to aid local communities In 

their educational endeavors, but "self help must not be 

regaj^ed as being in competition with what the Government 

is trying to do."*^ Bather, It is "complementary" to 

Government efforts.

In general, these two books together provide a 

good documentation of a major individual leader's evalua

tion of the Importance of education In a colonial and 

post-colonial situation.

Kolnange has also fought for African Independence 

since earning tbe honor of being the first Kenyan to get a 

oollege degree In 1937• tflth Kenyatta, he helped manage 

the Independent School Movement In the 19^0's. In Inde

pendent Kenya, he has held various ministerial positions, ^ 

Including Minister of Kdupatlpn.

Kolnange's The People of Kenya Speak for Them

selves^^ Is similar to Kenyatta's books ih that it Is a 

political activist document that Interprets education in 

accordance with Its’ significance for people fighting for 

Independence. Kolnange expresses the judgment that ‘?we" 

Africans must become an educated people If we are to 

challenge the European colonlEO. power. He proposes ex

panded education by:

* '

3iKenyatta, Harambee t. p. 84.

3%blyu Kolnange, The People of Kenya Sneak for 
Themselves (Detroit: Kenya ftiblloatlon Fund, 1955J.
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. . . arranging for a greatly Increased numljer of 
African students to proceed overseas ^e graduated 
from Columbia University for higher studies; . . 
multiplying the number of primai^y and secondary 
,schools; . . . /any establishing institutions 
full imiverslty status In East Afrloa.33

Koinange's bool? Is especially valuable in that he 

discusses his experience as the acting head of the Inde

pendent School Movement.

of

He shows that the Independent 

Schools* curricula were developed as a political weapon.

In doing so, he reveals a close connection between the 

content of education and broad political and social forces. 

Essentially, the curricula were Africanized. They stressed 

African culture, folklore, dignity and inter-tribal unity. 

He rejects Government and Mission education because “The 

African child who goes to a /settler? Government, Mission 

school, elementairy, primary, high,school, and even to 

Makerere College, Uganda, is taught to obey, to be sub- * 

missive while in school he is warned to avoid getting in

volved in politics, to avoid the company of people who are 

regarded as 'agitators'. If he should be seen developing" 

a flrfi attitude in life, he would lo^se his scholarship 

and/or be thrown out. of school.

Tom Mboya was assassinated in Julyj I969, at the

age of 38, after an unusually brilliant labor union, and 

then political, caireer since the age of 20. During hia

33"Kolnange, The People of Kenya SpPAir for Them- - 
selves, p. 107,.

34ibid.. p. 44.
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afetive but short life, he contributed, greatly towards Af

rican Independence ^d education.^-5 At the time of his 

death, he was Minister of Planning and Economic Develop-
Mboya's book The Kenya Questiont An African Anawar^^ 

was written late in the prb-independence period while he 

was in England. The book was written for a British au

dience to correct.the British misconceptions about the co-
' i.

lonial situation in Kenya, and to inform the British pub

lic of the real .conditions that 'existed in varioue spheres 

of life. In part, the book is an indictment of the set

tler-government t "Together with discriminatory practices 

on the land, the /settle^ government have given aid and 

recognized schools, hospitals and residential areas, etc 

established on a racial basis."

The Government was party to all these practices.
It either enacted legislation.promoting discri
mination or failed to legislate against it. Thus 
Africans identified the Government with the prac
tices, and the Government itself became a symbol of 
European supremacy and domination.37

Education is not among the central issues discussed 

in MbcSya's book. However, he does express the •view that 

.. the Africans have suffered greatly by virtue of settler- - 

government policy* "Me fear that the right of our lands

ment.

•»

35Mboya arranged for a free airlift which brought 
some 1,700 students to study in U.S. colleges and univer
sities between 1959 and I961. I was in this group in i960.

^^Tom Mboya, The Kenya Question* An African 
Answer (London* Fabian Colonial Bureau, 1956.)

37Ibid., p. 15.
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will be lost and liberty of our living place will be re

jected, and after this we will come into bondage of working 

in settlers* fams for our living.place.

Thus, the value of Mboya's book in the present 

context is that it is a dpoument of the views of a major 

Kenyan political figure concerning the injustices of co- , 

lonial rule, and that it relates educational Inequalities 

to inequalities in other areas of life—for example, em- ' 

ployment.

r

2. Works b.Y Euroneans.—Among the pro-African

European authors who write from first-hand experience in 
Kenya, Aaronovitch^^ is one of the relatively few Eixropean

authors who analyzes the aspects of a colonial situation as 

part of a defense of the Africans, This book argues, and 

documents, that the Africans in Kenya were receiving an in

ferior and inadequate education and, contrary to the domi

nant view, they were not satisfied with the existing edur 

national system. "Education in Kenya is infected with the 

same spirit of discrimination as every other aspect of life 
in t&e Colony. ... For the great majority of African 

children, . . . no educational facilities exist. 40II

^®Mboya, The Kenya auestlom An A-Pripan Answer.
p. 14.

39s. and K. Aaronovitch, Crisis in Kenya fLnniinni 
Lawrence and Wlshart, 194?),

^Ibld.. p. 122.
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"So poor Is the provision that no more than of 

all African children of school age receive any education 

whatsoever, while no more than 0,03 per cent (In 194'3) reach
2i.T_

even a junior secondary standard."

The official justification by local district educa

tion boards that the Africans were "contented with the 

present educational progress" was

. , , the result of having Illiterate representatives 
/hand-picked by the settler-governmen;^ on these 
bodlesi Most of the members attend the meetings for 
the purposes of hearing what their D.C. ^^isttler 
District Commlsslonei7 will tell them, Instead of 
they themselves discussing these affairs Indepen- ‘ 
den^ly in order to find out what Is wrong and state

Aaronovltch discusses the intent of the European 

settlers to remfiln the power In Kenya. Although he does 

not explicitly argue the point, his discussion allows for 

■ the Interpretation that the Inferior educational system for 

Africans, and discriminatory practices In all walks of life, 

were all maintained deliberately as part of the goal to 

perpetuate European political rule.

Another example of a European writing.from first- 

hand_lnformation, and from an African point of view, is the 

Canadian journalist,. Patrick Keatley, who at one time lived

His book. The folitlcs of Partner- 

was chosen to illustrate the strikingly similar

in Colonial fihodesia. 

ship.

ii'T
^•‘•Aarbnovi.tch, Crisis in Kenya, p. ,135.
^^Ibid.. p. 134.

^^Patrick Keatley, The Politics of Partnership 
(Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1963), ^ ^ “
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nature of the settler mentality in an African colonial 
situation. Thus, although- Keatley.discusses education and 

other problems in the context of the "Ehodesian political 

and SQCl^ situation, it deserves note because it reveals 

similarities between the structure of colonialism in Kenya 

and-other British colonies.

Keatley shows that the legal system was used to 

main-fcaih the African in an uneducated s-tatus. He docximents 

, the grossly unequal allocations of settler-government funds 

between the Europeans and Africans. During the 1959-60 

U^school year, for example, there were 6,708 African students
attending secondary schpol in Hhodesia.and Nyasaland.^ 

During the same period, there were 21,671 European students ‘ 

attending secondary schools. let the Africans outnumbered 

"The African would have
k

to be gullible indeed to see partnership in a system that 

spends £6.2 million on the education of 1,036,000 >nar».ir 
children and £6.1 million on 79,000 non-African ones."^^

the Europeans in the ratio of 26:1.

Expressed as expenditure per head, the figures for 
. i960 were * '

White children in all territories 
African children in Southern flhodesia 
African children in Northern Bhodesia 
African children in Nyasaland

£ 103
8£

£ 9 
6 3

44
Colonial name for Malawi.

45 - '
•^Keatley, The Politics of pp. 316-317.

^^Ibid.. p. 371.
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In these olrcumstanoes, .it was simply "an effective 

propaganda ploy" for the' settlers and their British repre

sentatives to claim that "... African education is farther

ahead than in any of the critic countries where no such
iV7

educational scheme exists."*'

As-for higher education, 52 out of every 100,000 

settlers were able to study at overseas universities. The 

figure for Africans was a "mere 0.7 in 100,000." But when 

a local public college !'. . . began in 1957 with seventy- 

one students, only eight were . . . African, and these were 

accommodated in a separate hostel.

In general, Keatley argues convincingly that educa

tional policy for Africans was shaped and Implemented pri

marily with the interest of their continued subordination.^^

In this respect, the education and social systems in Kenya
es-

and flhodesla were very similar.

„48

^^Keatley, The Politics of Partnership, pp. 369-370.

^^Ibid.. p. 37^.-

. ^^Shodesla declared an illegsaly unilateral indepen
dence from Britain in I966. In March, I970 she declared 
herself an apartheid Bepubllc, with the tiny,European mino
rity in control. Typical of Britain's attitude whenever her 
-settlers are in the process of "civilizing savages," she has 
done nothing in the African Interest.-^It should be recalled 
that we in Kenya were earmarked for a white-ruled British 
Dominion stretching from Capo Town to Nairobi. It is hardly 
an exaggeration that the Mau Hau War of Independence saved 
us from being engulfed by this racist ambition.
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It should be noted that these writers, who have ad-' 

vanoed and defended African Interests over the European 

ruling class Interests, also were writing "In" the colonial 

•situation, and this undoubtedly has Influenced their facts 

and Interpretations as much as the social position of the 

earlier discussed European writers Influenced their views.. 

In sum, we cannot regard the literature written by members 

of either "camp" as meeting the standards of objectivity In 

scholarship and Ideals.

Thus, all of these European materials, .although his

torically valuable, must be used In a highly critical manner 

and with considerable caution.

G. Beason for Lack of African Literary Works

One may wonder at the fact that there Is so little 

scholarly literature by Africans on education In Kenya. In- 

deed this In Itself Is a reflection of the legacy of the co

lonial situation—^d hence It Is sociologically significant. 

For It was the colonial system of education that barred Af

rican^ from pursuing higher education. The fen who made 

headway escaped from the colony (usually as "agitators") and 

studied abroad. Examples of these are the three African 

authors and political leaders discussed earlier.

Locally, Kenya* s first college opened Its doors for

150 students (out of a native population of 7| million) ^
1956. They started Master's Degree programs In I969.

We are, therefore, as yet to produce our own group
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of scholars of a stature that can de^ with and analyze our 

problems in .what can be called a "scholarly" manner, 

haps readers should wonder at the fact that for 110 years 

—that is, from.the establishment of the first European 

v_,school for Africans in 1846 to the opening of a college in 

1936—the Europeans saw no need for higher "native" educa-' 

tlon.

Per-

H. Conclusion

In conclusion, this- review of the literature docu

ments both the dearth of scholarly writings of the history 

of education in Kenya, and the interest-infused character 

of most of the literature relating to the subject. If this 

review has been of any value, its value is primarily in 

documenting the need for hist:orioal research in this area, 

conducted according.to standards of scholarship. ' k

k



CHAPTER III

EDUCATION BSFOHE THE EUROPEANS: 

THE PfiB-EUHOPEAN PEHIOD TO 1846.

A. Introduction

The era of African education before the Europeans

ends with the establishment of schools by European mission

aries In 1846, Even though the missionaries actually 

started the first school In Kenya (as well as In all East

and Central Africa) In 1846, this mark-off year Is ,some

what arbitrary, since more than a half century passed before 

missionary schools became a dominant factor In education 

for Africans.

Further, for many of the geographically less acces

sible tribes In Kenya, the pre-European nature of education 

persisted largely unchanged until well Into the twentieth 
century.* .. * ’

For-those exposed to missionary education, formal

Influence of missionary schools and churches came during 

late childhood and adolescence. Children began schooling at 

the seven-to-twelve year age range—by which time they had

already assimilated the fundamental ways of trlbsO. life.

Thus, despite some.missionary Influence In churches

42 •
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■ and schools, the trll^ religions, morality, traditions and 

world 7lew were still the vital dominant Influences In 

shaping the lives of the people.

Given the relative steblllty of tribal life before 

and, to a lesser extent, af.ter the Europeans, we can. In 

fact, draw upon twentieth century studies to document the . 

nature of education In Kenya before the advent of the white 

These studies may be "projected back" Into the pre- 

Europe^ period to the extent that the traditional type of 

education persisted Into the twentieth century relatively 

unmodified by European Influences,

- In describing the Kenya pre-llterate educational 

system, I employ three sources"—namely, anthropological 
llteratxire, ethnogra^lc studies (especially Kenyatta's) on 

the Kenya "native" people, and my own knowledge drawn from 

personal experiences as a boy and a young man growing up In 

a Kenya "native" society.

man.

B, Anthropological Hevlew

j Anthropology demonstrates that small-so^e folk so- 

oletles share general characteristics with complex Industrial 

societies as ^ar as education Is concerned,' Consequently, 

we can draw upon general knowledge of education in folk so

cieties to characterize certain Important features of edu

cation In Kenya before the coming of the Europeans,

Both Industrleil and small-scale societies have cer- 

■ tain established modes of life and culture. Both strive to



maintain their peoiillar cultures through a system of educa

tion and instruction. .

Kneller relates that; "Each established human group 

evolves a versloh~bf social life or culture that is imique, 

though all versions provide such basic arrangements as 
family, economics, religion, technology and culture."^ 

Spindler continues to say that such "... a given kind of

• social system requires certain kinds of psychological struc-
2

tures in people in order to make the social system work." 

Since men do.not live apart from society, every society 

provides a certain amount of social knowledge in order to 

maintain proper functioning and to get the maximum grati

fication.. This "social knowledge" is education. Herskovlts 

sees education as an "enculturatlve process" In which edu

cation becomes "the process whereby the knowledge of a peo-
3 • *

- pie is passed from one generation to the next,"-^ On the 

other hand. Mead defines education as "the cultural pro

cess, the way in which each new-born human infant, bom 

with a potentiality for learning greater than that of any
#

^George'F. Kneller-(Ed.), Foimdationa of Education 
(New fork; John Wiley and Sons, Inc

^George 0. Spindler (Ed.), Education and Gut^turai 
Anthropological Approaches (New fork; Holt, Hinehart and 
Winston, 1963), p. 351. ’

■^Melville J. Herskovlts, Man and His Works; The 
Science of ^Ittiral Anthropology (New fork; Alfred A.

■ Knopf, 19W),. p. 32^.

1963), P. 300.•,
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mammal, is transformed into a full member of a specific

human society, Sharing with the other human members a spe-
■ k ' ■

cific human culture."- '

Whereas Mead’s concept of education is applicable 

to both complex and'small-scale folk societies, Herskovits* 

encultiirative process as a means of education is largely' 

ethnologioail--that la, more relevant to folk societies.

He adds another dimension—schooling—to cover education 

as it is known in complex Euro-American societies. Basic

ally, formal schooling Involves leaving one's home and 

society and going to an'institution, quite different from 

one’s society, for specializing in certain fields. Such 

training would be typical Instruction which has nothing to 

do with the home—a concept that is totally alien.to pre- 

literate societies.5

Thus,, the idea of "schooling" constitutes the most 

fundamental difference between educational.processes in 

complex and small-scale societies. The African traditional 

communities stress "the need for an individual to learn 

something which everyone agrees he would*wish to 3aiow" as 

opposed to the European school-house in which children must 

succumb to "the will of some Individual /who is supposed7 to

I

f*'Splndler, Education and Culture, p. 309. 

%erakovlts, Man and His Works, p. 318.
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teach something which it is not agreed that anyone has any 

desire obligating to learn.

Schooling for an African child is an everyday social 

affair. He “encounters cultural agents acting in the various 

roles and statuses provided by the social structure of his
7

society. The European child is more isolated in a home 

with a mother—and later in a school with a teacher—quite 

often unaware of societal and cultural forces around him.

The African social consensus of what should be 

learned is a manifestation ojt\sooial homogeneity in the 

traditional way of life.

trait of cultural continuity which has existed for many 

generations.

The homogeneity is in turn a

This contrasts sharply with the largely com

plex and heterogeneous society which is.chdraoterized by 

cultural discontinuities. Hence, whereas pre-literate 

societies of a hundred years ago are virtually the same *•

today, complex societies of barely a decade ago have taken 

on totally different cultural attributes through inven

tions, science, technology, politics, economic development 

and travel. In this regard, the child ‘in an'industrial 

community is likely to be confused as to his role and what

is expected of him by the society, for it is usually diffi

cult for anyone to cope with the fast changes and the

^Splndler, Education and Culture, p. 311. 

^Ibid.-, p. 380,
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demands of a complex Industrial sodletyo

The tribal society contrasts sharply with the Euro- 

American society in.its initiation ceremonies which consti

tute an important aspect of its eduoation. -For example, in 

their Gulturea ani^ Societies' of Africa. Simon and Phoeve

Ottenberg contend that traditional eduoation through initia

tion rites ^d ceremonies are primarily for turning "imma

ture boys 6ind girls into fully fledged m^bers of the adtilt

community." The idea is to convert children into men and
_  - a- -
women.

In another sense, the approach to "native" teaching, 

according to the Ottenbergs, is psychological, symbolic, 

and practical.9 To wit, during circmclsion rites, young 

people are isolated in the bushes and taught to fear and 

respect the ancestral spirits and gods. This is necessary 

because if the spirits become angry over the living peo

ple's activities, the society as a whole will bear the 

ancestral condemnation eind wrath.

During the same time of seclusion, the youths also 
t

learn how to withstand hardship without complaint. They .

remain outdooM during rains. ‘ They may not cry when cir

cumcision is performed without anesthesia. They learn to

8Simon and Phoebe Ottenberg.(Eds.), Cultures and *
. Societies of Africa (New York: Bandom House, 1980), p. 200.

^Ibld.. pp. 200-202.
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endure thirst and hunger.

For practical education, young men make t&eir own 

equipment—such as bows and arrows. Young women practice 

homecra£.t,_and household duties. Another practical method 

of learning to master the environment as an adult is to 

emulate adult activities. Thus children make miniature 

fish spears, grinding stones, small knives, .snail"homes'” 

and the like.

Anthropological authorities agree that social com

radeship and collectivism are the focal elements around 

which pre-literate societies* homogeneity revolves. There 

is much emphasis on the common bonds which unite all mem- 
■ bers of the society. Glbbs^® relates four methods of maln- 

. tainlng these vital bonds for cultural—and Indeed 

socletal-^survlval. First, clanship, is "manifested through 

original myths" which "supply a sense of Identity and con

tinuity." Secondly, this clanship is reinforced by a 

strong oxogamy. (Cf. clan endogamy where members may 

marry outside the clan.) This system eliminates the possi-

• bllity of different sub-clans clustering as powerful 

groups to challenge the loyalty awarded to the main clan. 

Third, solidarity is further strengthened by extending

• hospitality to all kinsfolk, neighbors and clansmen, "no 

matter how genealogically different." Fourth, the

^®James L. Gibbs', Jr. (Ed.), Peoples of Africa (New 
York; Holt, Elnehart and Winston, Inc 1965), P. 52.•»
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religious beliefs and .welfare are tied up with the "agnatic 

ancestors"—and thus the oommunit5r feels more strongly 
identified with them.^^

Moreover, Spindler points out that in their attempts 

to maintain solidarity, the •small-scale societies do not 

seek to convert out-of-group members. "The idea of con

version, or purposely attempting to alter the ideas and

Thus, if..12
attitudes of other persons, did not occur, 

euiyoue moves to a new tribal area, he has to learn the

language, songs, customs and ways of life of that "new"

It is significant to mention here that the Euro

peans sought to convert Africans instead of learning and. 

adjusting to the new way of life which they found in Af-

;ter’7-thi-S' created-d'riction between

tribe.

rica^ As we shall see

the European and African cultures.
«

Finally, despite"the fact that Europeans tried to 

change the African way of life, Gibbs insists that evidence 

given in 1956 by the TlrlAl elders of Kenya shows that "for

the most part African custom^ are the same as they were in

This is a thesis that I hold to be-«13
traditional times, 

accurate. And thus, throughout this Chapter, I discuss 

the African pre-literate societies as a present—rather

than a past—cultural phenomenon.

llGlbbs, Peoples of Africa. Summary, p. 52. 
^^Spindler, Education and Culture, p. 31-2i 

^^Glbbs, Peoples of Africa, p, 49.
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I am aware, however, that to some extent this 

description of the educational system In the pre-European 

period oversimplifies realityi particularly In that It 

emphasizes the relative stability and homogeneity of tra

ditional societies In Kenyd. ‘For In actuality, traditional 

societies (or any other society for that matter) are never 

homogeneous and. unchanging, as this discussion may suggest.

In so far as the questions of power relationships 

are concerned, the conquest and domination of one tribe by 

another was not unlmown In Africa before the coming of the 

Europeans. However, the emphasis on a stable functioning

culture serves to highlight the place of education In the
a

African society In the pre-European era. Further, It seems 

unlikely that before the establishment of a formal school 

system major changes of power and Interest In the social 

structure would have the same Impact on education as oc

curred after European-type schools were established,.

C> Kenyatta's Ethnographic Standv

A|iother source of folk society educational,system 

consists of ethnographic and other studies of tribal life 

In Keiiya which Include material on education. 'Although 

some of the best ethnographic material Is from the early 

twentieth century—such as Kenyatta's Facing Mount Kenya— 

these studies (as stated above In this Chapter) describe 

patterns of culture that have not been changed radically 

through Eiiropean contacts and Influences, Thus the

>, '
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description of educational patterns in such communities in 

the twentieth century affords us a view of an educational 

system that probably was not greatly different for many 

oenturleso e .

If this assumption is cobrect, then Kenyatta's 

analysis of the Gikuyu educational system characterizes it 

as it existed for many generations before the advent of 

Europeans. His work is particularly relevant in my pro

ject because he is an indigenous Kenya anthropologist 

and, secondly, because it is a detailed account' showing the 

relationship of the educational system to the rest’ of the 

culture. Thirdly, it specifically describes a tribal 

society in Kenya which in many ways is akin to my tflbal 

group, said which is our next-door neighbor.

Kenyatta relates that "education begins at the time

The character, responsi

bilities and moral code of Individuals are "formed within 

the family circle emd then within the local group, and then 

within the whole tribal organization through a course of 

initiation ceremonies.Thus, "there is* no special ' 

school building—the homestead is the school.

„1^
of birth and ends with death.

t

l^Jomo Kenyatta, Pacing Mount Kenya (London; Seeker 
and Warburg, 1938), p.99.

15lbld.. p. 98.
^^Ibld^. p. 99.
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A system of oo-eduoatlon, apppentloeship and learn

ing through Imitation of the elders exists. Co-education is 

to he found mainly in the pre-seven-yeai>old age group,

• Thereafter apprenticeship—and imitative learning—empha

sizing male and female roles iri the society—are Imparted 

to the children, A bee-keeper's soni for example, may learn 

actual bee-keeping to take over his father's occupation, 

Girlskeep a close watch on the female techniques of field 

cxzltlvation, cooking and the required manners of a woman.

All these teachings are strictly "anticipatory of adult 
Ilfe”^^ in the social fabric of the tribe.

Children receive education in physical development 

and" health.' The former is provided through physical exer

cises such as games and dances. The latter is inculcated in 

the children's minds as "taboos." "Children are trained not 

to go into a house where there is small-pox, not to touch 

clothes of a leper, nor touch a dead animal, or the bones 
of a dead man. ,.18

Kenyatte continues to say that "each step in the 
^ocial7 ladder is marked by a corresponding standard of 

manners and behavior. «19 But in all stages of social and

l^Kenyatta, Facing Mount Kenya, p. 101.
18

Ibid,. p. 105. 

Ibid., p.' 109..19tt
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physical development, the Kenya societies stress personal 

relations., "We may sum it up by saying that to the Euro

peans, •Individuality is the ideal of life,’ to the Af

ricans the ideal is the right relations with, and behavior 
20

to, other people." - ‘

The African family nucleus is the extended.family

concept which Includes parents,, grandparents, cousins.

The European concept ofuncles, aunts, and clan members, 

a family is nuclear—parents and childrm» This basic dif

ference helps to explain further the African socially broad 

interpersonal relations versus the generally select group 

and'individualistic European social behavior. 'Any elder in 

the African community, for example, treats all the. youths 

as his children. Similarly, the youths accord him all the' 

respect of a parent.'

Kenyatta contends that the African child’s educa

tion is essentially practical for everyday life. But the 

European child is. "handicapped by attending school and

listening to formal instruction which is for the most part
•»

unrelated to his interests and needs.

Failure to take account of the African way of life 

—as exemplified in Kenyatta’s ethnographic analysis and in

^®Kenyatta, Facing Mount Kenya, p, 122. 

^^Ibld.. p. 105.
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the above anthropological studies— . neither prepares,

him /the African chil^ for the proper fxmctlons of a Euro

pean mode of life nor for African life;-he is left flounder- , 

ing between the two social forces. European education

alists and others, especially those who are guided by 

racial' prejudice and preconceived ideas of what is good 

for the African, usually fail to take cognisance of this 

vital fact. „22

D. My Own Experience

A third source of data on the character of pre- 

European education is my personal experience as a Kenya 

"native," I regard my own missionary education in my early 

years as a characteristic representation of African tradi

tional training versus European influence and Impact. I am 

a child of two worlds, as it were, coming from a non- .

Christian family and environment, but having attended Euro- 

pean-Chrlstian institutions. I must say, however, that 

since I was bom in 1937, niy trltel way. of life still shows^ 

relatively few signs of European influence. .The basic 

traditional patterns of subsistence agrlctature are still 

flourishing for the overwhelming majority of my people.

I will give only.a few examples to illustrate this point.

We have Protestant African Christians, for instance, .

gaclng Mount Kenya, p. 125. For further 
references, see Ibid., 'dd. 98-129. and D. J. Penwill,'Kamba 
Customary Law (Lonson: MacMillan and Co-,, Ltd., 1951), 
p. 123.
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who by virtue of being "people of God" may not drink, smoke, 

go dating, practice polygamy or consult a so-called "witch 

doctor" like my father. But educated ahd Christian Africans 

continue to consult traditional medicine men to dispel evil 

spirits, bad omens and physical illnesses.

Polygamy is still.legal and widespread. A recent 

Kenya Government Commission (1968) found that both men and 

women, in all walks of life, still preferred polygamous 

social Institutions in Kenya.

The rural peoples have always practiced traditional
j

music and dances. After independence, a move by the Govern

ment to revitalize African music and artistic expression 

has been supported by both those who are nominally Christian 

as well as those who are not, and by most educated people, 

Without mentioning the small number of educated

people who have been "Europeanized,," the picture remains 

incomplete, 

to speak.

These "Black Europeans" live in two worlds, so 

Perhaps they serve some useful purpose in Kenya. . 

What I think is imperative is the recognition of the simple 

fact that the large majority 'of Afrlcans-*have remained cul

turally African, Any blind adoption of Europeanization is 

therefore likely to serve the needs of a few Black Europeans 

at the expense of the society as a whole.

V
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R. KuTQpean Interests and JJatlve iSduoatloiH Suj'mgfy anfl

Gonoluslons

In short, Kenya African traditional education is 

informal and non-institutionalized. It is an integral part ‘ 

of the total culture pattern of^ the society. It emphasizes 

the means for survival of the community. These 'means--and 

their ends—always bear a social reference. Hence, pre

literate education teaches traditional values, roles, 

morality, religion, and skills needed for maintenance of 

community life and existence.

There is the absence of divergent group interests 

which largely precludes group conflict involving education 

as a means of advancing special group,interests. Also, 

education is -essentially free from external and different 

political influences and ideology because all the cultural 

aspects are inextricable components of society Itself.

However, the European missionaries, settlers and 

colonial administrators constituted different Interest 

groups which came to Kenya at different times. The type of , 

"native" education each group.sought to jJrovide was deter

mined by its own^interests as it saw them, and the power it 

had to Impose its will, under particular historical circim- 

stances.. Each group had a different conception of the kind 

of:"native" education that was desirable because each had 

its own interests to advance. To the European groups, edu

cation was an Important instrument for achieving their ends. 

Thus, the question of the kind of education the "natives"
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should have received became a political one.

Further, the power of ^ch of these European 

groups—and that of the natives—differed at different 

historical times. Hence, the power that any group was 

able to exercise in influencing "native" education','‘or 

educational policy, was partly an outcome of the "balance 

of power,"■ as it existed among these groups at a given 

time—and this balance was Itself a result of the interplay 

of complex historical factors. The group interaction, and 

the varialjle of power, led to a particular Impact or in

fluence on the "natives" who had much less power.

In sum, the European groups Imposed their domina- 

tipn through the institutionalization of educational, legal, 

political,jEligious and social forms. They also developed 

an Ideology (such as the racial inferiority of the African 

people) to justify their domination. Consequently, the 

"natives" became a subordinated vinderclass—a classic in

stance of European colonization in Africa. As we shall see 

in Chapter 'Vlli, the Africans reacted to this subjugation 

by political activism, by starting, their own schools, and, 

finally, by an armei struggle to challenge European hege

mony.



CHAPTER IV

INITIAL BUHOPBAN CONTACTS AND SETTLEMENTS 

IN EAST AFRICA (KENIA): 1498-1850

A. otlon

Even though the East Afrlo^ ooast became knotm to 

Europe In 1498, the Interior remained tinezplored by Euro

pe's for three and a half centuries. The African peoples 

of maiiaand Bast Africa remained the "mystery natives" in 

the "Dark Continent." During this period, the Europeans 

utilized the coastal ports and Islands as refuelling sta

tions while en route to Asia for trade. The presence of the 

Arabs on the coast before the Europeans generated a power 

struggle and claims of ownership for the largely unkhown 

hinterland. Finally, the European power and authority, pre

vailed. And what we now know as East African countries . 

(including Benya} were e^lored-and, ultimately, occupied 

by the Europeans, s-

Among the European groups who settled Kenya were 

the Christian mlsslonarlea and farmers. This occupation In 

the latter part of the nineteenth century reflects a slgnl- 

flo^t shift In European Interests from a policy of the Arab 

"partnership euad conflict" on the ooast to a direct estab

lishment of control and Influence over the "native" masses.

58 ,
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B. ' The Sarlleat EuroDBAn VinH:n;rn and the Coafllot With

the Arabat 1498-1800.

The bagliiulng of Buropean coutaot «ith present-day 

Kenya occurred In 1498 when the Portuguese explorer, Vasco 

da Gama, landed at Mombasa and Malindl after sailing around 

the entire western, southern and eastern coast of Africa in 
search for a sea route to India.^ Da Gama found Arab per

manent settlements bn the Bast African coast. Bast Africa's 

proximity to Asia made It possible for Aslan traders to 

visit Kenya by sea. imong the visitors were the Hindus, 

Phoenicians, Chinese, Persians and, of course', Arabs. It Is 

difficult to tell with precision when the Aslan sailors 

visited Bast Africa, but Hollingsworth estimates that:. "For 

at least 3>000 years, sailors and traders have thus taken 
advantage of the monsoons,^ and soma of these ^sla^ visi

tors have played a most Important part in the history of the 
Bast Coast /of Afrlc^."^

Of the permanent settlements that Da Gama fovind on 

the coast, the Arabs and the Persians (who had Intermarried

^Columbus had already claimed a different route to 
India six years before. Both seamen were attempting to open 
sea routes .for Buropeans to reach the lucrative Asian spice 
markbts after the closure of a Europe-to-Asia mainland 
route by the Ottoman Ohirks in 1453.

^Sometimes referred to as the North Bast and the 
South Bast Trade Winds.

^L. Hollingsworth, A Short Htafenry of the Bast 
Coast of Africa (London: Macmillan and Co Ltd., 1956;,• >
p. 3.
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,4'among themselves and with the Afrloams) were the dominant 

groups. Xhey had arrived at two different periods. Durlzig 

the seventh century A.D. the Oman Arabs landed on Lamu on
• • ..-'i —

Kenya's coast and claimed an JSmplre along all the east coast

of Africa. Some Persians sailed from the Persian Gulf area

"In A.D. 975, In seven ships, and each shipload founded a

settlement* Pour of these settlements are known* Mombasa,

Pemba, Johanna—and Kllwa."-^

By the fifteenth century, there were 37 towns along 
the coastal strip between Kllwa and Mogadishu, and 
on the eve of the discovery of the route ^y Vasco 
da Gam^ round the Cape to the Far Bast, these towns 
were at the height of prosperity.H

When Da Gama arrived, sultans of these settlements 

were often at odds with one another; but the headquarters of 
the Zenj'^ Eiaplre were at Zanzibar, After receiving friendly 

welcome In the southern towns such as Kllwa and Zanzibar, 

he found unfriendly Arabs up north at Mombasa. Farther 

north-east, Mallndl (which was at war with Mombasa) received

^hls Intermarriage has.largely been responsible for 
the evolution* of a Swahili culture and langqaige. - Both’ the 
culture and the language are an Infusion of Arabic and Af- 

- - rloan cultural and linguistic traits. Swahili is now the 
lingua franca of Eastern Africa and the world's seventh most 
widely spoken language.

•5zog Marsh and G. W. Klngsworth, An Introduction to 
the 'History of Bast Africa (London* Cambridge University 
Press, 1957), p. 5.

^Ibl^

^Zenj means Black. Bar mesuis Coast. ZenJ Bar (Zaui- 
zlbar) was therefore the coast of the Black People. Simi
larly the Zenj Empire was the Empire naing the Black 
People.
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him waimly and gave him a sea guide across the Indian Ocean 

Haters to the Indian sub-continent. .

Portugal quickly realized the strategic Importance 

of the Arab-settled east coast of Africa. The coast could 

be used for refueling stations an route to India. It could 

also serve as Portuguese settlements (and later colonies) 

once they had conquered the Arabs. Accordingly, Vasco da 

Gama made a second trip In 1502. "He called at Kllwa and 
forced the Sultans to pay tribute to the King of Portugail."® 

Similarly, he coerced the Sultans of Mombasa, Sofala and 

other towns to accept Portuguese rule. He sought to unite 

his Sultan friend at Mallndl.(who had given him a guide to 

India four'years before) with the Zanzibari Sultan against 

the unfriendly Moml^sa Sultandom. ". 
she ^ortuga^ had conquered the East Coast of Africa.^

The Portuguese embarked on building fortresses for defense. 

They built the famous Foft Jesus In Mombasa In 1592, and 

made It their East African headquarters.

The Portugese rule and Influence lasted for the
it • *

foll9wlng two hundred years. Their almost tbtal collapse In

was brought about for several rea

sons. First, Portugal’s tiny-population during the sixteenth

. . Ten years later.

^the East African coast

Q

Marsh and Klngsworth,- An Introduction to thn hiahnry 
of Bast Africa, p. 11. (Hereafter. An Introduotlonri

9Ibid.. p. 10. .

I^Mozamblque remains the sole Portuguese Colony on the 
]^st African coast. Elsewhere In Africa the Portuguese have- 
the colonies of Angola and Portuguese Guinea (Guinea-Bissau).
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and seventeenth centuries was already spread too thin.In her 

empires In Brazil, India, West Africa, Angola, and East Af- 

rloao Second, the Arabs In hbmbasa constantly rebelled and 

fought against the Portuguese, seriously weakening their

East African capital and center of Military reinforcements. 

Third, tropical diseases killed many settlers. And fourth,

according to HoUlngsworth, they were disliked by the Arab

rulers because they ‘’committed many acts of cruelty, 

treachery and av^lce.
-cat-i

Meanwhile, since the discovery of a sea-route to In

dia by Vasco da Gama In 1498, other European sailors had 

been voyaging to Asia for trade, via the Portuguese-ruled

The notable examples were the British, 

These later sailors

East African coast.

the French, the Germans, and the Dutch, 

made no permanent settlements imtll years after the fall of

the Portuguese Empire during the first half of the nineteenth 

century. Like the Portugese, their Initial contact was with 

the Arab rulers. Hence, the early European groups in Kenya 

actually made no real contact with the tribal peoples. They 

usually confined themselves to the' coastal areas where only 

a few Africans were subjects of Arab colonialism. In sum, 

these early European visitors were conquistadors, adventurers, 

empire seekers, traders and explorers. However, their mention 

Is particularly relevant for this study because later some of 

them "opened up" the East African territories for European

^^Hollingsworth. A Short History of the East Coast of 
Africa, p. 76. (Hereafter, A Short Hlntorv.J ^
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occupation, and, consequently, for European sustained con

tact nith the Africans in the interior.

c. Beginning of Active Europeem Contact nith Africanst 

1800-1900.

After the Portuguese decline, the Arab Sultans once 

again assumed their administrative hegemony in East Africa. 

They "claimed to rule not only the whole of the coast

line ... but also a vast area on the mainland stretching

westwards from the coast as far as the great lakes ^angan-
- 12

ylka, Victoria, Nyasa, Kivu and Alber^."

The Arabs had traded in this vast territory in 

slaves, ivory, leopard skins, and rhinoceros horns for cen

turies before the advent of the Europeans. The Arabs in

sisted, therefore, that permission had to be granted to all 

Europeans-who wanted to penetrate the hinterland for trade, 

ezploratlon, settlement and occupation.

To meet the Sultan's claim, the Europeans made dip

lomatic overtures, aside from having negotiations and argu

ments with the Arabs. By the Brltlsh-Arab Treaty of- Moresby 

V in 1822, for example, Britain agreed to help the Arab Sultan 

militarily against his enemies. The Sultan agreed, in turn, 

to "limit" slave trade, and to permit British travel and oc

cupation in East Africa. Britain, however, "... recog

nized his claim to overlordshlp in East Africa.

^^Holli3Qgsworth, A Short History, p. 130. 

^^Marsh and Klngsworth, An Introduction, p. 24.
k -
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Ihe United States established a Consulate at Zanzibar 

In 1837. The British sent theirs in I84li and,the French 

followed suit in 1844.

As a resultj between 1840 and l888, permission was

granted to British explorers like BUrton, Speke, Grant,

and ^erlean-sponsored Stanley to venture.Into the Interior;

to missionaries like Livingstone, Krapf and Eebmannif^ and to

trading boheems like the German and the British East Af- 
14rloan companies.

These concessions did In effect allow Europeans to 

begin the first direct contacts with the African peoples on 

the mainland. The concessions, were also used by the Euro

peans to extend their power and to weaken the Arab rule on 

the Thus, after the 1883-85 Berlin Conference , • 

which divided Africa.Into European “spheres of-Influence," 

Britain's East African Company assumed the responsibility 

of administering what Is now Keziya. Similarly, the German 

Company, took over Tanganyika. The Arab Sultans remained 

the coastal overlords—but as "protected" people, and not 

as an independent empire.

This was the beginning of a European "law-and-order" 

era which was to guarantee safety for future European groups 

(Including the missionaries) amidst the Arabs and the Af

ricans.

^^*llarsh and Klngsworth, An Introduction, pp. 94-105.
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THE EMEHGENGE OP MISSIOHaHY HEGEMONY 

IN APEICAN EDUCATIONl 1846-1911

Ac Introduction

This Is a discussion of the historical period 

(1846-1911) nheu missionaries came to Kenya as the first 

group of Europeans.. I treat them as a specific group of 

Europeans In Kenya who had de.fInlte Interests and sought to 

realize these interests through their relationships with 

the tribal peoples.

Further, the-period covered In this Chapter.is 

characterized by the fact that the Christian missionaries 

constituted the only significant Interest group as far as the 

development of African education was concerned. The main 

educational development during this period was the estab

lishment of missionary churches and schools,*

1846-1911Mlsslonary Nork in Kenya!B.

Effective missionary work In the Bast .coast on Af

rica came only after European law, power and Influence were 

established among the coastal Arab "overlords” (see.Chapter 

IV}. The first SuropeEui missionary In Kenya was a German 

Lutheran, Johann Krapf* He was employed by the Britain- 

based Church of Missionary Soolety~an overseas affiliate of
65
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'the Anglloeoi Church, Two more fellow German Lutherans, Heb- 

mann and Brhardt, also employed by the Ai^lloan Church, 

Joined him in 1846 and 1849 respectiTely.

In 1846,Krapf and Setaann started the fljpst East 

and Central Africa school for Afrleanb at Habal, near Mom

basa, Kenya. The school catered to the freed African slaves 

(from the Arabs) and the Inhabitants of the area.

In addition to the mission at Babai, these misslon-

-V

arles sought to spread their evangelical worA beyond the 

coastal areas. As employees of a British church, they;were 

granted travel permits by the Arab Sultan, in accordance with

earlier pacts with the British (Chapter IV), to visit his 

Sultandom.

In 1847, then, Krapf travelled Inland where he 

countered many African groups—including my tribe, the Kamba.
en-

. Finally he reached Mount Kenya to the northeast of present- 

day Kenya. Bebmann iindertook to explore the southern area 

of Kenya and the northern parts of Tanganyika (now Tsmzania).

He too met the many tribal groups, including the powerful 

Chagga people on the slopes of Mount Klllmanjaib which he 
discovered^ in 1848. Mn 1850, Krapf with Erhardt coasted 

northwsirds by dhow from Mombasa to the mouth of the Bovuma, 

gleaning, on the way important intelligence about the geo

graphy of the interior,"^

^"Disooverod"~only from a European viewpoint.
2 '
Boland Oliver, The Missionary Factor in Eaafc 

(London: Longmans, Greenland Co,, Ltd.* 1952), p. ?. ^
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Xhe three-man team efforts to establish permanent 

missions in the interior failed, for.several reasons. First, 

the Arab Sultan's assumption that the “natives" In the 

hinterland, were loyal subjects was false. If anythlns, the 

Arab slave traders depended entirely on maraudins the vil

lages and fighting the Africans so as to enslave them. Thus, 

Africans suspected Arab friends like Krapf and Hetmann. 

Without the African cooperation. It was Impossible to ad-
S

minister a mission station in absentia. Second, the team 

lacked personnel to man the chinches and'schools In more 

■friendly African tribal areas. Even without these problems, 

there still remained the difficulty of travelling long dis

tances on.foot to furnish supplies to the missions. In the 

dnd, the team concentrated Its work on.the coast. Chiver 

asserts that they did not follow up the Inland openings. 

"Krapf returned to Europe broken in health In 1853, Erhaurdt 

in 1855* and. Hebmann was left to work on at Babal for twenty 

years alone.

C. British Political Control and Mi aair>np.r.Y Work:

; 1894-1911.
If

While the missionaries gathered their forces on the 

coast, European travellers were exploring the hinterland of 

Eapt Africa. Present-day Kenya was transverse! by Joseph 

Thompson, an Englishman, In 1888—the same year that the Bri

tish East African Company got a concession from the Sultan to

.^Oliver, The Missionary Factor in Bast Africa.- p. 8.
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trade, develop and open up Kenya to “olvlllzatlon.'’ All 

these missionary and traveller, discoveries added more know

ledge regarding the terrain, the people, the- wild game and 

other problems which the white man in the future had to 

face when he arrived in Kenya.

Xhe Inland explorations led to more active British 

occupation policies. In 1894, Britain declared Kenya her 

British East African Protectorate. The following year, in a 

move to contain German expansion in Tanganyika, she declared 

Uganda, a Protectorate as well. Kenya officially became a 

colony in 1920, These iinllateral declarations all but nul

lified the Arab Sultan's claim of overlordship in East Af

rica. However, the Sultan was allowed to exercise some 

limited power over his coastal domain which was arbitrarily 

reduced to a mere ten-mile coastal strip.

The ten mile coastal strip, which nominally forms 
part of the dominions of the Sultan of Zanzibar, 
was not affected by this proclamation save that, 
henceforward,Kit was to be known as the Kenya 
Protectorate.^

After the eaploratlons, and whence, the proclamation 

of the Kenya Protectorate, transportation remdined the key 

issue for any European group which intended to come to 

Ke^a. The EntiBh Government authorized the British East

■i

African Company to build a railway from the Indian Ocean at 

Kombasa to Lake Victoria. Thus, the British would be able to

II .
Ifor L. Evans, The British in Tvoplnfll Afrlnai Aw 

Historical Outline (Tjondnrii nain'hri>1gft Tlni ■n-o'pg'^ ■hy 
1929;, P. 321.

Press,



reach Uganda nrlthout transvarslng German territory. With the 

help of Indian laborers, work started In I895. The railway- 

touched Lake Victoria at Port Florence (now Klsumu) in 1901, 

During the construction of the railway, Britain con

solidated her control by military forbe as well as by "dip

lomatic negotiations" with the tribal leaders,

Kenyatta describes some of the "diplomatic" tactics 

used by the early Europeans, At first the Africans thought 

the European "wanderers ... had deserted from their homes
- V

and were lonely and in need of friends."^ Ihe natives were 

generous; they allowed them "to pitch their tents and to 
have temporary rights of pcoupatlon on the land."^ The. Euro

peans ^reed to these terms but they "soon started to build 

■ small forts or camps, saying that 'the object of a station 

is to form a centre for the purchase of food, for caravans 
proceeding to Uganda.*"^ Actually, however, these were Euro

pean "... preliminary preparations for taking away their 

land from them. n8
Filially, the "... Europeans, having 

their firm, feet firm on the soil, began to claim the absolute 

right to rule the country and to have the owner'ship of the. 

lands under the title of 'Crown Lands, The original

•5jomo Kenyatta, Facing HnnTifc ir.anYft (London: Hart In 
Seeker and Warburg, Ltd., 1938), p.

. ^Ibld. •

^Ibld.. p. 45.*

SIbid.

9Ibid., p. 47.
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owners, the Africans,. were forced'to "live as tenants at 

will ofthe Crown. Chief Walyakl,who had "signed*' a

"treaty of friendship" with the Europeans, "was afterwards 

deported and died on his way to the Coast. In this way,

. . the people were put under the ruthless domination of

European Imperialism through the Insidious trickery of 

hypocritical treaties.

Whenever the tribal peoples showed a sign of resis

tance, the British used force. Colonel S. Melnertzhagen, 

one of the officers to lead the "law-and-order" forces during 

the early period, has related Innumerable Incidents of armed 

attack on the Africans. One of thm was at Nyerl on August 

20, 1902 at 3:00 a.m.: The "villages had Joined forces" to 

attack the British. Then the encounter ensued:

... We killed about I7 niggers. Two policemen 
and one of my men. were killed. I narrowly es
caped a spear which whizzed past my head. Then the 
fun began. We at once burned the village and cap
tured the sheep and goats, . . . burned all the huts, 
and killed a few more niggers, who finally gave up 
the fight, . . . fined them 50 liead of cattle

Such nonsense as attacking the station Is 
completely driven from their stupid heads. So order 

Kenya /Ryeri/ District.^3

•* »

once more relgus Ih

^®Kenyatta, Facing p, 4.7,

pp. 46-47.
^^Ibld... p. 47.
^^Colonel B. Melnertzhagen, Kenya Dlarv (London: 

Oliver and Boys, 1957)» p. 4o.

■s
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With "law-and-order" vlrtiially assured^ and with the 

railway transportation easily accessiblep the Soropean mis

sionary work revived and developed rapidly under the aegis 
of British control. Thus, the progress and success of the 

missionary vrork In Kenya was based firmly, and was dependent 
upon British power.

D. The Missionary Pupposea and Values In Hatlve Eduoatlon^^

1. The Missionary View nr A•f‘^r^,oan Culture.—The

missionary church school philosophy aimed at advancing cer

tain spiclflc Interests of the missionaries. The kind of

education that they provided was reminiscent of these In- 

■ terests, .In the missionary view, education and religion were 

inextricably bound up with each other, 

and had to be a religious one;

In order to be a religious man, the African had to 

abandon all his native ways of life. The European missionary 

viewed the natives as Vunclvlllzed heathens"-—a phenomenon

An educated man was

which was Incompatible with European civilization, religion 

and education. P03: this reason, "on religious grounds, the- 

missionaries have oast disrepute and the stigma of Immorality,'

ignoi»nce and irreliglon upon most of the trll»l custom's,

In fact, there Is little that the missionaries have not found

^^orks dealing specifically with missionary values 
and piurposes in conducting native education during this 
period 11894-1911) are. rare, I am thus forced to rely on 
secondary: and mid-twentieth literature to describe the nature 
of missionary work as It existed during the late nineteenth 

‘and early twentieth century.
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to oondenin on one ground or another In the whole set-up of
«15tribal institutions.

The sweeping condemnation of African cultural insti

tutions was due to the missionaries' ignorance, which tended 

to perpetuate itself because of the‘missionary self-righteous

ness and prejudice against studying the native customs. For 

example, Krapf, who started Kenya's first school in 1846, 

and who had lived among Africans for more than a decade, 

described the Wakamba (my tribe) in southeastern Kenya as

follows:

The gross superstitions and, still more, the lawless
ness and anarchy, the faithlessness, capriciousness 
and greed of the Wakamba are very great. . . . The 
descendants of Hsun have outlived themselves. ...
The Gospel alone can save Africa from complete 
destruction.lo

Dr. David Livingstone, the missionary doctor who 

made extensive travels in Africa between 1844-1873, and the 

man who publloized to Europe the horrors of Arab slave trade 

in East Africa, wrote: "The more Intimately I become ac- 

q.ualnted with barbarians, the more disgusting does heathenism 

become. It isinconceivably vile, . . , - ' ■

' - As Kenyatta points out: . . nothing was done to

Investigate the religious aspects . . . , to,show the

^^Peter Alan W. Cook, The Education of a South Af
rican Tribe (Johannesburg: Juta and Co., Ltd., 193^), p. 21.

^^Christopher J, Wilson, Before the Dawn in Kenya 
(Nairobi: The English Press, Ltd,, 1952), pp. 78, 84.

^7Ibid., p. 46.
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oonnection between . . , Christianity on the one Viawrt 

Glkuyu religion on the otheroFurther, according to 

Kenya‘educator Othieno, "The missionaries'failed to dif

ferentiate Christian ethics from the Suropean way of llfeo"^^ 

The <•>]"«Ty School fciielr

race supranacy ideology and a firm religious conviction that 

only a Christian religion and education would save the Af

rican from "savagery and prlmitlvity," the missionaries pro

ceeded to Implem^t their religious education by employing 

a strictly religion-oriented curriculum.

During the pioneer period, each Individual missionary 

ran his church station very much as he pleased. Strictly 

speaking, therefore. It is inaccurate to talk of a unified 

missionary curriculum or of a common approach to native edu

cation before I911, when the settler-government took 

the supervision of African education.

JSowever, there were some oharaoterlstlos of early 

missionary education which existed in most Christian centers. 

For our puxposesj we will categorize these and related acti
vities at the cen'^ers as-a "curriculum." *

At the very beginning, and even after Britain |)ro- 

clalmed Kenya her Protectorate in I894, missionary 

"... teaching met with complete Indifference from the trlbsil

2.

over

18Kenyatta, Facing Mount Kjawyn- p, 279.
19
^Antlpa N. Othieno, "An Outline of History of Edu

cation in Bast Africa, 1844-1925," Unpublished Doctoral 
Dissertation, Hew York: Columbia University, Teachers College, 
1963j p. 22.
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ooinmiinlties~thelr only adherent's were.men and women who had 

to some extent out themselves off ?rom the tribal life, who 

had settled, on the mission's land and were at least partly 

dependent on the mission's wages.

To maintain this newly imposed.’’trib^" life under
\ »-
their supervision, the missionaries started a system of 

"boarding schools" at the mission stations. They received
. *• t.

boarders individually and in groups. , "If a man came alone,

he served a probation period,'if ter which the mission bought

him a wife md settled him among the married pupils. If a

whole group came they were settled in a village by them- 
21selves,".

»20

In these residential schools, the natives learned 

the European way of life. They learned reading and writing 

' in their own vernacular. Some were taught skilled trades 

like smithing, carpentry, masonry, printing, brick-laying 

and tailoring. Some learned Swahili and English. The 

boarders also learned to use more (Jurable agricultural im

plements such as the iron hoe and the plow. They acquired 

the art pf erecting more permanent houses as well as the 

use of pieces of furniture like tables, oupbosurds and chairs. 

Some made use of clothing for the first time. Similarly, 

they were introduced to the use of more permanent metal

2.Q
''Oliver, The Missionary Factor in East Africa.

p. 172.
21
■Ibid.. p. 53i
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cooking pot? and sllTerwaro. The miaslomrles stressed hy

gienic habits such as the use of soap and the latrine pits. 

Women were given prenatal and child care ins'truotion. The

• station farm and its livestock demonstrated more productive

methods of farming and provided plenty df food and dairy 

jiroducts,: -The-residents-also-had access to medloal care.

Incidents of missionary cruelty towards dissident 

residents and captured deserters were common. One missionary

in southern Kenya conceded, for example, . that some

times he felt more like a governor of a gaol than a mis

sionary,"^^ ~

Critics have accused missionaries of having managed 

"church slave labor camps." Holders of this view contend 

that the residential schools destroyed tribal societal

links—and thus mutilated native institutions awii morality.

However, on the whole, the missionary "boarding 

schools" were viable political, economic and social units 

which se^ed perhaps as good proof (and certainly as effec

tive propaganda to the non-convertees) that the Gospel , 

alone—as•taught by the European missionary—could "save 

Africa from complete destruction."

As.mlsslomry work spread throughout Kenya, so did 

they convince more natives that.Christian education and re

ligion were "... some new tool which made life easier.

22Ollverf The Missionary Factor ^n_Bajt p, 54,
23ibidj_, p. 61. ’
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More Afrloms started accepting the mlssiosaary requirements 

for residential settlement. For instance;

At the Telta /southern Keny^ station natives were 
•consentl33gf as conditions of residence, to attend 
the services, to send their children to be taught 
and to £efrain from work on the Sabbath,' The 
population of Babal ^he first missionary station 
founded- by Krapf in near Mombasa, had grown
by 1897 to some 3,000,-of whom only 700 were freed 
slaves ^rom the Arab^ or their descendants,

25 :acquired enough 

following and "trained" native personnel to start a bulwark

Gradually the "central stations"

26
of "bush stations" all over Kenya. In the bush stations, 

however, the "curriculum" was somewhat limited to evangeli

zation and the rudiments of the Three H*a. "Qualified" 

native teachers and pastors were assigned the job of spreading 

the missionary doctrine and philosophy of education in these 

remote areas. The missionary, however, retained the overall

24
Oliver, The. Mlgglo'nar.v Factor- in Bast Africa.

p. 176.
. -25,

The "central station" was the headquarters of the 
missionary work. All planning, supervision, training of 
native teachers andj^preachers was centralized here. Some- . , 
times "central stations" would, have demonstration‘farms'with 
cash, and food crops, as well as livestock. It was usually 
near a British Administrative local capital.

^^"Bush" or "out stations" were the feeder stations 
for the missionary expansion emd influence. Gospel work 

. and school teaching were carried out wholly by "qualified" 
native converts. Occasionally the missionary left the 
"central station" to inspect the "out stations" and to 
investigate prospects of more "bush stations" among the 
natives.
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authority in determining the "curriculum," methods of 

teaching and supervision.-

In line with the basic principle of civilizing the 

native population, the "bush station" pastor preached the 

evils of African culture during the church services. Oliver 

observes that

The native catechist, of slender intellectual attain
ments, presiding'Over the syllabic chorus and inter- 
spersing it with crude denunciations of drunkenness 
and dancing, of polygamy and witchcraft, from beneath 
the sheltel^ of a wretched hut, has seemed- to many 
European observers a pitiable reflection of western
bigotry.27

’'Yet, it remains a fact that the missionary insistence 

that natives should read the Bible, and understand the church 

hymnal, formed the basis for initial literacy among Africans. 

Margaret Wrong, former secretary of the International Com

mittee on Christian Literature for Africans, points out that

A Gospel and a primer have usually been the first 
books -Afrioans have known, and in some vernaculars, 
they are still the only books. Catechisms, prayer 
books, hymn books and readers have followed the Gospel, 
and possession of some or all of these is a sign of 
being a Christian.28 -

Like the paetor, the native teacher had to^ be a, 

Christian. The missionary trained him—and approved his
i?

teaching qualifications. The classroom curriculum was aimed 

at giving a Christian education. Thus the teacher taught both

Oliver. The Missionary Factor in East Africa, p. 201.
28
Margaret Wrong, -Africa and the Making of Books 

(London: Inteimational Committee on Christian Literature for 
Africa, 1934), p. 6.
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the Three H*s and a subject we used to know in school as 

"Hellslous Knowledge"—which occupied the bulk of the weekly- 

time-table. In addition, the pupils were rei^uired to attend 

dally evening prayers—as well as Simday School, The teacher 

helped in conducting the hymn singing, ^he prayers, and the 

Sunday services.

Further, mission teachers are subjected to a stricter 
discipline with regard to their way of life, . . The 
teachers are inclined to believe the promotion depends 
upon zealous church membership as much as professional 
ablllty729 ■ ,

Given the religious emphasis on the Christian ohuroh-
(■V. ■

school "curriculum," the testing in catechism lessons and in 

classroom teaching became a matter of testing the converts* 

sincerity and faith in Christianity—rather than testing 

literacy attainment per se. But the Important point is that 

the converts became literate in an effort to discover this

"new faith" which was written in the Scrlptixres and in the 

church hymnals.

As far as the rural population is concerned, education
The

The whole 
.30

and Christianity are aspects of the same thing, 
term used for converts means 'readers,* 
younger genera-^ion are nominal Christians

\

E." ' Results of Hlsslf>na-pv Work: The Spread of Education

and Influence

Missionary education work was so intimately boimd up

^^Golln- G. Wise, A History of Education in Ryifcinh 
West Africa (London: Longmans, Green and Co., Ltd., 193^}, 
p. 65.

30Aldan William Southall, Alur Society: A Study of 
Process and-'Types of DomtPfl.tir>n (London: Cambridge University 
Press, 1956), p. 275. ■

. . i
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with proselytlzins that the two must be discussed togethepo 

Indeed, education was the Instrument for converting ‘’heathens? 

to Christians—a vital goal for the missionaries.

In this context, it la evident that education was not 

■ thought of as education for teaching children only—adults 

were equally subject to missionary efforts.

Therefore, in order to determine the spread of mis

sionary education in Kenya, one must also look at the spread 

of missionary evangelization. This is important for several 

reasons. First, the missionary "centred, station" served as . 

the headquarters for the Christian, as well as instructional, 

work in the out-stations (or "bush stations"). Similarly, 

the out-stations served first as centers for conversion arjil 

then as centers for schooling. Second, the missionaries 

favored admitting children of their converts to their schools. 

Other entrants were usually converted first before they could 

gain admission into missionary schools. Some families became 

Christians for the sole purpose of getting an education for 

their children. There were a few exceptions--such as for the.

. chiefs who did favors for missionary 'settlementsi whose 

children were allowed without the conversion requirement. 

Third, the church served as both the house of worship as well 

as the school house. In my missionary school, for example, 

we had to clean up the "school" and rearrange the desks every 

Friday for the weekend "church" prayers and services. Fourth, 

adult education was conducted only among the converts in the 

evening, after regular children* s school hours. The

.
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missionaries aimed at fundamental literacy to enable the 

ohiiroh-goers to read the Bible, the'hymnal, and the cate

chism bookso In most oases, children and parents attended 

the same catechism classes before they could qualify for the 

oral and written questions required for.baptism. Fifth, 

education on hygiene,' agricultural productivity, child care, 

animal husbandry was given to all children and their parents 

If they were converts. Sixth, the "more educated teachers" 

helped In conducting the choir and In reading the Bible during 

the services on Saturdays and Simdays. The "less educated" 

pastors conducted the mandatory dally Bible classes for chil

dren during school hours. During the services, they listened 

to the Bible readings by the teachers and then Interpreted 

their meanings to their bewildered congregations. And lastly, 

as discussed above, missionaries occasionally established 

residential quarters at the "central stations" and recruited 

boarders, some of whom were trained in masonry, carpentry, 

and agriculture. These boarders would,' for example, work oh 

a demonstration church farm or rear a better breed of church 

livestock. They might eilso work as apprentice caJrpenters 

and' masons on the church school house. They served to lllus-
4 *

trate to the natives the need for conversion, and Its accom

panying knowledge of the Christian white man's way of life.

Given this intimate connection between education and 

religious proselytizing, the spread of churches throughout 

Kenya during this period of missionary hegemony provides some

idea of the extent of missionary Influence—both religious
■ ■ ■ , i- '
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and educational. OJhis influence goes even father, for edu

cation in this sense (and indeed in'this thesis) refers not 

only to the Three E*s but also to all types of general edu

cation for community welfare involving, children as well as 

adults. The estimates of the spread of.a European education 

conducted solely by the missionaries would also be q,ulte 

accurate because no other European group was.engaged in 

this endeavor at the time in question. "Indeed, up till 

1911, all education for Africans in East Africa was in the 

hands of the missionaries, who often met with a good deal of . 

/trlbalj opposition.

For an overview, then, l^e following is a complete 

Inventory .of all European church stations established by 

the missionaries during the 1846-1911 period.

1844 The Church Missionary Society sent Erapf to Babai,
• >-

near Mombasa. Krapf and Bebmann introduced schooling

^^Marsh and Klngsworth, An Introduction, p. 83.

32Qiiver dTstlnguishes the Protestant policy from ' ' 
the Boman ‘'athollc policy. The Protestants sought "to keep 
their’temporal authority down to a minimum," while-the .
"Boman Catholic missionaries ... preferred the complete 

■temporal as well as spiritual authority." (The Missionary 
Factor in East Africa, p. 51*) From the African point of 
view, this dlstinotlon serves'no practical purpose—except 
as an academic exercise. The reality of the missionary 
situation was, to the Africans, that "strangers came to our

_ land:jand.,taught_ua_a_.strange-religlon-and-oustoms.ii_ In^a_ _ _ _
free Kenya, however, with Africanized Protestant and Boman 
Catholic, churches, such religiously philosophical distinc
tions are more relevant,, for we can now, for a change, 
convert the church to suit our present purposes, heeds and 
aspirations.
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for Afrloans in their station in 18k6o

1862 The United. Hethodlst Free Churches set up a central 

station at Elbe, near Mombasa,

1885 Krapf's Church Missionary Society , had. planted

-^two-lsolated_misaions_amons tl^Telta In 

/southern Keny^ , . , and among the Chagga /in 

northern Tanganyika^,•

- •—•—•

I890 Mar« de Courmont, the Holy Ghost Fathers Vicair 

' Apostolic of 'Zanzibar, established a Kenya coast 

agency in Mombasa,

I891 De Couimont went farther Inland and started a sta

tion at Bura, near Voi, which was a half-way mark

- between the Kenya Highlands and Mombasa,

I89I The Imperial British East Africa Company ”, , , es

tablished a mission , , , called the East African

Scottish Industrial Mission , , , at Kibinezi, some 

150 miles inland from Mombasa /whlc^ served some 
useful purposes' as a resting-camp for officials of 

the Company travelling, to and from Uganda.

^^Marsh and Klngsworth, An Introduction, pp. 75-83. 

^^bllver. The Mlsslonar.v Paoto.r East "Africa. ~

^^Ibid., p. 170.
p. 169.
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1891 Tlie Church of Scotland Mission sent representatives 

to Kenya to explore areas for settlement.

1895 The Min Hin Fathers started a central station In 

the Kenya jBlghlands,

-1895 The African ^ahd Mission started a mission station 

at Nzaunl, In southeastern Ksenya,
'-Tf

.. - -
1896 The French Fathers of Saint Austin's Mission planted 

the first coffee trees at their station near Nairobi. 

Coffee became (and still Is) the "king" cash crop In 

Kenya.

1898 The Imperial Company's mission was moved to Kikuyu, 

near Nairobi, as the Uganda' Ballway construction ad

vanced towards the Aberdare Mountains' escarpment.
•

1899 The fiev. W, G, Feel became the Church Missionary So

ciety's (C.M.S.) Bishop of, Mombasa.

Included all the Society's s-tatlons In Kenya.

His diocese

»
1900. The Imperial Company's mission at Kikuyu "was

transfOTred to the direction of the Church of Scot

land Foreign Missions Committee.

1901 The Hallway reached Klsumu on Lake Victoria having
transversed-Kenya-from-east--to-west.--Thls-opened-a_

new and quick route from the coast to the hinterland.

36
Oliver, The Missionary Factor in East Africa, p. 171. '
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1901 The C.M.Sii founded a station at Kihurukoo

Co Eo Hurlburt of the Africa Inland Mission moved 

the station from Nzauni.(founded in I895) "to Ki- 

Jahe—25 miles to the west of the Scottish Mission 

at Kikuyu.

1901

Italian Fathers arrived in June, and established 

themselves at Klambu.

1902

A Penteoostallst splinter group of the Africa Inland 

Mission at Kijabe started the Gospel Missionary. So

ciety, but remained in the neighboring areas of Kijabe.

1902

1902 American Adventists and Quakers arrived and moved to 

the railhead, founding two separate missions in the 

Kavlrondo (now Nyanza) district.

1903 The C.M.S. founded a station at Welthaga.

1903 Prom Uganda going westwards, the Mill Hill Fathers 

were posted to Kisumu at the railhead, 
year, they stated stations at Mumla’s and Kakamega.

The same

1903 The Italian Fathers added another mission of their '

own at Limuru, near Nairobi,

1905 "Archdeacon Willis of the C.M.S. was posted by Bishop

^'^Ollver, The Misniongry Factor in Bast Africa, p. I71.
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Tucker Ugand^ to the Ny^za Province ^est 

Keny^ to open work ^ong the Joluo /"ale. 7, 

which spread to the Bantu Kavlrondo ^ow Baluhy^, 
the Handi and the Lumbwa."^®

1905 The Catholicism chain of command in Kenya became 

Independent of the Zanzibar headquarters.

1906 The C.M.S. settled at Kahuhia.

1906 .The Italian Fathers founded a station at Hangu, 
near Thlka.

1907 The Consolata Fathers established a mission at Nyerl 
near Mount .Kenya,

I9O8 The C.M.S. expanded still farther into the Kenya 

Highlands when they started a station at liahiga.

I9O8 The former Imperial Company’s Mission, which 

absorbed by the Church of Scotland Foreign Missions 

in 1900, opened a canter at Tumutumu near Mount Kenya,

was

*

1910, . The C.M.S. expansion reached the southern slopes of
Mount Kenya at Embu.^^

These, above central stations formed the earliest

38
Oliver, The Missionary Factor ih .East Africa.

pp. 169-171.
^^Ibid.
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nuclei of jolaslonary evangelical and. educational work and 
expansion.' By 1^1-3,-Oliv-er -estimter“tmt~airTifrrcan- - ^

Christians of all denominations were "probably legs than 
5,000."^

("By 1938 Christians were about 8 per cent of 

the population in Kenya, 10 per cent in Tanganyika and 25 

per cent in Uganda.

Another contribution by the missionaries was some 

reproduction of supplementary reading materials in native 

vernacul^s,. folklore and tales. Even though tbe cardinal 

books remained, as a rule, the Bible and the Hymnal (which, 

incidentally, the missionaries had translated into the ver

naculars of their areas), the missionaries composed primers, 

, and sometimes issued pamphlets on health, ohild-care, agri

culture, and on Christian life. A few went even further

and wrote some scholarly works for their converts, and for 

the world. Krapf, for example, "... was able to publish 

the' first Swahili dictionary, together with a translation
42

of part of the Bible."

F. Conclusion

' . The' character of missionary education and curriculum 

can best be understood as ah expression of the interests df 

the missionaries, which is analyzed in this chapter. They

40
. Oliver, The Missionary Factor in East Africa.

* p. 223.
■J

41Ibid.

Marsh and Kingsworth, An Introduction, p. 75.
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were able to work unobstructed.; and with little Interference; 

since titey were the only European group Interested in Af

rican education in Kenya. The next chapter reviews the in

terests of the second group7-the settlers.

«

«■

*

•>



CHAPTER VI

the EMEHGENCE of the SETTLEfi GOVEEHMENT 

HEGEMONY AND CONTROL OF AFRICAN

EDUCATION: 1901-1925

A. Introduction

A complex train of developments in the colonization 

of Kenya was set off by the declaration of British rule in 

1894o The developments included, most Importantly, the 

building of the Kenya-Uganda Railway between 1895-1901. The 

railway greatly promoted colonization by making the fertile 

Kenya Highlands easily aooesslble--and thus facilitating 

European occupation and settlement.

Accordingly, Immediately after the^completion of the 

railway, the British High Commissioner (Governor), Sir Charles 

Eliot, invited European farmers from South Africa and Britain 

to,settle in the •«'no-man*s"'*’ fertile-and-temperate-ollmate 

plateau in central Kenya. iThe call was promptly answered.

i

^The European concept of "no-man* s" land, when re
ferring to "imlnhabited" lands, ran counter to African tradi
tion because land, like"air, belonged to every member in the 
society. Some "strangers" were welcome for as long as they 
understood that,their rights to the land were temporary.
Thus, anyone could graze or farm anywhere without the Inhi
bition of specified personal ownership and boundaries.

88
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by an Influx of hundreds of farmers who sought to share the 

bonanza, to make their homes In Kenya and to establish a 

Exiropean-ruled colony.

The' settlers* initial occupation was through armed 

oonq.uest and eviction from the lands whenever the "natives" 

resisted. In friendly areas they made treaties with the 

African chiefs (Chapter V, pp. 69-71).
2

Individual' settlers acquired land by leasing it from

the British Government for 99 years, 999 years, or even 9,999 

The settled areas later became known as "Crown Lands,"years.

• or the "White Highlands," which were exclusively reserved for

European settlement. The less fertile land was classified as 

"Native Reserves"—where African majorities were restricted 

(and forced) to live. Sir Edward Northey, Governor of Kenya 

Colony between 1919-1922, declared, after taking office in

1919. that

The ^enya7 Hroteptorate has taken over the ownership 
of millions of acres of good land and the guardianship 
of a large native population. ... Where they have 
doubts and disputes as to the ownership of land, title 
^d tenure of natives, I propose to proclaim the area 
in question as reserve; that does not mean that I 
recognize the whole area as belonging, to_any native 
tribe or individuals, but is Crown lahd.'^

2Data is unavailable as to precisely how much land 
was taken either by the individual farmers or the portion of 
land occupied by all European farmers. But, about two-thirds 
,of Kenya (Kenya is about the size of Texas) is arid semi- 
desert or desert; It was mainly most of the fertile third 
that the European "strangers" confiscated.

^Bast African Standard. Nairobi: February 25, 1919•
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Settler life in the "White Highlands" was ideal be

cause of the European-like temperate climate (due to eleva

tion averaging some 5*000 feet above sea level) and,, the rich 

volcanic soil which provided excellent ground for planting the 
lucrative cash crops^ of coffee, tea, pyrethrum, sisal and 

wattle bark. Also, European-tsrpe livestock was equally "at 

home" on the Highlands. The settlers imported thousands of 

European cattle, sheep and pigs, and started equally profit

able businesses in dairy products, beef, pork, wool, hides 

and skins. * .

By 1911, an estimated 3,175 Europeans" had settled in 

Kenya. This European population was numerically small com

pared to. the Asian population of almost 21,000, and the na

tive population which was probably over three million.-^ 

Despite their numerical Insignificance, the Europeans es

tablished their political and economic control of the colony 

by 1909 when they established an all-European Legislative 

Council or Parliament. From that date on until late in

*A >Africans were forbidden by law from planting any of .
these, cash crops.

■%enya Population - i911, 1921* 1931, 19¥^, 19^5,

1211 1221 12|6
3il75 97551 127529 157812 227555 23,033 23,706
20,986 35,982 4l,l40 57,135 111,691 114,683 118,901

j “(19397
3,413,264

Source: United Kingdom, Colonial Annual Beports; Kenya 1946 
pp. 21-23. -

1946.
Haoe

European
Asian

?, African 7 3,922V000
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- 1963,^ the settler power in all walks of colonial life re

mained dominant.

B« The Settler Attitudes and Ob.leotiTes in the Golonization-

of Kenya; 1901 nnti A-Phar*

The settlers* main interest was economic—land ac

quisition, farming and other retail and wholesale businesses. 

Their position regarding the Africans was that the European 

was to be the employer and the African was to be the laborer. 

The dominant settler attitude towards the African was, there

fore, shaped predominantly by this economic imperatlvej and 

this was, in turn, basic in shaping settler-govemment's edu

cational policy for the "natlTe."

There is only a limited amount of historical material 

to document settler attitudes towards African education 

during this period. However, the available information in

dicates that the dominant attitude expressed a widespread 

European conviction of moral, mental, and ciQtural superiority 

--combined with a deprecation of African cultures as being

inferior and devoid value. . ,
*

■ . . Given their interest in land, and determination to

have the "natives" subordinated as laborers, the European ' 

ethnocentric attitude was an excellent rationalization for 

their political and economic domination. A strong element of

^December 12, 1963—Kenya* s Independence, Day.
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racism in the European attitude further reinforced their 

ideology that they were the chosen superior race.

The settlers* attitude is reflected in the-following 

statements made by their leaders. In unequivocal language, 

these statements affirmed the doctrine of European superiority 

and power in Kenya affairs.

. Sir Charles Eliot, the second High Commissioner or 

Governor (1901-1904), who had invited the first wave of

settlers to occupy Kenya, expressed the characteristic view 

that Africans had neither culture nor civilization when he 

said:

First, modern East Africa ^eny^ is the greatest 
philanthropic achievement of the later KIXth cen
tury^ ... There can be no doubt of the Immense 
progress made in rendering the civilizatioiof the 
African at least possible, and it is a progress 
which need occasion no regrets, for we are not 
destroying any old or interesting system, but simply 
introducing order into blank, uninteresting, brutal 
barbarism’. ... A large part of East Africa is a 
white-man's country, suitable for European coloniza
tion. '

In discussing the priorities and Interests of the

i

racial groups in Kenya, he stressed that "... we should
«8 .»

recognize that European Interests are paramount.

Sir Percy G. Glrouard, who was the High Commissioner

^Horinan Leys, Kenya (London: The Hogarth Press,
1924)* p. 182.-

8Sir Charles Eliot, The British East African Pro
tector^ (London: Anold, 1905^, pp. 309-310.
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from 1909 to 1912, stated tlw s^tle^goverment policy with 

reject to subordinating Africans to the role of labor In 

• the economic development of Kenya Colonyo flls proposal to 

“increase "native" taxes, which had to be paid in cash, in 

effect forced Africans to work for the money on settlers* 

farms to avoid the stiff Jail sentences which were Imposed 

to ensure prompt payments. To wit. Commissioner Girou^d 

said; _ _ _ _ ,

We consider that taxation is the only possible method 
of compelling the native to leave his reserve for the 
purpose of seeking work. Only in this way can the 
cost of living be Increased for the native, , , ,
We consider the only natural and automatic method of 
securing a constant labour supply is to ensitre that 
there shall be competition among labourers for hire, 
and not among employers for labourers; such compe
tition can be brought about only by , , , an 
in the tax—say to Es 15 or Es 20 per head,9

Both Sir Charles and Sir Percy stand out as the most 

prominent masterminds in shaping settler policy in Kenya, 

There were settler political leaders who espoused this 

policy during the whole period of colonial domination. The 

Baron Delamere family, and Colonel Ewart S, Grogan, for 

example, came in I90I as settlers, and remained stro^ po-, 

lltical forces tmtll African independence in I963,

increase

^Bast A-Prican StenHarH. Nairobi; February 8, 1913,
A Bupee {R) was equivalent to two shillings (about 2/7 of a 
U,S, dollar). Leys estimates that Es 15__or._Es 20 was, at 
■that time, about 5 months* pay for the African. Thus, 
about 50^ of the annual income for the native laborer went 
into taxesi Leys, Kenya, p. 186.

. N'--
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_ _ _ _  The first- Lord Delamere bBlleved In a colony domi

nated by Europeans with Africans "beneflttlng" from this 

domination. On January 23, 1903, he remarked to a .British 

"iaw-and-order" Colonel InJECenyas "I am solas to prove to 

you all that this Is a white man's country*" The Colonel 

- doubted the statement by "humbly" saylnsi "But It Is a 

black man's country; how are you solas to superimpose the 

white oyer black?".. Delamere "ImpatlOTtly" answered: "The 
black man will benefit and cooperate,"^®

Like Sir Charles Eliot, Colonel Ewart S. Grosan 

SQUsht to Justify the European attitude that "natives" were 

Inferior morally, mentally and cixlturally. To him, European 

exploitation of the "native" was proper because Africans 

thus would underso a process of civilization and "education” 

by worklns on the settlers' farms. To realize this educa

tional benefit, therefore, natives must be forced to work 

under European supervision. He once wrote:

I. will Isnore Biblical platitudes as to the eq^uallty 
of men. . . . The native Is fundamentally Inferior 
In mental development and ethical possibilities to

A good sound system of corn-
education as we chll

the white manune wniue man. . a . a gooa s< 
pulsory labonr compulsory 
qur weekly bonnet parades 'church' ... what cannot 

a natlv^be utilized 
And the time will come 
this as the Inevitable.

_ must be eliminated. . . 
jjen the negroes must bow to

”^®Colonei E. Melnertzhagen, Hehra '1)0.^78-79. ~

^^Colonel Ewart S. Grogan, Prom Cane to Cairo 
(London: Hurst and Blackett, 19025, pp. 356-363.

*.
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The British Government attitude, at this time, was

not fundamentally inconsistent with that of the settlers in

respect to European dominance. For example. Sir Vfinston

Churchill, then the British Colonial Secretary, assured a

Kenya settler delegation in London led by Lord Delamere that

-Britain supported European hegemony in Kenya:

We consider . . . the highlands of East Africa 
exclusively for European settlers; and we do not 
Intend to depart from that pledge. We shall apply 
broadly^ ..equar rights for all civilized men^
That means natives and Indians alike who reach and 
conform to well-marked European standards. . .

These are but a few examples of how European settler 

representatives and sympathizers felt about African and' 

European Interests in Kenya. It was within this racist and 

social framework that "native" education policy was to be 

determined for- many colonial years that followed.

C. The Missionary-Settler Alliance in African Education:

1901 and After

. The settler-missionary alliance can best be under

stood if viewed in the context of the settlers' dominant power 

and their objectives in seeking to establish a European-ruled 

The fact that the settlers and the mls-. colony in Kenya, 

sionarles shared a common belief that Africans were mentally 

and culturally inferior made the alliance even more "natural."

12
Elspeth Huxley, White Man's Country: Lord Delamere

and the Making of Ke Vol. II (London: Macmillan and Co.,n£a,
1935), PP. 130^1.Ltd•,
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Although the settlers believed in rendering a "Chris

tian western civilization to the natives,'" such civilization
» . *

was to be disseminated only as a means of bringing "natives" 

under European control and guidance.

"treSiles" with the "natives," conquest, political and eco

nomic domination, occupation and settlement In native areas, 

and "educating" the ^tives by forcing them to work on 

settler farms.

Their methods Included

By contrast, the mlsslonsu:les viewed evangelization 

as a tool In spreading western civilization, 

was primarily teaching the natives the rudiments of European 

education and religion.

Thus, while the missionaries viewed the African way 

of life as “uncivilized" because It was un-Chrlstlan, the 

settlers saw the African customs as "iinclvlllzed" because

Their method

they were non-European, thus constituting a barrier in ful

filling their main Objective of establishing a viable Euro

pean economy under their firm control. .

In terms of physical and social contact with the na

tives, the missionaries liad a clear advantage, for they had '
■ • . • *

penetrated the tribal areas beyond the "White Highlands," and 

they had established stations In most parts of the colony.

The settlers welcomed this development because the 

hitherto "wild" and inaccessible tribes were now under Euro

pean Influence. They saw the missionaries as tools for re

grouping natives in churches and schools—thereby stabilizing
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African population for purposes of labor supply, taxation 

and administration. For as long as the 'mlssloi^rles per

formed this vital role of pacifying the natives, the. settlers 

reciprocated by assuring them protection and safety. In this 

sense, the settlers favored missionary work and Influence 

.not for their religious and literary value, but rather for 

their usefulness in "taming" the "natives" and regrouping 

them Into easily "governable" ^inlts.

As a long rsuige objective, therefore, the spread of 

missionary work ultimately meant the extension of settler 

•power among the native peoples. It was for this reason that 

the settler-government officially sanctioned missionary work 

right from the beginning. As Commissioner Eliot saw it, 

missionary work and missionary stations wore

... generally as efficacious for the- extension of 
Eiiropean influence as the opening of a government 
station. . . . There are districts . . . which
European influence has hitherto been represented al
most entirely by missionaries, but which have made 
as great prepress as the regions which have been taken 
in.hand by ^ottle^ government officials.13

Perhaps the best example of almost totally s-tablllzed 
native people was to be* found In the missionary "residential 

. schools" (Chapter V}. It was^in these "schools" that Af

ricans lived under European guidance and teaching. Credit 

has already been given for the numerous positive achievements 

Of those "schools." However, in a negative sense, they

^^Eliot, The British East African Protectorate.
p. 2^1.
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uprooted natives from their familiar cultural surroundings 

and sought to Europeanize and to Christianize them. The

prevailing assumption (as.we pointed out before) was that 

African cultures were devoid of value. Once again, the 

settler-government endorsed the existence of ,‘"residential

schools" because, in their view, they were serving as 
"civilizing" agents. Eliot commented:

It /the mission residential school,? facilitates a 
better and more civilized life if natives can ergage 
in some form of trade or occupation which causes 
them more or less to break with their old assocla- 
Wons and come under Christian supervision. For 
ZsICa? this point of view I think it is a great mis
take to Isolate natives and place them in reserves, 
for such isolation Inevitably confirms them in their 
bid bad customs and outs them off from contact 
superior races, which might Improve them.l^

with

Once European influence was felt throughout the 

lony, the settler-igovernment consolidated its power over mls- 

. Sionary activities—including schools—by legislation. Al

though the missionaries coiitlnued to do almost all the teach- " 

Ing and local supervision, the policy relating to the currl- 

. culiuii, methods and administration was determined by the set

tlers. For example, it kslb policy up to 1926,^^ that African

children, would receive no more than eight years of school-
* ^
ing. These semi-educated "graduates" would perform the

co-

. 14
Eliot, The British East African Protectorate.

ppV 241-242.
•^The first Junior High School for Africans—^Alliance 

High School (10th grade)—was started at Kikuyu, near Nal- 
• J^o41g in 1926. Note that Kenya's first school was started
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non-skllled clerical tasks on settler farms, businesses, 

and In government. Their Illiterate relatives would, of 

•course, constitute a reservoir for cheap menial labor*

Thus, the settler control of African education—with the 

missionaries doing ijhe "dirty work"—was primarily a means 

for adVMolng their economic and political Interests at the 

expense of the African people. The Implications of this 

^ alliance between the settlers and the missionaries for Af

rican education are clear. For as long as public-education 

remained under the control of the settler-government. It was 

to be shaped by the needs of this European group rather than 

by those of the native peoples. As far as the missionaries 

were concerned, their acciulesoenoe In cooperating with the 

■ settlers was tantamount to a drastic shift from mainly reli

gious, educational and humanitarian work to a settler-con

trolled educational system which was designed to promote 

European Interests and domination.

D. The Settler Education Department: Some Aspects of

Operation and Structure.*1911-1Q26

Establishment nf an Education Department.—As a• ii,
first step In legalizing power and extending their official 

control over missionary education for Africans, the settler- 

government created an Education Department In 19II to "assist 

the missions In native educabibn" through financial "grants-~ 

In-aid and supervision.". The original plan was to give prio

rity to ". . . the education of chiefs' sons by making a
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grant for the purpose the missions . * . , /bu^ the 

offer of the grant was refused by the missionaries, .

because it included some chiefs' sons who were not Chris

tian. It should be noted here that the settlers!, first 

move—although turned down by the missionaries—was to favor 
■ the sons of the settler-hand-picked ohiefs^^ who helped

them in running the government's local administrative units.

_ _ H^vertl^less, the Education Department withdrew its

offer and embarked on another plan to give financial grants 

to the missionaries for Christian "native" children. From

1911 to 1918, Government subsidies to missionary schools 

were awarded "per capita" grants, according to the success 

of the pupils in examinations. That is, schools which did 

poorly received less aid. This marked the beglimlng of an • 

examination-oriented system which was to prevail in Kenya 

for more than half a century.

’ The Department also built the first secular and gov
's

ernment-controlled African school, at Machakos, in 1913, for 

teaching of "technical" subjects. (The Government•s'second 
African school was the*all-purpose Native. Industrial‘and 

. Training Depot~opened in 192.4 at Kabete. The Depot trained

16James B. Place, A School History of Kenya (Nai
robi: The Eagle Press, 1953), P* 81.

The native traditional chiefs were gradually 
liquidated by the settlers during the occupation period.
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masons, carpenters, primary school tea6hers~who'were only

The school at-foorth grade graduates—and social workers.

Machakos was the forerunner of Government African Elementary

—grades one to five—and Primary—grades siz to eight— 

schools built all over the colony between'1925 and 1939*)

In 1918, the Department established a system of in

spection for all aided schools in the colony. The inspectors 

checked, pupil attendance, curricula and teaching practices. 

Thus they were able to recommend more accurately the neces

sary grants-in-ald for schools with good academic standing.

. Although the missionaries were responsible for reporting acti

vities in their schools, the Chief Inspector of Schools—a

non-missionary official—could inspect, with or without no-

He was empowered to close es- 

Thls Government offl-

tlce, any school he wished, 

tabllshed schools, or open new ones.

oial- was represented locally by European settler officials
18

usually stationed in the District (county) Headquarters.

. From 1918 to 1924’, the Department extended its grants- 

In-ald to include support for all indentured apprentices 
(with or without success* in examinations), .grants for future' 

Teacher .draining Centers or Colleges, and for assisting "11-

"Llterary"terary", as opposed to "technical", education, 

education consisted of the physical and social sciences and

^®Kenya Colony and Protectorate, African Education in 
Kenya; Ee'port nf a Gommittee Appointed to Inquire in the Scope.
Content. QT»d Methods of African Education, its Admlnlatratlon

Fii^n^r ho Meire Reco^enrtftfctons in 1948 (MairoDi; Gov
ernment Printer/ 1949), (hereafter referred to as The Beecher 
Henort. 1949, named after 'the Committee's Chairman.), p. 17.

an
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. foreign languages. "lechnical" implied manual education, such 

as carpentry, masonry, sewing, physical, training, and practical 

agriculture. (Africans were given no "literary" education 

until 1926 when Mssionaries established the first African 

junior high school.) However, for the exlstirfe missionary 

schools, financial support consisted of an initial 62 ($5.60) 

for equipment for each apprentice and "a further 65 (^^14) for 

each apprentice successfully completing his indentures,

In 1924, single apprentice grants for pupils was 

abolished and "new grants were calculated on two-thirds of 

the approved salaries of European and African teachers.

Boarding schools—usually at the missionary headquarters— 

were to be given special board and room grants,"^®

Although schools apparently received two-thirds of 

all the staff salaries, plus extra money for boarding schools, 

the factor of staff salaries.calls for more scrutiny. The

Europeans, who were ^bstantially remunerated, never taught 
in African schools. They usually supervised schools, thereby

being disqualified by their status from the teacher category. 

Further, the semi-educated native teachers received as llttie 
as 62 (?5»60) per month.^^ And,^ by statistical average, the . 

old one-room schools with one teacher handled all the classes.

19The Beecher flenort. 19^, p. 3 
2®Ibld.
21Leys, Kenya, pp. 15, 18.
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teaching the older children In the morning nho later taught 

the younger ones in the afternoon. (Twenty years later, I 

attended such a school from the first through the fifth- 

grades.) On the whole, salaries accorded to native teachers 

and, therefore, indirectly constituting grants for native 

education, were minute, especially when we consider the over

whelming majority of the African population and the total 

sum given to them as shown in the Tattle belowi

TABLE I

The Kenya Budget, 1924

■ Prisons Cost B 39,793.

6 113,764

£ 21,140 (£22 or 440s per
child of school age)

£ 8,720 (£2 5s or 45s per
child of school age)

£ 22,680 (Is per child of
school age)

Police

European Education

Indian Education

African Education

Military h 173,336

Souroer Leys, Kenya, p. 342.

Because of the totally Inadequate sum .allocated fttr 

African education, the settlers sought to raise money for na-

The 1924 native

provided, among other things, for the

tive education from the natives themselves. 
Authority Ordltianofl^^

22
‘■“’Keziya Colony and Protectorate, The native Authority 

(Amendment) Ordinance. 1924 (Nairobi: Government Printer, 
1924.)
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levylng of fees in all schools starting In 1926. Thereafter 

every pupil had to pay a certain fee per year to go to 

. school, ranging from 25i^ to 5s (U.S. #.35 to .49), depending 

on the grade of the pupil. The goal was to augment the 

Government grants-in-ald. However, irregularities and dis

crepancies were found from school to school, especially in 

the relatively more Independent missionary schools. Hore-

. . . over, jaisslonarles-competed'for converts by charging the_ _ _ _

lowest school fees. To unify the fee collection in all 
schools, rules were amended in 1934.^^ The amendments 

strengthened the settlers' over-sill authority in the levying 

of uniform amounts of fees in all native schools.

2. BstabT 1 Hhmant nf Hducation Gnmnii t-.-hees on Haclal

Lines. 1924.—In line with the basic settler policy of Euro-

pesin domination in all walks of life in colonial Kenya, the
24

settler-government enacted the 1924 Education Ordinance.

This ordinance specified not only the official discriminatory 

policy in education along racial lines, but also empowered 

the African Committee (without African representation) to 

determine the needs sind Interests of Africans in education.

In smy case, the ordinance provided for three Education Com

mittees (European, Aslan and African) to advise the Director

i ' ■^^lienya Colony ana i'rotectorate, Tne Jaiauoatlon (gee 
Hules—Amendment, 1934 (Nairobi* Government Printer, 1935)•

.24Kenya Colony and Protectorate,
1924 (Nairobi: Government Printer, 1925).

Education Ordinance.

<.
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of Education of all matters relating to education, such as 

the designation of school areas, the constitution of school 

area committees. Inspection of schools and control over their 

closing and opening, issuance of certificates or licenses for 

teachers, levying of education rates and prescription for 

•payment of grants^In-aid. 
education committees wasj^^

European Committees

The composition of these first

All settlers

Indian Committees All Indians except' the 
Director of Education 
(Chairman) and the Kenya 
Colonial Secretary

Fifteen members—nine 
European.priests and six 
settlers—Including settler- 
leader Delamere.

The three oonuaittees set to work formulating an of-

Afrlcan Committees

ficlal settler policy on education for all races In the co

lony. While the committees worked on the "new policy," the 

settler school officials continued to stress "technical" edu

cation In African Government and missionary schools.

1925, the colony had fifteen primary schools (grades six 

throi^h eight), providing a "technical" education. Of the 

•fifteen schools, six were government-controlled schools at 

Waa, Machakos, Kabete, Narok, Kerlcho and Kapsabet. 

malnlng were missionary schopls at Maseno, Vusl, Kahuhla,

By

The re-

2%enya Colony and Protectorate, Education Denart- 
ment Annual Senort. 1926 (Nairobis Government Printer, 1927),

- p. 5.
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Klkujru, lumu Ohmu, Kalmosl, Heru, Nyarl and Kakamega. 

highest grade schools were at haohakos, Maseno and Kabeta. 

Kachakos, the largest In the colony, had 180 boarders. 

(Kenya's black population was about three million—see 

page 90 of this Chapter.) •

In his yearly report In 1925, the Superintendent of 

Technical Education, H. 0. Meller, explained the need for 

African “technical*’ education:

The

fk

-r ■

The reason for the imanlmlty /jof the settler am 
the missionary purely. Is that education for the 
literary or passive kind is not so safe.a road for 
the progress of a backward people, as an education 
which develops a pupil's activities, shows Immediate 
and concrete results ^o him, and enables him at all 
stages to know himself. In short, passive literary 
education leads to dangerous activities; there Is In 
It no warning touch of real fire to make the child 
dread It ... . We wish to lead him £She natlvy 
Into citizenship by a more efficient route than 
seditious rebellion. ...

It has been found . . . that the raw African will 
grasp an idea through a familiar concrete exsunple, 
which Idea would completely elude him If presented In 
the abstract. That being so. It would appear advisable 
to incline manual Instruction as a compulsory subject 
In all ^atlve7 schools.

Also In 1925, the principal of Kabete Jeanes Tech

nical and Trades School,! the Hev. J. W. Dougall, reported that ’ - 

his sohopl taught "technical education" organized on the re

quirements of family and village. The trainees, their wives

2%enya Colony emd Protectorate, Education Department 
Annual Eeport. 1926. p. 25.

^7ibld.. pp. 25, 26 and 2?.
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ATifj Children, were all members of one oommnnlty in which edu

cation was strictly related to daily situations connected 

with village life. Literary education was considered■In

compatible with village llfe.^®

The District Commissioner of Nyerl South, A. U. 

Champion, simultaneously voiced his support for African 

"technical" education that same year (1925): "They^he

native^ win never be able to earn their living in literary
29vocations and I do not presume many even hope to do so."

Just before the three Education Committees sutmitted 

their recommendations on an education policy, the settler- 
- government passed an Education Ordinance of 1926.^^ which.

In effect, was aimed at Inducing and luring European school 

masters and mistresses Into the Kenya African schools. The 

ordinance also carried a clause which Introduced a new ele

ment of awarding maintenance grants for school buildings 

which were "permanent." Mention must be made that the Ordi

nance was specifically for "aiding" schooling for "natives" 

—not the other racial groups.

European salaries as well as payment for passage to and from

However, the "Hules" Increased

28Kenya Colony and Protectorate, Education Department 
Annual Beport. 1926. p. 33*

^9ibld.. p. 44.

^Ojcenya Colony and Protectorate, Education (Srants-ln- 
Ald of Afrlc^ Education) Bulea^ 1926 (Nairobi: Government
Printer, 1926).
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their homelands. The malntensuioe grants were to he based 

.on the oap,ltal value of the buildings and "permanent" equip

ment. The aules also combined per capita and boarding 

grants into a single boarding gj^t. An undefined "special 

merit" grant for native schools was allowed, subject to the 

approval of the Chief Inspector of Schools,

Mud-walled and grass-thatched village school houses 

were, obviously,, not "permanent" in nature. The equipment
“Slates, pencil^ slates, pens, ink, books, chalk,,black

boards, hoes, and footballs—could not be considered "per

manent" either. The oiay two African boarding schools at 

Machakos and Kabete could hardly bring in significant board

ing grants for Africans in the colony. Thus, the 1926 

grants-in-Aid Sules.-Hjfethe 1924 Hules, would appear to 

have offered no markedly substantial assistance to African
education.

E. Settler Policy on European. Aslsjti Arab anri Afrinnn
Bducatioh—1926

In 1926, for the ^Irst time, the Education Department, 

outlined, tasic policy on education for all the racial 
in Kenya.

groups

The three Education Committees (European, Aslan 

and African), established by the 1924 Education orriiwawnA to

advise ^he Director of Education, suimltted their 
datlons.

recommen-

The recommendations became the official settler 

policy for education contained in the 1926 Education Department

. -n
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31 ;Annual Eeport. The recommendations reflected a settler 

attitude towards the needs of the three major racial groups. 

Strictly speaking, therefore, the 1926 Sduoatlon Eeport' was

more of an official document spelling out the settler racial 

ideology,, rather than a clearly defined and noii-dlscrlmlnatory 

' education policy.

three groups separately was further evidence that the 

settlers were unwilling to provide equal educational faci

lities for all races in Kenya Colony. Summaries of'these 

recommendations follow:-

The very nature of its treatment of the

1. The European Commi-hhafl.—Tt: recommended sites

for new secondary schools and higher education at Nairobi 

and Thlka. Hostels for girls and a "possibility" of com

pulsory education for Europeans were matters of urgency to 

the Committee. The abolition of primary and Junior secondary 

levels by 1928 was stressed. This meant that after 1928
</

Europeans would pass directly from primary school (grades 

1-8) to a full secondary school. To accomplish the goal of 

expanded education facilities for Europeans, the Government
*

voted h215,000 ($645,000) for construction of- buildings tor 

European schools.

The Committee considered the need for European leader

ship, and it praised the Education Department for having re- 

bbghizM“tmt~European:s^nee'ded -more“e<iueati.w than-the "Other"

3%enya Colony and Protectorate, 
Annual Report. 1926.

Education Department
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races to enable them to maintain their dominant role. It

stated*

The Department, howerer, has consistently held in .
Tlew, that if the Europeans are to remain the 
leadins race of the Colony and to set an example to 
the other races, the rising-generation must be 
educated and compulsory education should be intro
duced as soon as possible suid the additional aocomo- 

. datioh which has been provided goes a long way 
towards realizing this ambition,32

The Committee emphasized that curricula in European 

schools had to be an outgrowth of, and a reflection of, the 

needs and industries of the colony. Thus, settler youths 

(as the leaders) were to be trained in farming, administra

tion, business and other skilled professions,

2, The Asian Gnmmi hi-.ftft-—'PVii g committee called for 

an organization of local school areas, which woxild in turn 

work with the Central Committee to advise the Director of 

Education in matters pertaining to Aslan education. A boys' 

secondary school was to be established in Nairobi. The re

port emphasized the conversion of all aided private schools 

into actual Government-run schools, because the Government

was a more reliable sourc^ of funds. Like the Europeans, the '
^ *

Aslans demoded curricula for their senior secondary schools 

which had relevance to their needs in the colony. They were 

mainly retail merchants, as well as the "No, 2" servants in 

the private and public sector of the colony.

Colony and Protectorate. Education Denartment 
Animal Beporte 1926. p# 9* •"' . •' '
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The Government responded by a grant of 660,000 

(#180,000) for an Aslan boarding school In Nairobi, 

rollment totalled 670, of which 15 students were later suc

cessful In the School Certificate (12th grade) Examination.

En-

The report added, however, that the Indians wbre ‘incapable

Further,of supplying well-trained staff for their schools.

"the- present arrangements do not admit, as in European edu-

Indlan ... as Afrlomcation, of the best staff. . 

education ... should be placed imder the increased direc

tion of European masters,

The African Committae.—One can better appre-

-O

3*

elate the policy for African education by contrastIsog it 

with the policy assigned to the other ethnic groups; by 

noting European economic Interests and how the Africans In 

an imeducated and subordinate position could be exploited 

In the process of implementing these Interests; and by con

sidering the European attitude and conslo’tion that the Af

ricans were.inferior mentally and ciaturally. In these cir

cumstances, an African Committee, that had no African repre- 

sentatlon, would have found it even more difficult to be * 

sympathetic for the African cause.? Some of the recommenda

tions follow:

This year it is merely proposed to outline the
chief difficulties which are encountered in building 
up an effective system of education for primitive 
races in a young colony, and the methods adopted by 
the Department for overcoming them. ...

^^Kenya Colony and Protectorate, Education Denart- 
mawt Annual Beport. 1926. p. 12.
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The African again knows nothing of the exact 
sciences and calculations of meastireiaent of western 
exactness are new to him. . . . The present stage 
of mental development for the African permits only 
a few to become reliable and independent Journeymen- 
carpenters. ...

A 3tU(^ of the examination results ... shows how few 
of the Africans have at present the power of thought 
which is reiiuired for a high standard of literary edu- 

• cation. Generally speaking, the African mind in Kenya 
has reached the stage of sense perception ... but 
the development of the reasoning faculties must be 
slow. Just as handwork has been found useful in 
training of mentally defective children, so the most
useful training which the African can receive” in his
present condition, is continual contact with material 
processes. . . ^4

The African Committee also recommended the registra

tion of teachers on Ehiropean farms. These t.eachers were un- • 

trained clerks who performed Jobs such as maintaining accounts 

of farm prodactlon during the day and teaching the farm 

workers and their children in the evenings. The "schools" 

were approved of by the individual farmers for their resident . 

laborers (usually called "squatters"), but were unaccredited 

by the Government. The curricula consisted only of the rudi

ments of. the Three E’s .ln the vernacular of the laborers.

Such students had no access to higher education because this .
t

would have .deprived the settlers of their labor supply.

The Committee called for the standardization of native 

dialects—possibly by grouping several similar ones into one

e

3^enya Colony and Protectorate, 
ATiwiifti Benort. 1926. pp, 12, 14 and 15.

Education Department* \
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langtiage. An alternative tras to choose, one dialect as 

standard'for the whole language* For example, mjr written 

tribal language grew out of a dialect from a small part of 

my tribal district.

Xhe teaching of compulsory rellglbn (Christianity)

In Government schools was stressed as a means of spreading 

a "Christian civilization" In the colony. This stipulation

_lgnored_the-faot-that -barely-elght per^ cent- of-the -Afrleans. -

were Christians (see Chapter V).

The settler-government official policy regarding 

discipline In African schools also appeared In the 1926 

report;

.Discipline Is of two kinds—extamal and Internal— 
control and self-control—the control of the child 
and the self-control of the inan. To the African In 
his primitive state, military or semi-military dis
cipline makes a strong appeal. . . 
military discipline Is. absent, then the strongest 
controlling force Is that of a well-taught religion 
which alone can give 
self-control.35

If the seml-

the power of self-denial and

. As a rider clause, the African Committee made recom

mendations for another "Inferior" racial group—the Arabs.
*

In so doing’, t.he Committee recognized that .the Arabs hhd 

different needs, and that they^were culturally different from 

the Africans. But the significance of their being assigned 

to a similar committee with the Africans (without Arab rep

resentation) was that the settlers placed as little Importance

35Kenya Colony and Protectorate. Education Deoartment 
Annual Eeport. 1926, pp. 16-17•
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on Arab education as they did for the Afrlcanso 

Arab education was needed to ar;Mst the indolence, decadence ■

To wit.

and apathy into which the coastal people had sunk after the 

. abolition of slavery /whloi^ dealt a serious blow to 

their wealth, power and ambition. „36 The Arabs, according 

.to the Report, had no pai^ntal control. They were overrun 
by "venereal diseases" and^

-were-lady-sooial- workers^ - m

Koran classes, semi-^lii'^^y discipline, a strong emphasis

7ookworm." What they needed 

pervision“(-by~a"European)^of‘ all

upon physical fitness by means of physical training, foot

ball, boilng and athletic sports, and the use of propaganda 

among "conservative" Moslem popifLations. The girls, too, had 

to learn sanitation, "physical fitness and duties of the 

home. ,.37

Since the Arabs were not fa.vorably disposed towards 

"manual" and "technical" training, the curriculum was to be 

. . ’literary* with a view to enabling the Arabs to enter 

the commercial life of the shippers and trading firms of Mom- 

basa, and to enable them to obtain ..Government appointments as 
mudlrs and leaders among their people."^® .No recommendation 

was made' (and therefore no actJLon was taken) regarding grants

n

^^enya Colony and Protectorate, Education Department 
Senort. 1926. p. 20.

Ibid37 p. 22.
38Ibid.. p..20.

2,9
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39for African and Arab education. Xhe discrepancy in Gov

ernment expenditure for European, Asian, aiid African-Arab 

education became a persistent phenomenon of the settler.

policy.

F. Conclusion

The main theme in this Chapter is occupation, domi-

--nation and—colonization.- This colonizing Buropean-group_ _

came to Kenya with strong economic Interests. To effect 

these Interests, they imposed their rule on the natives, who 

became a dominated underclass. Their domination was for

malized through the institutionalization of legal, political 

and educatloml authority. They also developed a racist 

ideology to justify their continued oppressive rule. The 

settler-missionary "holy alliance" to combat heathenism and 

primitivism was, therefore, a smokescreen concealing the 

real issue—namely, the "superior white race versus an in?- 

ferlor black race." The menace of European control, and 

the destruction of tribal institutions and morality, went 

hand in hand with the little education that Africans re-
j *

ceived during thb process.

■ We shall see in the next"Ghapter how British policy

•39icenya Colony and Protectorate, Education Depart
ment Annual Report. 1926. p. 20.
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served to underglrd white settler domination In spite of a 
few written laws to the contrary.

4

- V_ ...
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CHAPTEB VII

• the emehgbnce op BHITISH POLICI .

AMD PBACTICE IN APHICAN EDUCATION* 1919 - 1937

A■ Introduction

Until 1923, the British home Govemment assumed 

little responsibility for native education and welfare in

Indeed, the British role in Kenya was primarily that 

of appointing top-level settler-government officials and 

allowing the settlers to make policy and to conduct local 

affairs.

Kenya.

The natiire of British interest was thus defined by 

the general colonial policy of British control, settlement, 

occupation, expansion of the British Empire, and the ful

fillment of European economic and political interests, 

whenever necessary at the expense of native peoples. In 

this respect, the settlers were an accurate reflection of* 

the over-ali British policy in Kenya Colony.

However, the British Government official Involvement 

after I923 meant an extra dimension-of the interplay of Euro

pean interest groups—the concept of which is the central 

theoretical framework of this thesis. It will be recalled 

that up to this time, two European Interest groups (the mis

sionaries and the settlers. Chapters V and VI respectively)

117
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-were-al-ready—Interacting and formulating policies for Af

rican education.

B. The Missionary Infiuenoe Outside Kenya; 1919-192'?

After World War I, outside missionary groups,took 

action in the Interests of Africans which greatly Influenced 

British policy and attitude toward her subject peoples in 

troplo^_AfjJi.ca.- _ . „ -

The two major missionary conferences (Organizations) 

in North America and Britain were composed of influential 

people, as well as experienced missionaries with Information 

on the educational problems in Africa. This also marked the 

first major attempt by the missionaries to organize as one 

group to advance a common course of promoting Christian edu

cation and welfare. Hitherto, each missionary society 

functioned Independently in its African stations—competing 

for converts with the other societies and very often dupli

cating activities (such as churches and schools) in the same 

areas.

»•»

The churchmen sought,jito expose to their home oongre-
, *

gatlons and;Governments the then existing deficiencies in
■ ' S’ ■ .

European educational policy and practice towards the natives. 

Some of the dissatisfactions that they expressed concerned the 

apathy, of the colonial powers, their lack of cooperation and 

financial support for missionary work in Africa. This was

therefore a necessary tactic to put pressure to bear upon the

home public and Governments so as to get the moral and material
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^support that the missionaries required for effective work 

and success.

Accordingly, in I919 the Foreign Missions Conference 

of north America urged (and won) the financial support of 

the Phelps-Stokes Fund in the United States to undertake an-i

investigation of native educational institutions in colonial
I

Africa. The Fund's trustees immediately voted to conduct 

. . a survey of educational conditions and opportunities 

among the Negroes of Africa, with a special view of finding 

the type or types of education best adapted to meet the 

needs of the Natives. . .

To implement their resolution, the Fund appointed 

an Education Commission, which had missionary representa

tion, to travel through We^, Central and Southern Africa 

between 1919 end I921. . In 1922, the Commission published 

its report and recommendations entitled Education in Africa.

..1

Two years later the Fund sponsored another Education Com

mission to visit East Africa (including Kenya) for the 

purpose. Its report and findings came out in I925 as 
Education in East Africa.^

same

A

The Commissions made Indlvldiial recommendations for 
all the colonies visited. In generail, they repeatedly

,^Phelps-Stokes Fund Commission. Education in Africa 
.(New forkt Phelps-Stokes Fund), p. xlli.- - - - - - - - - - - - -

^Phelps-Stokes Fund Commission. Education in East 
Afrl(^ (New fork; Phelps-Stokes Fund). - - - - - - - - :- - -
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stressed the need to adapt Christian education to suit the 

African environment and cultural Institutions. Among the 

health; use of the environment; prepara-prlorltles were; 

tlon for home life; recreation or the use of leisure time;

- character development and religious (Christian) life; rural 

and urban community education; school organization and super

vision; higher education and native leadership; citizenship;
-S

agricultural education; training of medical and religious 

workers; realization of Africa’s wealth of resoiirces and 

natiiral beauty; and fostering European and American Influence

They called for the cooperation of co

lonial governments to make these recommendations a 'success. 

Regarding this cooperation, the first Commission declared;

In the early periods of every colony, practically 
aai educational work was maintained by the mission 
societies* .... But ... It Is the right and duty 
of the' government to make certain that Afrloan'youth 
are educated so that they may 
In the life of the colony.3

In 1920, meanwhile. In Britain Itself, the Conference , 

of Mlsslonarv Societies In Great Britain and Northern Ireland

on Native Education.

participate effectively

echoed the North American missionaries' concern by submitting 

a memorandum.directly to the British Colonial Secretary, ex

posing the educational deficiencies that existed for the na- 

-tlves, such as the lack of Government funds, cooperation.
\

• . 3
pp. 90-91.

Phelps-Stokes Fund Commission, Education In Africa.
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direction and supervision. The Coionlal Secretary responded

favorably and appointed a Committee composed of missionaries

and British Government officials

... to advise the Secretary of State /for the co
lonies on any matters on Native Education in the 
British Colonies and Protectorates in Tropical Africa, 
which he may from time to time refer to . . . and to 
assist him in advancing the progress of education in 
those Colonies and Protectorates.^

-----15iiese_wfire-extr.emely—slgnificant-davelopments.

North America and Britain because for the first time the 

missionaries, acting as a group, succeeded in sending an 

Education Commission to Africa,’as well as in getting the 

British Colonial Secretary to take action that might remedy 

the missionary problems and difficulties in educating the 
Africans.

In

Moreover, the presence of missionaries in the Phelps- 

Stokes Commissions and in the British Colonial Secretary's 

Committee meant that the missionaries had a direct voice 

in influencing colonial official policy regarding native

These developments in North America and in the 

British Isles were to have, Jjherefore, a substantial im

pact on the general education policy and involvement.

6ne authority on native education put it, the developments 

represented "... the foundation stone of educational effort

education.

As

k
United Kingdom, Advisory Cnminittee on Native Eduoa- 

tion in British Tropical Africa (London; H.M.S.Q
■ 1923). :

Nov. 23,• *
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in British tropical dependencies."^

G. Native Versus European Paramountey: 1923-192'?

Althoxigh the Colonial Secretary appointed an Educa

tion Committee in 1920 after the urging by the Missionary

Societies of Britain^nd Northern Ireland, the Committee did 

not produce a formal report until 1925. However, during 

the 1920-25 interim period, it seems that the Committee's

views and influence had beenfelt and respected by the Go- 

We see substantial evidence of this in

fluence by 1923 when the Colonial Secretary had already be

gun to act to advance and protect native interests in Kenya.

lonial Office.

Until this time,, a policy of Europe^ p£n:amountcy 

and domination was in effect in Kenya. As we saw in Chap

ter VI, this policy of advancing European interests was

articulated by both the settler-government and the British 

Colonial Office. It is against this background that the 

true significance of the new policy can be seen. The po

licy, contained in the Devonshire White Paper of 1923. rep

resented a radical reversal ^of the previous policy. The
*

implications for the interplay of racial interest groups in 

Ken;^ were made quite explicit wheh the White Paper said 

that:

•^L. J. Lewis, Educational Policy and Practice in 
British Tropical Areas (London: Thomps MaiHon 

■ Ltd., P. W.. ■
and Sons,
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Primarily, Kenya Is an African territory, and His 
Majesty's Government thinks it is necessary defi
nitely to record their considered opinion that the 
Interests of the African natives must be paramount,. 
and that If, and when, these Interests and the 
Interests of the immigrant,races should conflict, 
the former should prevail.®

Thus the proclamation of the Devonshire White Paper 

was the beginniiig of a significant shift in British policy 

towards the native peoples of'Kenya. This was expressed

- - in 4:he^effort to- establish the,policy of native paramountcy

regarding all affairs in colonial Kenya.

It should be pointed out that the Missionary Con

ferences and the change In British attitude toward native In

terests in general—and education in particular—coincided 

with the ending of World War I. As also occurred after -World 

War II, the African service in the British armed forces led

the colonial peoples to demand more, fair and eqiial treatment

from the mother country they had successfully defended from 
enemy conquest.^ Had it not been for this general develop

ment generated by World War I, It is probable that the efforts

of the Missionary Conferences would not have been as effec

tive as they were,

flee would have decided upon this .fundamental change In 

lonlal policy.

*
It seems unlikely that the,Colonial Of-

co-

At least it had not altered the policy since 

the acquisition of. "spheres of influence" in Africa in I885.

^United Kingdom, The Devonshire White Paper. 1923. 
Cmd. 3574 (London: H.M.S.O., I923). ^

^More details regarding African political activism, 
led by educated people and ez-soldlers of World War I, are 
to be found in Chapter VIII.
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D. Britain’ s Bduoatlon Policy and Praotl'oe on Af rlaan Edu-
\

cation; 1923-1937

1925—First Bduoatlon Policy Memorandums—in, 1.

Noyember, 1923, following the Colonial Secretary’s White 

Paper on Kenya, the Education Committee for the.Colonies 

felt that the time was

. . o opportune for some public statement of prin
ciples and policy which would prove a useful guide to
all_those engaged, -directly or-Indirectly, ln--the—-
advancement of native education . . . and . . . that 
such a statement will be particularly welcome to. 
Directors of Education and to missionary bodies, who 
are playing such a large part In educational acti
vities.o

In 1925, after two years of work In the Colonies,

and consultation vflth the Colonial Office, the Committee 

published Its recommendations entitled Education Policy In

British Tropical- Areas. In summary, the memorandum recom

mended that the British Government should supervise all 

schooling, appoint Advisory Committees and secure coopera

tion from all concerned In the colonies, to adapt education 

to local conditions; conserve sound elements In traditional 

and social organizations, Tjhlle at the same time letting 

education function as an Instrument of'progress; give reli

gious and moral Instruction which should be accorded equality 

with secular subjects; Improve conditions of education in 

order to .attract the best people; give Independent schools 

grahts-in-ald from colonial governments so long as the schools

8
United Kingdom, Education Policy In British Ironical 

Areas (London;'H.M.S.O'., 1925)9 p. 5.
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aohleved good results In examinations; teach and study In 

the vernacular languages and engage specieil Instructors for ■ 

this purpose; create a good cadre of teachers and teacher^ 

training institutions; establish a system of visiting and 

peripatetic teachers; clearly define educational aims; offer 

friendly advice and supervise schools in coordination with 

the colonial governments; put technical and vocational 

—training-^under-gov-emment-departmenta^such as the napartment 

■ of Agriculture; promote the dignity of

their equality with clerical service; regard education of 

women and girls as an integral element of educational en

deavor; promote elementary education for girls and boys; 

give secondary.education in technical and vocational schools; 

develop higher educational institutions into universities; 

offer adult education in order to ensure identity of outlook 

between the newly educated generation and the parents;

foster inter-departmental cooperation in all educational 
g

endeavors.

vocations andTnQTtiial

In a specific reference to native languages in Kenya, 
the Sub-Committee on African^Education, whose parent body * 

was the Advisory Committee on Eduoajbion in the Colonies, 

issued a statement on language teaching in 1928. With 4o 

languages spoken in Kenya, Swahili was the lingua franca for

9 ■ •

^United Kingdom, Educatloh Policy in RT»ttish Tro-
plcal Areas pp, 7-10,
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Under these olroumstahoes, the Sub-all the tribal groups.
Committee stressed that children gain the facility of h

“Me ..language as an Instrument of thought and ezpresslon. 

believe that this cannot be properly carried out unless the
nlO

language of the school is the language of the home.

Hence, the Committee favored teaching the vernacular' 

in the lower grades (l-J^) and English in the upper levels.
HwahUl-was-to-be-dropped-altogether—because, its-funoilon- -

was "that of a tool which will gradually be replaced by a 

better Instrument." They considered prolonging the life 

and status of Swahili to "be a mistake.

2. igag-lS; Related Events in British Change of 

Policy.—The I927-35 period is characterized by a reaffir

mation of British policy change as well as a determination 

to effect and Implement this change by giving financial, 

political and moral support to the natives. This included 

a strong stand on the guarantees on native land for settle

ment, a specific financial commitment for the purpose of 

native welfare and education, a pledge to give African 

children Relevant and universal education, and the establish

ment of a British governmehtal education agency to grant na- 

tives scholarships for studies in Britain and to set up edu

cational extra-curricular programs in thn^colonles.

nil

10Vidler Hatfield, "New Emphasis on English in Ken
ya African Primary Schools," Oversea Education. XXI, No. 3 
(April, 1950), 1061-1065.

- ^^Ibld.
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In 1927, for example, the British Government realized 

that neither educational nor political assurances for the na

tives would he .meaningful without a strong st^d on native 

Isind. Land was Kenya's economic mainstay. As we saw before 

(Chapter VI), the settlers occupied much of the fertile land, 

and the landless Africans worked on the European farms. The 

fundamental African grievance and discontent, therefore, 

-stemmed—from—land-deprivation.- - - -  - - -  - - - - - - - - -

Hence, Britain sent Hilton loung to Kenya to Investi

gate the native land Interests, and to make recommendations. 

The Governor, Sir Edward Grlgg, discouraged loung from Inter

viewing Africans, for the reason that "the African, of

The Commission nevertheless«12coxirse, has no view at all. 

reaffirmed the priority of "native paramountcy" and welfare.

loung's recommendations read. In part;

The first essential Is to remove finally from the 
native mind any feeling of Insecurity In regard to 
his tribal lands—that the lands within the boundaries 
as finally gazetted for NAtlve Heserves are reserved 
for the use and benefit of the natives forever. Any 
derogation from this solemn pledge would. In the view 
of His Majesty's Government, be a flagrant breach of 
trust /an^ a serious calgmlty from which the whole 
Colony would not fall to suffer.

In 1924, the British Government passed the.Colonial

^^Norman Leys, A Last Chance In Kenya (London; The 
Hogarth Press, I93I). The sentence quoted Is a caption under 
the book's title.

13United Kingdom, Colonial Office, The Hilton Young 
Commission—1929 (London; H.M.S.O., 1930) o

/
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Development Act, releasing 61 million (U.S. #3 million) for ’ 

the general economic development—Including education--In 

the ^Itlsh Colonies. Provision was also made to amend, the,.
l4

Act In subsequent years as the colonial needs Increased.

A year later, Britain reaffirmed, her will tp educate 

the Kenya natives by a special education memorandiim on Kenya 

—Native Policy In Bast Africa. 1930. Its objectives Included
- - ". . . the-spreard-of-eduoatlon-ln' the^wldest^sensev"^'^—Lord^- -

Halley observes that adults, as well as children, were to be

nefit from this education, for It aimed "not merely at Incul

cating efficiency in clerical duties or handicrafts, but raising 

the standards of loiowledge and intelligence of the whole com

munity, with a view to effecting a transformation in the dally
„16 ..

lives of the people.

In 1931* to stress some specific recommendations of 

the 1925 Education Memorandvim which called for considerations 

for local conditions when determining educational syllabi, the 

Colonial Secretary summoned the Directors of Agriculture from 

the Colonies. The Directors agreed on a colonial education 

with an "agricultural bias." The focus of education in the *

i

^^In 1940. Britain increased the aid to £5 million 
(U.S. #15 million).- In the same year, Kenya Colony received 
Its share of 634,500 (U.S. $103,000) for education. In 1945 
the amount was up to 6120 (U.S. $360) million for all British 
colonies.

- . ^^"Colonlal Development and Welfare Act," Oversea 
Education. XVI, No. 3 (April, 1945), 135-141.

^^Lord Hailey, An African Survey; A Study of Prob
lems Arising In Africa South of the Saha^ (Lon^n; Oxford 
University Press, 1938), p. 1231.
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African colonies was to be farming and aninial. husbandry.’

This education, it was argued, was more relevant to agrarian
17

peoples than a literary or technological education.

In -Tuiy 1935, Britain lnaugiu?ated the British Council, 

which was to function as a non-Government educational agency. 

In accordance with the 1925 Memorandum provisions, its duties

to expand grants to the colonies for education, and to 

award“scho-larsh-ip3--to-deservJjig- subject_pepples for study in 

various fields in Britain itself.

In addition, the Council organized educational tours 

in Britain for native civil servants, chiefs, teachers, labor 

unionists, politicians and government officials. Some of the 

tours were extended to short-period studies in British insti

tutions.

were

The Council also provided educational films on health, 

agriculture, child care, local government, animal husbandry, 

hygiene, entertainment, general education and economic develop- 

My high school, for example, -showed these films at 

least once a month.
*

By 1935, with ten years of hindsight, the Colonial* 

'Secretary restated the 1925 Memorandum's objectives in his

16 'ment.

M. Chaundy, "A School With an Agricultural Bias 
in a BaclcwEird Area," Oversea Education. XIX, No. 1 (October, 
19^7)', 579-585.

18United Kingdom, Colonial Office, "Scholarships and 
Colonial Social Welfare Advisory Committee," Charter of the 
British Council. 1935 (London; H.M.S.O 19357;•»
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Memorandum on the Education of African Communities, <

In summary. It envisioned a much closer cooperation 

between the various sections of the community, such as the. 

school and the village. Another target was the Improvement

of various social elements, such as education,- health, wel-

It conceived of the school asfare,, and animal husbandry, 

an agent for the dual purpose of conserving the old useful

jjUE^nts of the society as well as evolving a new modus 

vlvendl. The memorandum saw a special need for teache?: 

training Instl-tutlons for native teachers. It stressed both 

adult and -juvenile education, sociological research In the 

colonies, and cooperative educational movements with other 

coixntries, such as student ezchiange.

It also Included what had been a significant omission 

by the 1925 memorandum--the Importance of African self- 

Initlatlve, L. J. Lewis comments that; "The 1935 memorandum, 

however, specifically stated that African thought and feeling 

must be taken Into account, and African Initiative, self7help 

and responsibility sought -before living conditions could be 

Improved.'
$,.20 -

1937..-girst British Policy on African Higher EducationE.

The British Council started sending students to Bri

tain regularly for further studies. But it became apparent

^%nlted Kingdom, Colonial Office, MemorandTim on the 
Education n-p tlea. Cmd. 103 (London: H.M.3.O.,
1935).

^®Lewis, Educational Policy and Practice In British 
■Tropical Areas, p. 22.
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that the hl^er education problems had to be tackled from 

within the colonies themselves. One of the alternatives was 

to ezpand the existing colleges in the colonies, and the 

other was to establish new institutions in the "have-not^

- areas. For Fast Africa (including Kenya), the'British chose 

the first alternative. Accordingly, in September’, 1937» she • 

sent a commission to Fast Africa in order

... to examine and report upon the organization and 
working of Makerere College and ... the instl-tut-ions-* 
or other agencies for advanced vocational training, 
connected with it in relation to the society which 
they are Intended to- serve. . . . Having in' mind the 
declared policy of His Majesty’s Government to pro-• 
mote the establishment of facilities for higher edu
cation in Fast Africa, to make recommendations for 
the development and administrative control of Makerere 
College and its allied institutions to this end; with
in limitations imposed by the ability of the 
ments concerned to meet the cost. . . .^l

Govern-

Thls was the first commission of its kind for Britain 

It issued its report. Higher Edu

cation in East Africa. 1937. on the basis of Investigation

to send to Fast Africa.

and inquiry into both Makerere^^College and the "freedom 

schools" in East Africa. It briefly traced the history of

elementary and high schools Fast and Central Africa. For

example. It discovered that Kenya had no full secondary 

school for Africans in 1937t even though there was a high 

school in 1926. •Tanganyika* initiated secondary education 

in 1935 at Tabora with a class of 22 boys. ’Nyasaland’ had

not one secondary school, but it had a "higher percentage of

21United Kingdom, Colonial Office, Higher Education 
in East Africa. Cmd. 142 (Londons H.M.S.O., 1937), p. 5.
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literacy in the vernacular than . . . any other country in 

tropical Africa." Sixty per cent of the population could, 
read iand write in vernaculars.^^ ’Northern fihodesia’ Had., 

only five schools offering an 8-year primary education. 

•Zanzlhar’ was without secondary and upper primary schools. 

Uganda, the most advanoed-of-ally could boast of one full 

, secondary school—M^erere College. Three mission schools 

were "preparing for full secondary school courses." Ten to

twelve mission schools were "preparing for the first 3-year 

secondairy" school work, and two mission schools were "pre

paring for the last 3-year secondary school courses.

Nakerere College itself was founded in 1921 as a

training ground for African artisans. In 1935, it became a 
8

full secondary school. Becognizlng the inadequacy of. higher 

education in East and Central Africa, the Commission recom

mended an establishment of a Higher College in East Africa 

—"completely separate" from Makerere College. Makerere was 

to remain as a "feeder-school."

The Higher College would offer post-secondary work

in arts, science, agriculture, medicine, education, veteri-t 

nary, sciehc'e and engineering. It would also "provide all 

the facilities for advanced education which the four East

22ujij^^;g4 Kingdom, Colonial Office, Higher Education 
in East Africa. Cmd. 142, p. 50.

P. 51.
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„ZkAfrican Dependencies will require, or be able to use. 

•Nyasaland* and ’Hhodesia' ware to share in the facilities 

and expenses of the college. That the.five Dependencies 

were to share one college was an economy measure. The maxi

mum capacity was 100 students per year. Then, after ex

perience, the college would "gradually" become a university.

Meanwhile, affiliation with a British university

—would-subordinate-supervision, determination of academic- - -

standards and curricula, issuance of examinations and the 

granting of diplomas to the authority of that British in

stitution.

Among the "entirely new" courses to be added "imme

diately" was dentistry: "We welcome the decision to intro

duce simple dentistry in the surgical course." Medicinal 

training got its start in 1923. In 1936, 31 students (25 

Ugandans, 1 Kenya, 3 'Tanganyikans', and 2 ’Zanzibaris') qua

lified as African Medical Assistants.

The veterinary science school had 13 students (11 
Ugandans and 3 Kenyans) at the same time.^^ Engineering, 

forestry, surveying, police officers' training, law, 

counting, and African Studies were envisioned as future ad- 

Commentlng on the nature of an East African law

se

ditions.

2^nited Kingdom, Colonial Office. Higher Education 
in Bast Africa. Cmd. 142, p. 84. - - - - - - - - -

,■ ^^Ibld.. p. 85.

Ibid.. p. 98.• 26
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school, the Conunisslon said:

We doubt the wisdom of seeking to develop a law school
- - - - on_llnes_of_Engllsh_mo_dels_^,_,

native judges woiU.d appear to be the natural function , 
of a law school In East Africa. The careers open to 
graduates would be legal positions In the native ad
ministrations . . . /such court clerks ... 
registers of titles.

. The Commission expressed awe at the lack of African 

police officers. Nearly all Africans were Illiterate con-

- stables-:Who-never—reached-a non-commissioned officer status.

A police course In Meikerere would combat the problem through

out East Africa, Each territory "needed one African Assis

tant Sub-Inspector yearly for the next ten years"; these 

were to work as subordinates of European officers.

The more,general recommendations for education (out

side Makerere) aimed to meet the educational needs of Af

rican women; "to preserve and enhance Indigenous local tra

ditions and culture"; "to develop local pride" In native 

achievements; to develop "creative" and non-imltatlve educa

tion; to encourage a rural oriented education; to estab

lish universal primary education "for all who are to become 
peasant cultivators, and the girls whom they will marry. In •

The training of_ •.

^^United Kingdom, Colonial Office, Higher Education 
In East Africa. Cmd. 142, pp. 91, 110 and lU.

Independent ’Tanganyika* opened a law-school In 
1961. A commercl^ school came Into being In 1955 In Nai
robi, Kenya. Both were campuses of what later became the 

.University of East Africa in 1964.
29united Kingdom, Colonial Office, o^^. oit
30lbld.

p. 21.
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order that the whole oommimity may have the opportunity to
.31

learn and apply improved methods; 

territorial governments to offer trained Africans "duties -

to convince the inter-

superior to those of the artisan but subordinate" to Euro- 

because Africans "cannot expect to be paid salaries

to expand "all

peans

as.high as those of European officers"; 

stages of education, primary, secondary and post-secondary,

to enhance-miasionary-government—^both-for—boy s and-girls" ;

cooperation in education; to delegate all local educational 

functions "to Tja,tive "Authorities through which "African 

opinion will increasingly express Itself"to teach tai

loring, masonry, telegraph line work and carpentry in ele

mentary schools so as to secure village Industry in these 

trades; to teach the lower levels in both vernacular and

Swahili since Swahili will "facilitate intercourse between

the governing class and the governed" and also between the 

trading class (Aslans) and the Africans and, between all the 

tribes at large;„.36 to abolish the "examination tyranny" at

*
^^United Kingdom, Colonial Office, Higher Education 

in East'Africa. Cmd. l42, p. l4.

32ibid., p. 22.
33ibld.. p. 2?.

3^Ibld.. p. 25.
33ibid.. PP. 37-38. 

p. 43.36
Ibid •9

i
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the "termination of the primary school course" by circum

venting rote memorizing;to increase salaries of African 

teachers who earned 3h.4 - Sh..65 ($.41 - $?.50) per month.

The recommendations included: establishing refresher courses 

for in-service teachers; opening more teacher training in

stitutions for Africans; opening educational centers in the 

villages such as Farmer's Clubs and Cooperatives; "employing 

li teratd^childrehrrtd beaoirreadlng” to village_adults; of

fering "the freedom of all religions and sects" in school 

while prohibiting the use of pressure on "school-children 

to study religions to which they, or their parents, do not 
volimtarily adhere";39 rendering "attendance at religious

ilA
instruction" voluntary in Government secondary schools; 

establishing secondary schools for girls; abolishing (if 

any) classical languages in African schools; teaching na

tive crafts, and handicrafts "to elaborate and improve
4lAfrican patterns and aesthetic traditions"; teaching 

literature that possesses "literary value as well as suit

able subject matter . . . the authorized translation of the
i

^^United Kingdom, Colonial Office, Higher Education 
in East Africa. Cmd. 142, p. 44.

38lbid.. p. 45.

39ibi(i.. p. 54.
^Ibid.

^^Ibld.. p. 64.
. •
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^2 and teaching EnglishBible Is the outstanding example”;

In higher grades as a necessary International language.

g. Shortcomings of British Educational Pol^cv and Practice
Due to settler opposition In Kenya and the British

*
sympathy' for European settler Interests, His Majesty’s ' 

Government’s declared policy on "native paramountcy" and 

Interests remained largely unimplemented. For example,
.. -.J

the 1923 White Paper on native paramountcy, and the 192? 

loung Memorandum on the restoration of native land, ac

cording to Bobert Gregory, were "... never submitted to 

Parliament and remained therefore the obiter dicta of a 

minority Government without Parliamentary ratification. 

Later, Gregory continues, Britain

... avoided all reference to native paramoimtcy.
In 19^, during the Third Labour Government, the 
Minister of State for Colonial Affairs, the Earl 
of Llstowel, assured Conservatives In the House of 
Lords that the doctrine Native paramountcj^ 
longer the official policy In East Afrlca.^5

was no

“^United Kingdom, Colonial Office, Higher Education 
In Bast Africa. Cmd. 142, p. f5.

^3Ibid-.. p. 3. Between 1939 and 1945, Britain sent • 
similar commissions to Investigate Higher- Education at Achl- 
mota College, Gold Coast; Pourah Bay College, Sierra Leone; 
Malaya; and the West Indies. See Blbllography—Unlted 
Kingdom Documents.

44 .
Robert A. Gregory, StHnay Webb and Bast Africa 

(Berkeley; University of California Press, 1962), p. 137.
^3ibld.

•
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L. Jo Lewis recalls that the I929 Colonial Develop

ment Act was an attempt to Implement the 192S Education 
Hemorantium whi f.h hail ■hhn g far fallen far short of - 

Its goal" heoause there was neither money nor European edu

cation officers available for colonial educational servlceo 

. This.failure had provided "some Justification for adverse 

criticism of British Colonial efforts /In native educating. 

But Lo Go Morgan, a career British educator In the

colonies, feels that the failure resulted because the Co

lonial Office neither defined the policies clearly, 

published them. "Ihe first fact to be noted is that pub-
nor

lished statements, of such policies In any complete or de

tailed form are rare." The officers and money were avail

able, he contends, but the Europeans did not Imow the his

torical conditions, the psychology and temperament of the 

subject peoples to counter the traditional prejudices 

superstitions likely to oppose needed modernization. This 

lack of knowledge led to "apathy and Inertia" in educational 

efforts. The policies Ignored questions of education for 

citizenship, peace .and relations of Africa and Europe, and

emphasized routine matters of formal education, e.g., text 

books, methods of teaching' and examinations. Africans, for

example, were "frustrated" because they received no equal

training and facilities In professional and technical jobs.' 

. Their expression of personality, the "essential democratic

46L. J. Lewis, Educa^on Policy and Practice In 
British Tropical Areas, no. 48 atki Hi.
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aim" was' repressed. Thus the policies "merely outlived . 

their time".and education heoame "stereotyped and life- 
ieas."-^ " ^ ^ .

In conclusion, the Kenya settler-government con- 

timed its oppressive policies virtually unchallenged by 

the British directives. The missionaries, who at this time 

were swimming with the current, as it were, felt no need 

to react either way. The losers were the Africans whose 

hope for British intervention had all along seemed doomed 

to failure aoid disappointment. In other words, there was 

no shift- of power relations among racial groups in Kenya. 

The only alternatives left to the natives were political 

activism and establishment of their own schools—this is

the subject of the next Chapter.

> •

^7l. G. Morgan, "A Note on Colonial Educational 
Policy," Oversea Education. KVIII, No. 4 (July, 194?), 
537-543. .



GHAPTSa VIII

AFRICAN INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS 

and helatbd factohs:. 1921 - 1940

—
A. Introduction

This Chapter (and In fact the whole study) ends at 

the beginning of World War II, around 19^, because the war 

brou^t a^ut a fundamental chazige In the power relation

ships between the African independence movements akji the 

settler-government. The period from 19^ till independence 

in 1963 was of very complex political, economic and socleil 

developments--all of which profoundly influenced the de

velopment of the educational system in Kenya, I have not 

discussed these developments—for example, the settler Beecher 

Report on African education in 1948—because they could not -

be adequately treated within the limited scope of this study.
i

However, the Chapter must be viewed in the light of 

tho previous three Chapters descrlhlng the work of the mis

sionaries, oppression by the settlers, and the apathy of the 

British} and the fruitless interrelationship among these 

three .groups regarding education for natives which finally 

. .. forced the Africans to break the ties with their European 

mentors.

140
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The Africans enTisaged a campaign on three fronts: 

first, they would Challenge settler power by political ac

tivities; second, they would reject the Christian churches- 

and establish Africanized churches which were more In tune 

with African culture and interests; third, they would use 

"diplomacy"--such as the sending of memoranda, cables,-let

ters and delegations to London—to make known the "natives'" 

dissatisfaction with British-supported European domination.

B. African Politics as a Belated Factor to Education

The most Important cause for the establishment of

native Independent Schools was that African leaders were 

dissatisfied with the slow rate at which the 'settler-gov

ernment (and the British Government) provided educational 

facilities for the natives. Without adecLuate education, the 

leaders feared they would remain the "hewers of wood and'the

drawers of water" In their own homeland. Education, too, 

would bring them to the level of the Europeans in govern

ment and In the economic sectors. Thus, Africans could, 

for example, participate in Ifegislating fair laws In em

ployment, race relations and democratic elections^ x

A lack of education crippled the Africans in co^>fi«i 

batting grievances such as land deprivation,.forced labor, 

collective punishment, low wages and movement restriction 

*• laws. Natives saw these laws as repressive measures aimed 

.at keeping them poor. Illiterate and, therefore, weak In 

challenging the settlers* power. For example, at the start
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of World War I, most of the Colony's fertile land belonged to

_ _ _ _ Europeans-ln-the iWhlte Highlands.« In 1915» the Government
enacted .a Land Ordln^oe^ which authorized Europeans to lease

the land for 99 or 999 years. Africans were designated to

live in the less productive, Matlve Reserves. Crovm Lands

constituted fertile land which lay idle waiting for European

settlement. The government evicted all "natives" who were

living in the "new" areas officially termed by the Ordinance

as Grown Land and White Highlands (see Chapter VI),
2The Native Registration Ordinance (I919) eind the 

Masters and Servants Qr(itnanGe3 (1928) ensured that servant•TV

deserters from European farms and homes were apprehended, 

punished and returned to their masters. For identification

the natives were fingerprinted.

Ordinances were a "diabolical system of finger-prints as 

though the Africans were criminals.

Kenyatta recalls that the

Further, it cost more 

to keep trace of the able-bodied natives (aged I6-50) for

purposes of labor than it did to educate them and their

children. Norman Leys observes that the Administration of
♦

the Central Bureau of the Ordinance "cost £20,000 (U.S.

2r

^Kenya Colony and Protectorate, The Land- Ordinance , 
—1916 (Nairobi: Government Printer, 1915).

%ehya Colony and Protectorate, The Matlve Eegls- 
tration Ordinance. 1928 (Nairobi: Gbvemment Printer, 1928).

%enya Colony and Protectorate, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
vants Ordinance. 1928 (Nairobi: Government Printer, 1928).

^Jomo Kenyatta, Facing Mount Kenya: The Trlbaa Life 
of-the Glkuyu ((London: Seeker and Warburg, 196I reprinting),
p. 212,

The Masters and Ser-

.
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$60,000) a year as compared with &24,000 (U.S. $72,000) 
which is spent on the education of Africans."^ ’

Throughout the entire period covered In this.Chapter 

(1921-40), African political activism for equality, education 

and land is a recurrent factor. Prior to World War*I, the • 

largely ignorant and illiterate native masses performed the 

manual labor of the colony. Their grievances were either 

Ignored or suppressed because there were no educated, arti

culate native leaders tO’ challenge the settler policies. 

Britain, as the "mother country," could intervene on behalf

of the'Africans as she did In the 1923 White Paper which de

clared "native paramountcy." But to most natives, the 

settler-government in Nairobi was the supreme, unmovable body.

World War I permitted the native to abandon hope- 

. lessness for an articulate "rebellious" approach. More than 

150,000 Kenyans fought for the King, and for the first time 

they came into contact with Europeans on an equal military 

footing. Parenthetically, of the 150,000, "46,6l8 men were 

killed or died of diseases. Of these 46i6l8 dead .men, the 

relations of 4o,645 are still untraced, and unclaimed 

balances of pay and wages amounting to 6155,447 ^.3. 

$466,343j^ are owed them. . .

The survivors returned and Joined a few "educated"

h6

■^Leys, Kenya': p.- I98.

^Ibid.. p. 287.
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Led by Harry Thutoi, the youthsyoung men in the colony, 

broke away from the-loyal and pro-settler Kikuyu Chiefs'

Association and fomed the Young Kikuyu Association, 
meeting in/walrobi on July 1, 1921, the same young nation

alists formed the first. African political party-'-tho East 
African Association.^ Thus, the seeds of native political 

activism were sown, and political activity remained the only 

. means for channelling African grievances to Nairobi and 

London.

At a ..

In May 1922, the Association held a demonstration in 

Nairobi demanding land restoration and expanded education.

It also sent cables to London explaining the Africans' plight 

in the colony.

imprisoned—and later banished to a remote coastal Islsind.

The following year (1923), the settlor-government proscribed 

the East African Association.

Harry Thuku, the Association's leader, was
8

Even though it was short-lived, the East African As

sociation marked the first organized political movement among 

Africans. Instead of a situation where only the Europeans 

were represented in the legislative realm, the majority na- *

tive population had begun to make their presence known poli- 

Thelr efforts were to have an effect in the entiretically.

development of African education—peirticiaarly as a counter- 

force for the settler-government policies and power.

^Keith Kyle, "Ghandi, Harry Thuku and Early Kenya 
Nationalism," Transition. VI, No. 2? (April, I966), 16-22.

8Ibid.
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After the hamiing of the East Afrloan'Association, 

efforts to suppress and destroy native political activism 

were made by the settlers, because they saw it as "dangerous, 

and subversive" for European Interests.

However, the followers of the Association (dnoludlng 

Jomo Kenyatta) Immediately formed another political party— 

the Kikuyu Central Association—in 1924. Unlike the East 

African Association, which was more open and forceful, the 

Kikuyu Central Association vias more cautious in its operation 

and strategy. It mainly concentrated on "quiet diplomacy" 

through' memoranda and member delegations. Soon after its. 

inauguration, for example, the Central Association promptly 

sent a draft resolution to London which demanded a wide range 

of native rights, including land; planting cash crops like 

coffee; agricultural and domestic education; a "sufficient 

nimber of secondary and high schools; 

for training all natives of ability;" and sending "deserving 

boys from the districts to England and.elsewhere to receive 

imiversity or higher education in arts, medicine, engineer

ing, agriculture, etc,.

■ By 1939* with the help of a sister group, the Kavi- 

rondo Taxpayers* and Welfare Association in Western Kenya,^°

(

II n scholarships . . . •

:»

?Jomo Kenyatta, Kenya: TVift r,and of Conflict {Meua- 
chester, England: International African Service Bureau,
1944), pp. 12-14.

. ^°The "Kavlrondo" (a settler derogation for the Nyanza 
people) were outside the "White Highlands" but they resented
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the Kitaiyu Central Association had.'sent many similar memo-

Mzee Kenyatta, as the Generalranda to London and Nairobi.

Secretary of the Association, wrote letters to the British

The Associations sent him to Lon-Fress on the same Issues, 

don three times between 1924 and 1939, but His iSaJesty’s

Government either Ignored, or took no action on, the demands 

This led the Associations to declare thathe presented.

Africans could no longer put trust "placed upon solemn

pledges and sacred imdertaklngs on the part of the British 

Govemmen't. The principle of the declared trusteeship of

.'The response from Nairobi was 

to ban all native political activity In the colony In 1939.

However, In 1940, the "Kavlrondo" and the Central 

Associations Joined forces and formed, for the first,time, a 

colony-wide political party which they called the Kenya Af

rican Union. The name Itself Is significant—for It con

tained neither sectional nor tribal labels. Instead, It 

Implied a political union for all native peoples of Kenya. 

And although the "Kavlrondo" and the Central Associations 

had a following of a large majority among the Africans, a * 

united native front to challenge settler power had not been 

so articulated before. Led by Its president, Jomo Kenyatta, 

the union opened branches all over the colony.

nil
the natives Is a mockery.

- -.taxation without representation.
■land was the settler evictions from their homes to make room 
for the settler mining Interests.

ll^enyatta, Kenya; Land of Conflict, p. l6.

Their main Complaint on

» -
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Meanwhile, the settlers sought to frustrate its ac

tivities. They imposed regulations restricting membership, 

registration, press releases, free speech and meetings. For 

example, a group no larger than five Africans could meet, 

without written permission of the highest local British ad- 

mlnlstrator~the District Commissioner, Finally, in the 

late 1940*s, the Union went imderground, becoming one of 

the most effective forces of the Mau Mau nationalist V/ar of 
Independence fought during 1952-1960.'^^

The African political organizations between-..1921 and 

1939 show clearly that this was a complex development cha

racterized by a series of African efforts to present their 

interests and by repressive counteraction on the part of 

the settler-government.

Although the British Government was Involved, it was 

essentially the Interplay of the European and African groups 

in Kenya that ensued—with a constant pattern of action and 

repressive reaction between these two groups. The African 

group, for example, sought to advance its programs in a 

number of. areas—such as land rights and other economic nee*ds. 

The demand for education emerged as- one of the basic elements 

in the developing political native voice.

^^Hobert D. Gregory, Sidney Mebb and Bast Africa 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1962J,

•: pp. 137-138.
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C. The Af-rinan Tndapandent School Movement; Some Aspects ■

■ of its Beklnr^np; «nd Later Aotlvltlest 1923-i940

Without question, the most important development in 

education for Africans in Kenya during' this period was the 

formation of the Independent School Movement, so-called be

cause Africans wanted to run their own schools which were 

independent of missionary and settler-government supervision. 

Indeed, the Movement was in most oases an arm of African 

political activity. But before the sole African party;--the 

Kikuyu Central Association—openly assumed direction of the 

Independent School Movement, it appe'ared as -though the Af

rican masses had suddenly awakened to challenge the settler

Thus, in 1926, the Education Depart-policies in education, 

ment reported that the Local Native Gouncils^^ in the colony

had collected "voluntary cess" to establish schools for Af

ricans (see Table II). In Nyeri, District Commissioner A. M. 

Champion reduced African educational facilities by closing

ten schools,, because, he said, defending his action, "This,

in my opinion ... is a step in the right direction.

The Education Department reported that when Champion closed? 

the schools, "... the natives are-disappointed, they want 

to finance ^d to run their own schools.

, 13ihe Local (District) Administrative Authority 
headed by a settler District Commlssloher.

^^Kenya Colony and Protectorate, Education Departs 
ment Annual Ee'port. 1926. pp. 43, 44 and 45.

^^Ibld.. p. 19. '

■
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A year later (192?) in Western Kenya, the. Provin

cial Commissioner of Nyanza, after conducting meetings with .• 

Africansi reported their stand on 

ricans7 do not wish Government to contribute
education, viz* "We

anything to the
Local Native Council school. If we accept help, probably 
European children will be sent to the school." Contending 

race consciousness," 
which had resulted in "creating an Impulse in the awakened

that there was "restless awakening of

to bite the hand that has fed them," the Commissioner warned 

that "These are danger signals along the road Of educational 
achi ev’ement."16-

TABT.R II

KENYA LOCAL NATIVE COUNGTr-q* EKPENDITURR

YEAH EDUCATION (£) MEDICAL (6) AGHICULTUKE • ■ WATER 
__:_________  AND FOS^TBY (£) SUPPLIES (h)

1925 502 ? 399 572
1926 3,695

1927 3,379

1928 2,806

1929 6,885

1930 7,348:.

1,419 

2,772 

6,385 

5,027*

4,866

Sourest Kenya Native Affairs Department Report

3,642 ■ 

4,617 

5,081 

8,799

581

4,771 

. 3,142 

4,606 . 

4,890

■1930. p. 23.

6,526

19317,. . - PP. 44^^
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'Evidence of widespread African self-initiative for 

education, and the need to have schools whose curricula and 

philosophy were relevant to the African political and economic 

Interests, all led the Kenya Central Association to organize 
an official Independent School, Movement^^ in 1928.. It' de

fined, its objectives of an Afrioan~education for Africans, 

and by Africans, in its- constitution, which read in part;

The Objects /“sic. 7 of the Kikuyu Independent Schools 
Association are to further the Interests of the Kikuyu 
and of its members and to safeguard the homogeneity 
of interests of the Kikuyu nation, such as spiritual, 
economic, social and educational matters.18

. Mblyu Koinange, who later assisted Jomo Kenyatta^^

in running the Kenya Teachers' College, describes the Inde

pendent Schools and the .College as places where African

original body was the Kikuyu Independent 
Schools' Association (KISA), In late 1929, the Karing'a 
(traditionalist) Schools' Association was formed as a branch 
of KISA. Both operated mainly in the Kikuyu country--the 
area most affected by settler occupation. Both Joined the 
Ke^a African Union to stemrt the Kenya Teachers' College in 
19W. Later,- the Independent Schools (as they were then 
called) and the College, attracted students from Kenya as 
well as from other East African colonies. The other tribes 
also started Independent Schodls which functioned on a model 
of political and nationalistic philosophy of the- Independent 
School Movement. My uncle was a principal in one of these 
schools before the settlers arrested-and detained him for 
"subversive activities" in 1952.

^^Kenya Colony and Protectorate, Education Department 
Annual flenort. 1Q37. n. •“ ........... - ;; -

, ^^Kenyatta was President of the Kenya Teachers' Col
lege, the Kenya African Union, as well as the titular head 

.- - ,of the Independent School Movement~onoe again signifying 
.the close relationship between the political Union and the 
School Movement.
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students learned to respect their own culture, unity, 

nomic needs and political awareness^
eco-

Moreover, he sees 

these schools as a necessary step towards realizing the Af- • 

rlcan goal of getting relevant and quality education. The

settler-sponsored schools, with missionaries doing most of

the teaching and supervision, ran counter to the African 
interests. They were merely instruments for "^keeping the 

native in his place" by giving him as.little education as

possible so that he could continue being a "loyal" citizen.

. Kolnange writes; "The syllabi in the Independent 

Schools'were geared to prepare students ‘for life in the 

modern world.' They .did not prepare pupils to 'cram* for 
government examination."^®.

An African Independent College was needed in Kenya. 

In 1940,. for instance, there were 7,000 pupils in upper 

.Elementary Schools; of these, 200 went on to secondary 

schools and 12 managed to reach Makerere College—East and 

Central Africa's only college (without degree-issuing status) 
at the time.^^

•>9

/

»
During the holidays, pupils learned stories, legends * 

and other African folkways from the trdbal elders. Once

back at school, the folkways were written down and distri

buted to all the students. Thus, different tribes learned

^®Mblyu koinange. The People of Kenya Spaaif gr.r. 
Themselves (Detroit; Kenya Publications Fund, 1955), pr 39.

' ^^Ibld.. p. 40.
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about each other's way of life In the schools—an aspect of

education which never existed in the "established schools,"

for the latter were more Interested in the "divide-and-rule"■ 
22

colonial principle.

dohss were composed to "emphasize oneness," rather 

than tribalism. Thus, songs cherishing African unity and 

self-esteem were taught to the pupils. As for sports, "we 

tried to organize an inter-racial sports meeting," but the 

Kenya Education Department rules "would not permit us to - 

invite European or Indian children to Join in on the same 

. sports field." But the Independent Schools continued to 

teach foreign folk dances to orient students to other peo

ple's ways of life.^^

During rforld War II, some American black soldiers 

were stationed in Nairobi. The settler-government did,not 

want Africans to mix with them—lest they inject "bad ideas" 

in the "native" minds about America. Nevertheless, Kolnange 

invited them.to his home and to schools to talk to the stu-

They sang the black American spirituals. "It was
»

the first time in the .whole of East Africa thalt Africans

dents.

»24heard Negroes from America sing Negro ^Spirituals.

22
Kolnange, The People of Kenya Speak For Them

selves. p. 39,

23lbld.. p. -ifl. 
^^Ibid.. DP. 42-43.
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The. European child, was taught "the Swahili language 

In the form of oommanda; "Eanya hlvl" (Do this), "Lete 

chaJnila" (Bring food), "Kuja hapa" (Come here), etc. This

was done to "enkindle his sense of leadership." The Euro

pean child was trained for "responsibility" and was given 

"confidence" that "he is in life to lead." He was taught

that he was far superior to any other race in the colony.

By contrast, "the African child who.goes to a Govern

ment, Mission school, elementary, primary, high school, and

even to Makerere College, Uganda, is taught to obey, to be 

submissive He is not allowed to get "involved in politics." 

If ever he developed a "firm attitude to life, he would lose

his scholarship and/or be thrown out of school." This had

happened to many African students in Britain "who refused to 

become informers on their own people." It was thus necessary 

to have Independent Schools where Africans would be free to 
teach whatever they pleased without restrictions.^^

By 1943, the Independent College ran into financial

problems. Koinange wrote to Europeans and Indians for halp. 

Indians gave Sh. 10,000 ($1,500). A single European woman

sent Sh,- 10 ($1.50) and asked to remain anonymous, 

rlcan efforts continued to.bear "good fruits," however.
The Af-

27

-'Koinange, The People of Kenya Speak For Them- 
selves. pp. 43-44,

^^Ibid.. p. 44.

^7lbid.. p. 45..
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As education was "organized on a racial basis, and 

priority . . . determined on a racial basis, Africans are 

- always last on the queue." Africans had to run their own - 

schools. And subsequent understanding, knowledge and con

cern would Introduce them to financial requirements* of
28 '

other social services.

The Government had required, as a prerequisite since 

1924, local school boards for governmental grants-in-ald. 

Since Africans.had not been authorized to.have such local 

school organizat'ions, the Movement sought to impress the' 

■Govermaent by establishing an efficient "school board" with 

a chain of command from the colonial level to the local com

munities. By so doing, like the other racial groups, they 

hoped to qualify for Government aid in education.

The top hierarchy started with a Central Executive

headed by a President and a Vice-President. The Executive

had representatives from all districts of the colony, while

every district had a committee to run local affairs. Each

school had a committee of twelve that managed the school.
i ■

Thus, co-ordination from the local school committees to the *

Central Executive was possible for the first time in African 

education. Hitherto, only Europeans and Aslans had such

.28
Kolnange, The People of Kenya Speak For Them

selves. p. 46.

^%enya Colony and Protectorate, Education Deoart- 
ment-Annual Beport. 1937. p. 55-
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local committees advising the Centreil Education Depeuctment 

-(the Director of Education) on matters relating to education.

Yet, the Education Ordinance of 1924 had long authorized the. 
•functions of local and central committees.^®

Still, there remained a further problem of qualifying 

as'a "voluntary," "Christian" or "mission" agency, 

a. Christian agency which was prepared to volunteer, .to start 

schools imder government supervision and-direction, and 

which was, consequently, entitled to get government flnanr- 

clal grants for the education work.

Specifically, during the pre-1928 er^a, "voluntary

That la.

agencies" applied to "European and American missionaries for 

ecclesiastical discipline. The Independent School Move

ment could not secure trained "clergy for its school system 

by one of the other missionary societies. Thus, the Move

ment was, by Goverziment definition, a non-voluntary agency.

Being a non-voluntary agency, the Movement was automatically 

dlsqi;alifled from Government recognition and licensing, from 

• issuing of Government accreditation,"^ from receipt of Govern

ment academic certificates, from grants-ln-ald, ani from

Government supervision and advice.

To obtain these qualifications, the Movement hired

^‘^Eenya Colony and Protectorate, Education Ordinance. 
1924 (Nairobi: Government Printer, 1925).

31
Kenya Colony ahd Protectorate, The Beecher Eenort. 

1948 (Nairobi; Government Printer, 1949), p. 51.
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Archbishop Alexander of the African Orthodox Church of South 

Africa—which followed the Christian Bible, Christian liturgy 

and Christian tradition. But it also respected all African- 

customs—including polygamy and female ciroumcision. The 

Movement soon replaced Alexander's Orthodox Church and started 

a new African Independent Pentecost Church, which was put 

under direct control of the Independent School Movement.

Thus, the Movement considered Itself equally Christian with 

other Christian missions—entitled to, presumably, all the. 

governmental rights and privileges accruing to a Christian 

society. For example, the Afrlqan Pentecost Church could, • 

like the other Christian missions, theoretically appoint lo

cal supervisors, obtain licenses for new schools, and levy 

fees in conjunction with the Government regulations. These 

regulations were codified by the 1931 Education Ordinance 

which stipulated that the settler-government policy of co

operation with missions and local native councils would be 

embodied in "all branches of African education.

In the belief that requirements for Government re

cognition had been met, and hav*lng defined the objective of 

the Movement as well as establishing organizational machinery 

in the colony, the Africans felt ready to start their own -

i^^Kenya Colony ‘
Annual Beport. 1937. pp. 58, 59.

3^enya Colony and Protectorate, 
1931 (Nairobi; Government Printer, 1932).

and Protectorate, Education Department

Education Ordinance.
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Independent "Christian" schools in late 1929. However, the 
Government withheld recognition, and, aut^atically, 

grants-ln-aid, and other services such as supervision and. 

curriculum planning. Accordingly, the Movement severed all 

relations with the Orthodox Church and continued to practice 

African customs. The break-away was particularly hastened 

by the issue over a rite connected with puberty of girls and 

considered essential to their moral maturation. The mis

sionaries took strong exception to the custom of clitoral, 

excision. Hence, it would seem that the break-away from the 

Orthodox■Churches was an ". . . inevitable development 

which was only precipitated by the /femal^ circumcision 

issue and the resultant confusion in native minds.

Nevertheless, the Independent School Movement 

started its own schools and invited all African children— 

circumcised or not—to join their schools. "The immediate 

action was to empty the out-schools of all the Protestant

Missions that Insisted on repudiation of circumcision 
article of faith."3^

as an

Attendance at mission schools, dwindled 

"to one-fifth" in some areas, while none had more than "half * 
the normal flgufe'."^’^

In 1938, the.Local Native Councils voted £20,000

35Kenya Colony and Protectorate, Native Affairs De- . 
partment Annual Eenort. 1930 (London: H.M.'S.O., 1931),
P-.43.

Ibid.

■37 Ibid.
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(U.S. Jjf6.0,000) for the establ^ of Independent Schools.

Africans offered to provide for their entire maintenance as

well as the capital cost. The Director of Education observed:

That the demand for non-Hlsslon education Is genuine 
and widespread is -provided by the large sum voted 
by" the Local Native. Councils. The demand comes*from 
both pagan and Mission-educated natives—nor can it 
be -attributed entirely to propaganda by political 
agitators or hostility to the missions.38

The 1930 Native Affairs Department Annual Eenort

asserted that the Local Native Councils had "seriously" 

barked on the "betterment of conditions in the Native 
Reserves."

em-r

The African funds had built schools, hospitals, 

dispensaries. Council Houses, rest “houses^, 
and roads.

/

T;ree nurseries
The Chief Native Commissioner added that:

The spirit of independence, to which reference has 
been made elsewhere, has manifested itself perhaps 
more in the sphere of education than in any other 
and has taken the form of a demand for the establish
ment of schools independent of mission control.39

The almost total break with the settler-government

and the missionary chiirohes was not only for the purpose of 

local school control, but also for establishing a new edu

cational philosophy,' which the snatives felt was necessary,
if they were, eyer to prepare themselves effectively for

competing with the Europeans in the Kenya, colonial affairs. 

To wit, in the same I930 Native Affairs Annual Report, the

58Kenya Colony and Protectorate, Native Affairs De- 
- nartment Annual Report. 1930. p, 43.

39ibld.
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District Commissioner of Nyeri pointed out that "... the 

natives have been asking and subsorihing for years for 

oular or government education as opposed to mission-con-, 

trolled education." The Commissioner stressed that Africans 

desired an education that was "more effective in prafetical 

life" to "enable them to deal with the new conditions of

se-

llf® resulting from contact with the ideas and methods of 

Western Industrial civilization." The natives demanded an
education which would "put them on more equal terms with "the 

more civilized communities." They felt "they must educate 

their sons soon" if they were to "^aoe and survive." these 
challenges.^

By 1935* the Independent School Movement had 43

schools. In 1936 and 1937» respectively, 6,000 and 7,223 

students were attending these schools. When Kenyatta
returned from Europe in 1940, according to Eells, "... he

found over 300 such schools educating over 60,000 Kikuyu 
children. . By 1946, more than 100 such schools

At the same time (1946), com

bined misslona.ry and government school enrollment Was 134,185 *

were

educating over 200,000 pupils.

Kenya Colony and Protectorate. Native Affairs De- 
partment Annual Beport. IbSQ. p. 44. - - - - - - - - - - -

Kenya Colony and Protectorate, Education Depart
ment Annual Heport. 1937. pp. 123, 127, 129-30.

. - : ‘‘Walter C. Eells, Commimlsm in Education Ania.
Africa and the Far East (Washington, D.C 

. on Education, 1954), p. 154.

' h
.: American Council
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‘ ^3'
out of a. sohool-^e population of 718,000.

By 1937, the Independent School Movement had greatly 

increased in numbers and influence among the African peoples. 

It had thus become a real threat for the Government and 

Christian snlssion schools. He see evidence of this' settler

concern in the disparaging remarl^s made by the Director of 

Education in 1937 about Independent Schools, and in subse

quent Education Ordinances and policy which severely cur

tailed the expansion of the Independent School Movements

In the 1937 Education Department Annual~“Heport. the
■<»»

Director of Education criticized the non-accredited Inde

pendent Afrid^ 's'chboTs. He said the Africans'Had” refused 

to dbey brders of the Education Department officials. Some 

"schools did not close even though ordered to by the Govern

ment." The schools had only a few qualified teachers and 

the "bulk of the teaching was done by pupil teachers." '

• There were no fixed salary scales "for qualified and unqua

lified teachers." Thus the class work was very poor. Stu

dents who failed were "pushed" from year to year.

The. first grades used neither blackboards, nor

In thysical Train-"double-llne exercise books and pencils."

Ing, the children danced following "barbaric" music-under a, 

pupil leadeii which was "not scientific physical training."

43
•^S. and K. Aaronovltch, Crisis in Kenya (London: 

Lawrence and Mishart, 19^7), p. 133T
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■ Out of all the "several schools," only "one has a scout 

troop." "Two have bands" vrhlch were trained by ez-soldiers 

'of World War I.

The school buildings "are filthy." They "consist of 

one main room only." The school buildings were "also *used 

as churches." They "are mud and wattle--some’plastered and 

some rough." They were " too dark inside "^and the windows

badly placed."

The system of "seating is badly arranged.," actually 

designed for a "church congregation rather than different 

The "seating is a fixed bench made by 

fixing two posts in the ground and fastening a long plat'on 

the top."

school classes."

In sports, "schools have football grounds but only a 

few footballs." No other sports were available under such

"backward circumstances."

In examinations "they are very bad." Of 1^1 pupils 

given the Common Entrance Examination (fifth grade examina

tion) only 13 passed. The pupils could not "pass the ap- 

proved examinations." .They just waited to be "pushed" every * 

year to a higher grade. -

The Director of Education called the African Inde

pendent' Schools Association a "wide target" suggesting "that 

political .ammunition is to be fired with the educational gun." 

But he concluded,:

They are immensely proud, and not without-justifi
cation, of having started over fifty schoo"ls entirely
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on their ovm Initiative and with their own funds . . . 
they regard Government supervision as . . . an in- 

• truslon, Ihey welcome the appointment of Kikuyu 
itinerant teachers as being of themselves, but not 
of alien European.

Muga Gicaru, a Kenya novelist who himself attended

the Independent Schools, rebuffs the Director's remarks, viz;

"Teaching standards, not only in the Independent Schools but

in all the schools in the country, were exceedingly low."

He adds that the Independent Schools were "slandered as the

schools with the worst teachers" and standards-because they, 

refused the Christian Orthodox Church, and they "challenged 

the slowing down of African education development," which was 

the official policy of "the authorities." In fact, the first 

African to obtain a degree from the University of East Africa

was also a graduate of an Independent School. The author re

lates of "voluntary .subscription" and "tremendous sacrifices" 
to support these schools.^5 (I attended a missionary school 

between 19^^ and 19^9» This school was the type of school 

that the Director.made remarks about in 193? as recorded on 

the previous page,) '

However, the following year (1938) the Independent

School Movement applied "to open thirty-fight new schools." 

The same Director who spoke about the worthlessness of the

44Ke3aya Colony and Hrotectorate, Education Department 
Annual Report, 1937. pp. (for anS gnmmaT^y)-

^%uga Gicaru. Land of Sunshine (London; Lawrence 
- and Wishart, 1958), p. ‘7‘3i. . .
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Independent Schools (above) rejected the application. Sea

son? ^It is hard to treat these new applications seriously 
except in the light of a political move,"^^

Meanwhile, the Matlve Affairs Annual Report. 1937

had stated that African enthusiasm for education could .not 

he entirely financed by the Government. The Chief Native 

Commissioner pointed out that ”the present demands for edu

cation already exceeded the money available.""^ 

shown in Table II, the Independent Schools were-financing a, 

school population twice the size of that in Government 

schools. Simultaneously, the Government had allocated minimal 

sums of money for African education (see Tables III and IV).

In 1938, Kenyatta published his classic book on Af

rican customs—Facing Mount Kenya. In it he attacks European 

"friends" who had hitherto spoken for Africans only to keep 

them in a "savage status." He deplores European imposition 

of their music on Africans. Africans got no formal schooling, 

and the teaching ^s generally ineffective. European educa

tion was useless unless it had relevance to African environ

ment and customs, such as personal relationships which the 

African child is taught at home. The oriy solution was to 

press for more Independent Schools, and he did.

n47 let, as

46Kenya Colony and Protectorate, Education Depart
ment Anniifll Report. 1937. P. 6?.

^^Kenya Colony and Protectorate, Matlve Affairs 
• Anmifll Report. 1937. p. 32.
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TABLE III K

GOVBHMMBMT. MISSION AMD INDEPBMDENT SC: >L EOLLS--1937

Government Schools average totals In 
13 central and 39 village schools ‘ 4,261 boys 

132 girls 
4,393 TOTAL

72,404 boys 
33.432 girls 

1057535 TOTAL

5,219
2.004

Number in Missionary schools, reserves 
and Europeii shambas (farms)

Independent Schools boys
_ _ _  girls
7,223 TOTAL

125 boys'Alliance High School (no girls)

Holy Ghost High School, Kabaa (no girls)
GBAND TOTAL

148 boys
•116,625

Number of Government Teachers in 
Training (Elementary, Lower Primary 
and Primary) in 5 schools 63 boys 

9 girls
Same category of teachers in 
Missionary schools boys

girls
555

Source: Kenya, Education Department Annual Report. 1937.
pp. 123, 127, 129-30.

TABLE IV

EDUCATION DEPAHTaENT EXPENDITURE 193^:. 1Q^6 lQ-:i7
Race Amount

l93^1935 1937

European 
Indian and Goan 
Arab 
African'

B- 44,04l 
B 34,060

46,529 
37,341

5,550 5,194
h 74,097 70,154

Source; Education Department Annual Report.- 1937. p. 18.

49,255
• 39,140

5,251
77,193

£>
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TABLE V

- GROSS COST PEE PUPIL IN GOVSEMI'IEMT SCHOOLS. 1937

Total Cost Net Cost Met by 
Government

25/15/0 . 

5/10/0 

9/8/0 

VlO/0

Adapted from: Kenya, ‘Education Department Annual Reports 
122Z, pp. 19-21. - . .

29/13/0 .European 

Indian .

£

8£ £

Arab £ 12 £
4^

5/16/0African £ £

D. Evaluation

It is evident that the settler-government could not 

tolerate the Independent School Movement—and particularly 

its political character. And so the settlers made efforts 

to prevent, to discredit, and to destroy the Movement.

We have seen that the period covered in this Chap

ter (1921-1940) is characterized by the formation of actually 

one political movement which appeared in "three shapes," and 

which was always repressed by the settlers. The same pattern^ 

existed throughout the School'Movement period (1925-1940).

Educational development for Africans can only be 

understood -in terms of these political events, which were in

extricably bound up with these general complex patterns of 

group action and reaction.

However, one must wonder why the settlers never used 

enough force to crush the School Movement, since they had
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I suspect it was because the Movementthe pow^ to do so. 

never really had a direct confrontation with the' settler's

basic economic and political interests, and, secondly per

haps, the British lip-service on "native paramountcy" (for 

as long as the natives kept their place) checked a more 

forceful action on the part of the settlers. Once the Af

ricans "left their placed' however, both the British and 

their cousins—the settlers—would use brutal force to

liquidate African organizations. We see evidence of this 

in the constant ban on African political activity (with 

London's approval), and in the total destruction of Inde- 

pendent Schools in 1952 (with London's troop_.$^^loipation) 
when the Mau Itou War of independence broke ^ut.

In any case, the existence of Independent Schools, 

in Kenya has had sl^iflcant accomplishments and influence 

among my people. The Movement increased literacy by avail

ing opportunities to children who were otherwise doomed to 

lead illiterate, lives simply because they were non-Christian.

This was a basic shift towards a non-Christian education--
' #

which is only right and proper in a land where the>.maJority ‘ 

of the people ^'e not Christian.

The Independent Schools made us more aware of the 

nature of the European.oppressive political and economic 

policies. In this way, the schools prepared us for poli- 

■ tical, as well as for educational, leadership. The Move

ment, which was deeply entrenched in the politics of survival 

against a common enemy, developed the African social and

- is.
3-
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.natiozialistio solidarity—at least until we became free of 

foreign rule.

And, lastly, it seems to me that the Africans were, 

in effect, reaffirming their own "paramountcy" on their own 

land, through their own political and educational irtstitu- 

tions—all of which was too bitter a pill for the alien 

imposters to swallow.

if



CHAPTER TX '

SUMl'IAEX AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Synopsis

In thie course of this study, I have presented an 

analysis of the development of an educational system for /

. Afrlc^s in Kenya during the period 1846-1940.-

Since the social context of this development was a 

'^system of European colonial domination, I have interpreted 

this development by examining it in relation to the struc

ture and dynamics of that colonial system.

The main theoretical ideas utilized in the analysis 

Identify the different interest groups whose presence in

fluenced the history of the educational system; they iden

tify the relative power of each group, and the structure of 

power existing among these groups at different times; and 

they, point to the relationship between specific develop

ments within the educational. system an(L the povjer positions 

and interests of these groups. I have interpreted educa

tional development largely from the point of view of these 

groups* instrumental function in advancing their social, 

political and economic interests.
• ••

- B. Summary

During the period before the coming of the Biiropeans,
168
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the major social oharaoteristlo of relevance in this study 

was that Afrlcah life in Kenya- was organized on a tribal ba- ■ 

sis. The power situation was one of self-determination. As 

is generally true among tribal peoples, education was not or

ganized through a formal school system; it was carried,on in-

Hence theformally in the conduct of everyday tribal life, 

educational prboess was Integrated with the other aspects of

native life and, most importantly, it was mediated through 

native African cultural traditions, beliefs, values and world 

views. Thus, the educational system, although Informally 

structured, produced individuals well-prepared for conditions 

of life in African tribal societies, and by virtue of the

native cultiiral matrix of the educational process, these 

were also individuals inculcated with Afric^ identities and 

outlooks on life.

Duriiag the period between 1498-1846, Europeans were

engaged in their first explorations of the East African ter

ritories. Their contacts were limited primarily to the large

This period wit-coastal settlements inhabited by the Arabs, 
nessed little result in the develc^pment of relationships be

tween Europeans and Africans in East Africa^ and consequently, 

no slgsiificant developments in education.

European missionaries began their work in East Africa 

in 1846—this date marking the beginning of the first period 

■of, development of a European educational system for Africans,

■ The missionaries were able to make effective progress in 

penetrating,beyond the coastal areas, and in working with the

' 'k'
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African populations, only after the establishment of British 

power in 14’98, at which time Kenya legally came imder the 

British "sphere of Influence"—a euphemism for "colony." 

Working under the aegis of British-imposed "law-and-order," 

missionary societies achieved considerable success in es

tablishing numerous field centers in Kenya among the tribal 

groups and, in this social context, they established the 

first schools.

The missionaries taught the essentials which were- 

of considerable practical value; for example, the Three H's, 

j' animal husbandry, agriculture, health and hygiene.. They 

placed great emphasis on instruction in Christian religion 

and the Western values and traditions that for them were

inextricably bound up with Christianity. The advent of the 

missionaries marks not only the beginning of a formal edu

cational system, but also the beginning of education in an 

alien oxiltural and social context. Given their attitude of

genejral European racist superiority, the missionaries largely 

Ignored (and indeed denied) the validity of native ciiitures; 

instead, they sought to "civilize" a people who were in a 

state of "savagery," in their view. In this way, the, for

mally instituted ''educational operation also began a process 

of accilLturation. The educated African was to be not only 

.educated ,but Christian, and, essentially, European in his 

.outlook.

The missionaries remained the only European interest 

■ group engaged in education for Africans until I909—at which
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time a constitutional government was established, by the 

European settlers who had. been flowing Into the bountiful 

rich "White Highlands" of Kenya since 1901.

The settlers achieved power over the further deve

lopment of education In 191I; this being but one aspect of 

their over»-all assumption of power In Kenya through the es- 

.tabllshment of their own Goyernment.

This development, however, did not alter the es_sen- 

tlal character of the education system for Africans. The 

Interests of the settler group were not Identical with those 

of the missionaries,.but they were highly compatible. There 

were no interests of either party that formed the basis for 

serious conflicts, or competitition, between them with 

respect to African education.

During this period, formal education for Africans 

still was carried on almost exclusively by the missionaries, 

now working under the control and sponsorship of the settler- 

government Education Department. . .

The major educational Innovations during the settler

hegemonywerechanges alined at the development of a more- -

highly organized and centralized system of administration^

The curriculum, too, became more standardized, and with 

more explicably formulated directives governing curriculum— 

all emanating from the settler-government's Director of Edu- 

'oation.

The next significant period of development was ini

tiated by the British Government through its Colonial Office.
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This occurred in 1925 when the Colonial Office issued a 

policy document entitled Educational Policy in British 'Jro- 

plcal Areas. The document represented a commitment by the 

British Government that, by implication, challenged the 

total power of the settler-government to determine educa

tional policy and practice for Africans in the school system.

In the following years, British policy was further 

articulate^ under the pressure and influence of missionary 

groups outside Kenya, who were deeply concerned about the - 

inadequacies and injustices of the existing colonial edu

cation systems.y.

Although the British Government's actions represented 

significant policy shifts and developments, they had little 

impact on the actual educational system in Kenya, 

tish main effect was to legitimize the nevzly develpping de

mands of Africans in Kenya for Improvements in their schools.

The final historical period dealt with in. this thesis 

From that time on, the major development was

the emergence of an African Independence movement—first or-
-»

ganized in the form of the East African Association.-. Prom

The Brl-

began in 1921.

the beginning, the leaders of the Association viewed educa

tion as an important Instrument, as well as a weapon, in 

their struggle for independence. They recognized clearly

that the sc.hools could not, and should not, be isolated from .
. . ^

other areas of experience.

Thus, political activism was responsible for the
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formation of the Independent School Movement in i929-“Whloh 

Immediately started the first African schools, by Africans 

and for Africans. The Movement was quite successful in 

terms of the numbers of schools that were established, and 

their effects in promoting the African political aims. »In 

their curricula, for example, the African Independent Move

ment's schools broke sharply with the existing pattern of 

education in a European cultural context,. They introduced 

"natiye'African" subject matter such as religion, folklore,., 

and tribal traditions, and by so doing, they sought to re

turn the educational process to an African cultural context.

This period was characterized by a repetitive pattern 

of political activism by Africans, followed by prompt and 

repressive settler-government measures. The period of World 

War II brought about a fundamental alteration of the power

^9

relationship between the settler-government and the African 

Independence movement. The War's over-all impact was. to 

greatly enhance the power of the independence movement, and 

the long-range result was, in fact, the attainment of na

tional independence in I963. «

The African Independent Schools continued to grow in 

numbers and influence as the power and momentum of indepen

dence grew. The ^ttlers' savage and total destruction of 

the Independent Schools in 1952, when the Ilau Mau War of 

Independence officially started, reflected the close ties 

between the development of these schools and the political 

Independence movement.
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C. Conclusions

Colonialism in Kenya, as my study suggests, has 

. left as-part of its legacy an educational system that is 

very deficient for meeting the needs of modernization.

Undoubtedly, the most serious manifestation of the 

situation is. the lack of educational facilities for

training skilled workers and professionals. Perhaps colonial 

rule as such cannot be held completely responsible for this 

over-ali deficiency. ,

However, in a colony ruled by Europeans (who called 

themselves civilized) for almost three quarters of a cen

tury, one would expect that the benefits of European civi

lization would have been spread somewhat more broadly, and 

evenly, among the native popxilatlon than was the case. The 

disparity between expectation and reality cannot be accounted 

for except in terms of "the system of colonial domination" 

that was maintained for the benefit of the ruling European 

group and was intended to benefit the subordinated African 

group only in a very limited way.
The Kenya Government today ^s engaged in an Inten

sive effort,to overcbme the deficiencies qf this heritage.

But it will undoubtedly take at least several decades be

fore the minimum aims of universal literacy and a skilled 

Working population are achieved.

- . Beyond this consideration of the more pressing prac- 

;■ tical' problems of education that are at least partially the
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outgrowth of ooloniallsm, there remains a cultural issue 

that I will examine briefly in concluding this study.

I have observed that the pattern of education before .

the coming of the Europeans' was imbedded in a native Af

rican cultural context. Knowledge of the world was crys

tallized .and transmitted through the vehicles of African

languages, and it was encased in a matrix of attitudes, 

liefs and meanings that were native to the teacher and pupil 
alike.

be-

The system of European acculturation operated to 

produce individuals who were not at home in African socie

ties, and who were un- and anti-African in their personal ‘ 

Identity and outlook in life.

I have indicated also that the advent of European

schools brought to the African an educational process en-
I

cased in a European cultural matrix, 

learned not only "facts" but also 

Suropean culture—such as European attitudes

The African pupil 

profound ei^ements of 

, manners, dress, 
fashions and other values. This situation also had its im

pact on the-African personal Identity and world view. The

more

result caa be sumi&ed up in an observatipn which has become 

quite evident among educated Africans in Kenya; that is, the 

European colonial system operated to produce»-not only an 

educated African, but a "civilized black European." 

cultural type.,, a direct creation of the colonial spirit and 

institutional system, has disdain for his own tribal culture, 

and a definite megalomania of superiority to the masses of

This
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non-eduoated and, therefore, "non-European" Africans, 

"hrain-washing" he has imdergone is imhued with the spirit

The

of European individualism which runs counter to the African

The "black Eurosense of familialism and collectivism-, 

peans" have thus been indoctrinated into the values of» ma

terial possessions for the enhancement (and maintenance) of

his own personal status and superiority.

Although some elements of the European value system 

unquestionably are needed for life in the modern world, a - 

major effect of this blind embracing of European culture has

been to alienate the educated Kenyan from the masses of his
It is question-fellow countrsrmen, socially and culturally, 

able whether an educated political leadership consisting of

"civilized black Europeans" can secure, and maintain, the 

kind of rapport with the masses that is essential to effec

tive leadership in a developing nation. (It will be recalled 

that the Independent School Movement sought to reverse this 

situation, and to again create an educational system in an

African cultural milieu. President Kenyatta himself has
> ■

persistently encouraged an Africanized education since he 

took office after independence.)

However, if these considerations are valid (and I 

believe they are), they suggest that a fundamental change

of the educational system is a requirement for meaningful

Education must be carried on in aprpgress in the future, 

context that will reduce, rather than Increase, the cultural

and social gap between leaders and followers.
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At the same time, if Kenya is to become a truly 

unified nation, the educational system must operate to 

produce a common sense of identity as a basis for this 

unity. I cannot foresee the kind of cultural matrix that" 

will provide for this development. The European infldence 

has been -so strong, that the "new" society will oertairay 

contain European as well as African cultural elements. 

Thus, for example, it is imlikely (and certainly unreal

istic) that the English language will be abandoned out of ' 
nationalistic and cultural pride, l^o thinking Kenyan 

would ignore the International English usage in diplomatic 

forums as well as in the search for knowledge from other 

cultures in the world.

However, it seems unlikely that a satisfactory 

cultural foundation for a new education system in the fu

ture can be one that operates to create a "civilized black 

European." For the reality of cultural life for the masses 

of Africans in Kenya has been, and for '^some time will con

tinue to be, distinctively African.
»

As the educationsil system draws increasing numbers

of thesemasses into its realm, it will?have to find a cul

tural ' setting that is more consistent than is the European 

culture with the everyday life experience of these indi

viduals. .Otherwise it is likely to create a condition of 

.. cultural discontinuity and disorientation that may seriously 

undermine the formal educational system.
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This issue, as I have indicated, is one of the 

legacies of the colonial system of education analyzed in 

Its resolution is.one of the major challenges 

facing my people of Kenya today.

the study.

4

y /

*



APPBMDIX I

A CHaONOLOGIGAI. SINOPSIS OF EVENTS AFFECTING EUROPEAN *

EDUCATION FOE AffilCANS IN KEN3CA FEOM 

FIHST BUBOPBAN CONTACT TO 1940. .

Pre-
Christian

Arabs, Indians, Malays, Chinese and Phoenl- 
oians 7isit the East coast of Africa. Arabs 
settle on the African coast and Arab sultans 
have Empires; Arab slave trade flourishes.

The ghastly slave oonmieroe by Portuguese begins. 
First ten African slaves sent to Portugal and 
presented to the Pope.

First African export of gold is sent to Europe.

First Portuguese priest mlssionEiry to the 
Congo followed by the Influx of European 
traders.

Era

1441

1486

1491

1497 Vasco da Gama is first European on East coast 
of Africa en route to India. Inland penetra
tion by missionaries, traders, adventurers, 
etc., follows.

First school in the Gold Coast (now Ghana) is 
fou^fd by Portuguese missionaries.

Boers land on Cape of Good Hope.and later 
claim the southern tip of Africa.

Britain seizes the Cape and controls South 
Africa until 1910.

1574

1652

1806

1807 British Parliament abolishes slave trade.

: 1844 

■1846

Krapf lands at Mombasa in May.

First missionary school in East and Central 
Africa is established at Eabai, Benya, by 
Krapf and Eebmann.

179
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l8if6-90 Christian missionaries conduct education In 
Kenya with the aid of non-monetary grants, 
such as land.

Period of non-active British occupation.

1846-1911 Ko grants-ln-ald to missionaries for African 
education. Government msilnly Interested In 
keeping "law and order" through "treaties, *3 
slaughter and conquest.

Krapf declares the Wakamba are "lawless, capri
cious, greedy. Idle and faithless" and urges. 
the spread of. "the Gospel alone to save Africa."

Krapf "discovers" Ht. Kenya.

Helmann "discovers" Mt. Kilimanjaro.

Livingstone's Journals depict Africans as 
"barbaric, heathen and Inconceivably vile."

Britain abolishes Arab slave trade In Eastern 
and Central Africa.

1875-1964 Albert Schweitzer, the missionary doctor, 
reveals racist bigotry In his writings.

British missionaries arrive in Uganda.

1877-1924 Education in Uganda for Africans is "entirely 
In the hands of the missionaries."

First International Agreement on the protection 
of "Minorities" Is signed In Berlin.

The White Fathers Mission is established In 
Ug£mda.

Compiqlsory education In Britain becomes required 
by law. ^

Blyden, U.S. "Negro," condemns Christian 
nations* un-Chrlstlan activities towards the 
black race.

1847

1848

1860's

1873

1877

1878

1879
»

1880

1882

1883 H. M. StEtnley testifies at Berlin Conference 
' that he found no "civilized" powers In Africa 
because he "found neither flags nor emblems."

Africa is fragmented into "spheres of European 
Influence," at the close of the Berlin Con
ference, "In the Marne of the Almighty God."
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1884 The Islam vs. Christian religious conflict 
takes place In Uganda.

Ihompaon« en route to Uganda via Kenya, vletrs 
his Uasuahlll porters (and. the Waklkuyu) as 
"atrocious, savage, monstrous, cruel, murderous, 
troulilesoma and thievish."

Less th^ 50^ of British children of school age 
go to school.

Lugard sardonically refers to the Waklkuyu as 
"the best>mannered savages" In East Africa.

Active British occupation In Kenya.

Portal sees Africans as "treacherous" and an 
"untrustworthy crowd."

"Treaties" between Europeans and Chief Walyakl 
wa Hlnga of Kenya are constantly violated by 
whites, culminating In African vengeance.

Present-day Kenya Is declared a British'East 
African Protectorate.

First coffee seeds are planted on East African 
Highlands In Kenya by missionaries.

20,000 Indian coolies aurrlve In Kenya for the 
construction of the Indian Ocean to Lake Vic
toria railway—about 600 miles distance.

I

Grogfiui declares the "native" Is fundamentally 
Inferior to the white man and promises "to 
Ignore the Biblical platitudes as to the - 
equality of men."

Eliot, London's second High Commissioner, yows 
to "spread civilization" and to wipe out "native 
apathy and Indolence." ^

"Native" Hut Tax, at two rupees (U.S, 38^) per 
hut. Is Introduced.

Eliot Issues a statement on lemd settlement: 
"Kenya must be a white msui's country and the 
Interests of the white men must be paramount."

Hallway line touches Lake Victoria In West Kenya 
transverslng entire coloziy from coast.

The "Kavlrondo" area Is separated from Uganda.

1888

1890

1891-1910

1893

1890's

1894

1896

1900

• V

1901

1902
t
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1903 Eliot repeats his pledge of founding a uhite 
colony, stressing that he is only ’’Intro
ducing order into blank, uninteresting, brutal 
barbarim."

Haves of settlers arrive from South Africa and 
Europe on Eliot's invitation.

First European school at Kljabe is started

. First Indian school by Uganda Bailnay started 
at Nairobi (taken over by Education Department
in 1912).

Elgin urges that non-European laiid onnership 
be curtailed for "administrative convenience." 
Asians and Arabs protest.

Government issues sim sim, maize,~vground nuts, 
cotton seeds for "native" planting in "Kavl- 

• rondo."

o «

1906

1908

1909

1910 Nairobi European Government School started. - 

Boers take control of South Africa from Britain.

The European Convention of Associations is 
formed to prevent Kenya from "degenerating into 
a black man's country." .

Kenya's Department of Education is established. 
J. Orr is first Director of Education.

1911-1925 Government offers grants-ln-ald to missions.
Education is "technical" in African schools, as 
opposed to "literairy" in European schools.

Indian Boys. High School, Nairobi, is started.

Nsiknru European School opens.

1911-ig^8 Four Grants-ln-ald Ordinances“approved by the 
settler Legislative Council.

Cooperation between Government and Missions in 
African education is eminent.

No secondary education for Africans.,

Cransworth castigates the "natives" as "ugly, 
sly, cunning, deceitful, cowardly. Intensely 
lazy, devoid of all sense of honor and inve
terate liars who must- either be economically 
useful or perish."

1911

1911

1911-1925

.. 1912'^
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1912

1913

First Arab Government School started.

First African secular Government School is 
opened at Machakos.

Governor Girouard upholds taxing the "natives® 
in order to compel them to leave their reserves 
for work on Buropean farms.

191^-1918 The Great Uar, Thousands of Africans fight 
and die for the British King.

Government Buropjean School is started at 
Bldoret.

The_ Leader (European) of June 23 declares it is 
not desirable to extend the franchise to 
"Asiatics" or "natives."

System of inspection is started in all schools.

1918-1924 System of grants-in-aid is based on capitation 
and indentured apprentices.

Foreign Missions of North America Conference 
stimulates the Phelps-Stokes Fund to appoint two 
Education Commissions to Africa.

The Kenya Christian Bishops support legalizing 
"native compulsory labor which is’cleaujly 
necessary."

"Native" Begistration Ordinance (Kipande Laws) 
is enacted to fingerprint all "able-bodied na
tives" ot working age.
Europeans elect first fiepresentatives to the 
Legislative Council.

Governor Nqrthey threatens to dolare some "na
tive reserves" (land) "Crown Land" and insists 
the "natives" must work for the'settlers. He 
reiterates unqualified white paramoiintcy in 
the colony.

Chief "Native" Commissioner's Circular on 
"Native" Labor endorses Northey's stand.

The Masters and Servants Ordinance makes de- 
. sertlon from Buropean farms or homes a crime.

1915

1917

1918

1919

»-

i
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1920 Kenya Is declared a Crown Colony, with the 
ten-mile ooastal strip remaining a Protectorate 
under the Arab Sultan of Zanzibar.

The European Vigilance Committee formed to 
' safegua^ the settlers' Interests.

The Kikuyu Association appoints Chiefs as a 
buffer between African grievances and the ‘ 
Government.

The East ^rloan Standard (Settler) of July.15 
reveals that Government ‘^'had certainly Informed" 
the chiefs to "deploy women and children labor 
In European farms."

The Supreme Court of Kenya holds "native" land - 
rights to have "disappeared."

Phelps-Stokes Commission reveals education Is 
' poorly conducted in African colonies.

First Government Afrlcein Technical School In 
Uganda (becomes Makerere College In 1922}ls started.

The Young Kikuyu Association Is formed and 
sends grievances to Nairobi and London

The "Kavlrondo" Taip 
tion (Western Kenya)

Churchill, as. British Colonial Secretary,
Pledges to preserve the highlands exclusively 
for Europeans, eiddlng "Britain will regulate 
the Immigration of Asiatics." He continues 
that* "Kenya must become a characteristically 
and distinctly British Colony" applying the 
principle of "equal rights to all civilized men 
who attain Exuropean standards."

1921

ayers and Welfare Assocla- 
Is launched. '

1922

According to Leys, Europeans (-about of the 
population) spend 6150,000 (§450,000) on aloor 
hoi, while the settler-administered Government 
spends 624,000 ($72,000) on African (97^ of the 
population) education per year.

Government African Technical School In Uganda 
Is expanded Into Makerere College as Bast Af
rica's first High School.

The East African Association (sole African po
litical body) Is banned.
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Advisory Committee on Kenya ‘’Native*’ Education 
established but without African committeemen.

The European and African Trades Organization Is 
formed by Delamere, the settlers* mentor, to 
combat ’’Asiatic'* power and Influence.-

Alladlna Vlaran High School for Aslans started 
at Mombasa. »

. Education Department continues to subsidize 
European children's holiday expenses to coast 
at public cost.

New Indian Schools at Klsumu, Machakos, Fort 
Hall, and Lamu are opened.

European Mgh School at Llmuru Is established.

Conference of Missionary Societies In Great 
- Brltailn and Northern Ireland, June 6, draft 
recommendation's that lead to Colonial Secre
tary's appointment of Advisory Committee on 
Education In the Colonies.

1923

First British Advisory Committee on •’Native" 
Education In British Tropical Africa appointed 
November 24-.

The Devonshire White Paper proclaims "native" 
paramountcy In affairs pertaining to conflict 
of. Interests with all Immigrants. Higher In
tellectual training Is stressed.

Delamepe Is "determined not to agree to the 
slightest risk of future native domination."

An Education Ordinance establishes school areas 
with local committees to levy local education 
rates. . ,

Same Ordinance provides for ttoee Advisory Edu
cation Committees—European, Aslan, asad "Na
tive." The last mentioned Is comprised of 
Delamere, nine priests and five Europeans.

Education Department created In Uganda.

The Native Industrial Training Depot started at 
Kabete, Kenya.

European Kent© College, K1 jabe. Is started.

1924
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1924 The Kikuyu Central Association Is formed from 
the Youns Kikuyu Association and Immediately 
presents demands on African rights to a Bri
tish Commission toTirlisg the Colony.

The second Phelps-Stokes Fund Canmlsalon— 
supported by Del^ere—recommends a Jeanes 
School for Kenya.

*
First fee payment for all pupils introduced.

Weller, Superintendent of Technical Education, 
announces that "literary education" for "back
ward people",."leads to dangerous activities 
such as sedition and rebellion."

The Bible Is available In all main "native" 
languages. '

Advisory Council on African Education Is 
' created In Uganda with some African members 

(cf. Kenya, 1924)..

. District Education Boards and Provincial Edu
cation. Councils are established (with African 
members) In Uganda.

Tabora (Tanganyika) School is foiinded for the 
sons of Chiefs. (Plans for the same previously 
failed in Kenya in 1911.)

Other Tanganyika Schools are situated at Native 
Administration Headquarters.

First.Jeanes School In East and Central Africa 
opened at Kabete, Kenya, and attracts students 
fromi Uganda, Tan^nylka and "Northern HhodeSla."

European schools at Kitele and Nanyukl are es- 
tal^lshed.

1925

■S’

The Educatloxial Pollov Tponi oal
Africa published as memo #Cmd. 2374 (See 1923).

1925-1935 Need for teacher training Institutions empha
sized by London but still none Is available in 
Kenya.

Parents of pupils in Native Administration 
Schools (Tanganyika) attended same schools In 
the evenings to learn the Three B*s.

1925-1937
‘ -1 •
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1926 Grants-in-ald Rules Ordlosinoe inoreasea Euro
pean salaries and extends grants for building 
and equipment maintenance.

An Education Department official Report ad
vises that "Europeans remain the leading race," 
and compulsory education be Introduced.

The same Report "merely proposes to outline . 
the chief -difficulties" encountered in educating 
"primitive races." “Natives have no thought and 
pomer required for a high standard of literary 
education. Handicrafts and technical education 
Is more useful Just as 'handwork* has been found 
useful In training of mentally defective chil
dren. . ." "Milltsury or seml-mllltary discipline 
makes a strong appeal to primitive peoples."

First -African High School, Alliance High School, 
with grades 9-10, at Kikuyu, is built from the 
balance of War Relief Fund for Africans, to be 
financed by the Government, but xwa. by the 
Church Missionary Society.

La Zoute (Belgium) 'Conference of International 
Missionaries in African education and Evangeli
zation.

Labor Commission report recommends "native Juve
nile labor to provide discipline and training."

European Officers Pensions Ordinance enacted.

First African representation in Legislative 
Council (Parliament) by a European.

Second African High School is opened by The Holy 
Ghost Mission at Kabaa (later moved to Mang'u).

The Missionary Conferenoe of Kenya and Uganda 
. recommends co-education embracing physical 
proxlmlby, but different classrooms.

Provincial Commissioner for Nyanza calls growing 
African demand for education "danger signals."

Domestic Servants Registration Act passes, re
quiring "native" servants to be finger-printed, 
and to carry character certificates.

The HaTiohester G^lardlan. of December 6 reports 
forced labor in Central "Kavirondo."

1927

1928
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1928 First municipal housing for "natives" in 
Nairobi. .

Governor Grigg declares "Africans, of.course, 
have no view at all" to The Hilton loung Com
mission on land grievances.

First Government African Elementary Schools in 
the reserves established.

Local "Native" Council^ voluntary cess for edUi- 
cation is well accepted by Africans.

The Jerusalem Conference of Christian Missions 
on "native" education and Christianity.

The Leopoldville (now Kinshasa), Congo Mis
sionary Conference resolves, among other things, 
to institute "native" teacher-training.

The "Sub-Committee on African Education, Ad
visory Committee on Native Education in British 
Tropical Africa," is created.

The Manchester Guardian of August 9 expresses 
concern over a possible African retaliation re- 
gardii^ land deprivation.

The Hilton loung Commission reports settlers* 
wish for partnership with Africans under direct 
control by the Imperial Government.

Guarantee on "native" education, land, and 
rights are once more recommended by Britain 
(Cf. ,1923).

1929

Mzee Kenyatta's appeal in London for restoration 
of African laud is dismissed by His Majesty's 
Privy Council.

Advisory Council on Native Education ip British 
Tropical Africa becomes Advisory Committee on 
Education in the Colonies, without reversing the 
1925 principles.

ColonlaO. Development Committee gives 61 million 
(@3 million) for education in colonies.

Provincial Commissioner in Kikuyu Province re-, 
ports vigorous "native" demands and plan for 
increased secular education—adding it is from 
all the tribes in the colony.

i .
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1929 Xhe Kikuyu Independent Schools Association 
(KISA) formed.

She Kem?lnga Schools Association (KSA) breaks 
sway from KISA. Both KISA and KSA emphasize 
wd start Africanized Independent and secular 
education.

1929-1933 Depression—no central government subsidies for
primary eduoatloDu^

1929-19^8 .. Independent School^Hovements apparently "prac

tice” the doctrines of African Oythodoi Church 
(South Africa) to meet a "religious education" 
requirement by t^e Government.

Memo on "Native" Policy In East Africa lurges ' 
"spread- of education In the widest sense."

Offenses vs. Morality Ordlnano^e makes rape 
punishable by death—a law which Is never ap
plied to European men.

The Times of East Africa of June 28 rejects a 
(Sommon roll In voting as "a death-knell to white 
settlement."

The Hilton Yowi^ Oommlsslon publishes a memo on 
"Native" Policy In East Africa stressing the need 
for the security of trlbeil lands.

_ _ No_eduoatlonal facilities yet for Kenya’s Nor
thern Frontier Province.

1930

The Church of Scotland Mission officially Im
poses educational sanctions on all Africans 
practising female circumcision.

The Church.Missionary Society Commission asks 
native scholars to study Church History and to 
prepare "simple books" In vernaculars In all 
areas.

African demand for secular education Increases 
after Government backs the Church on the female 
circumcision Issue.

-<9

African efforts to Increase Independent seciaa? 
schools are marred by Government declaring some 
schools "redxmdant."

Chief Native Commissioner's Annual Beport asserts 
the "native spirit of Independence has ... 
manifested Itself In the sphere of education."
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District Commissioner, Myeri, reports that 
"natives have been subscribing and asking for 
secular education for years,"

Colonial Directors of Agriculture Conference 
(London) recommend "an educati^ with an 
agriculture and rural bias."

Advisory Council (formerly Committee) on Afr- 
rican Eduoatiosb still without Africans, 
started in Kenya.

Education Ordinance intensifies link between 
-Director of Education and local school 
authorities.

Education (Ezamlnations) Ordinance enforces 
colony-wide examinations at grades 5, 8, 10 
(and later 12). Failures at all levels are 
forced out of school.

Education (Amendment) Ordixiance puts Governor 
under direct control of education through his 
self-appointed Director of Education and Ad
visory Committees.

Director of Education empowered to close any 
school "conducted in a manner detrimental to 
the welfare of the pupils."

No Independent Schools were to be built 
"without the prior consent of the Director."

Mzee Eenyatta's appeal in London on African 
land hunger is again dismissed by His Majesty's 
Privy Council.

The Hellglous Tract Society Circular reveals 
plans- (and activities) for massive Christian 
llter^lfure for "natives." . ,

Education Department Annual Heport admonishes 
Government for ignoring value of Africans in 
responsible posts.

1933-193^ District Education Boards Ordinance puts Local 
"Native" Councils' educational endeavors dl- 

' rectly wder the Suropeaoi District Commissioners 
_ . to enforce settler policies.

Grants-in-ald Ordinance classifies schools eli
gible for assistance—those under the Govemr 
ment.

1930

1931-

1932
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1933-193^ Grants-In-aid for African "teohnloAl" training
are discontinued^

Buropeans and Aslans n'ltb school oomniittees to 
advise the Director on all matters relating to 
their educationo

620,000 (#60,000) voted by Local "Native" Cpim- 
cils for secular education is blocked by the 
1934 law’s provisions.

African opposition to the 193^ ordinance is 
intensified.

First five East and Central African full High 
School graduates (12-year “sohoolihg) at Makerere 
College.

July—British Council inaugurated as an educa
tional body for colonial subjects.

First secondary school for boys started in 
Tanganyika.

Department of Native Education defines apart- 
held in education in South Africa.

British Memor^dum on the Education of African
dnmnmTitties. Cmd. iyi03i 13 a re-statement; oT
1923 statement reviewed in the light of subse
quent experience.

1935-193? OVQT 43 Independent Schools have 7,223 pupils 
--more than in all Government schools.

British Act on Education requires European 
teachers in the colonies to have degrees or 
teaching certificates.j

Directors of Education from Kenya, Uganda, Tan- 
ganyi^, and Zamzibar recommqnd close contact 

- between Makerere and Governments.

1934

1935

1936

Scott, Kenya Director of Education, calls "na
tive" work on settler farms and houses a quick 
"education process."

The Kenya Heport of Committee on Advisory Coun
cil in Natlvq. Education maintains the sole 
function of African education is to "enable 
native boys and girls to live happily under 
village conditions."

4
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1936 ' Crlpps, British Labor Member of Parliament* 
urges colleagues in the Commons to "liquidate 
the British En5>ireo"

First African in Advisory Council on African 
education*

"Native" Affairs Department claims there is no 
money to meet "native" demands for education*

. The County Chief of Budaka* Uganda; Ihe Omukama 
of Bunyoro-Kitara* Uganda; 7he Makerere College 

- Trained Teachers' Society; Kayamba of Uganda; 
and Mathu of Kenya; all strongly imderscore to 
London's Education Commission the need for Af
rican girls to receive educatiou*

The Kenya Education Department criticizes Inde
pendent School teachers as "unqualified" and 
"disobedient."

1937

of Cogunlaslon of Edtto&t/lon in
B^t Africa—H.M.S.O*. Cmd. »iq-2. ^

African Girls High School proposed to be built 
near Nairobi, Kenya (was built in 1948).

No commercial and law college courses for Af
ricans anywhere in East and Central Africa until 
1956 and 1962, reppeotlvely.

Clement Atlee rejects a colonial ^plre and asks 
for implementation of the 1923 White Paper on 
"native paramountoy*"

African Inland Mission (Church) Girls Primary 
School at Kljabe, Kenya, starts with 150 Af
rican students*

No secondary school in either’'Nyasaland' (now 
Malawi)' or 'Northern Ehodesl^' (now Zambia).

^Northern Hhodesia' has only fijre schools of
fering an eight-year primary education*

Fifty per cent of Konya's pupils drop out of 
school after first grade*

The Daily Telegraph of July 6 related African 
chiefs' refusal to remain in the racist Union 
Government of South'Africa*

»

First Kenya African to earn a University degree.
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1937 •- Sub-Dlreotorate of girls* education established 
within the Education Department without African 
representation.

African and Arab (Certification) .Rules for 
teaching specify loyalty and good character as 
prime requirements.

Ihe Mafcikuyu are evicted from Trigor District* 
by the Government to make room for settlors.
The Wakamba are forced to contribute their cows 
to a settlers' meat firm; Muindi Hbingu, the 
Wakamba hero, is deported to Lamu Islands. The 
Wateita relinquish their land to the settlers; 
Mzee Kenyatta writes the Colonial Office strongly 
urging it "to release‘unoccupied land for Af
ricans' use."

1937-1939

1937-19^2 Mzee Konyatta to Europe to explain the African 
plight. Mbiu Kolnange to U.S.A. for same pur
pose. Kenya African Union formed for indepen
dence and protection of "all other racial mino
rities," and for eaqianded African education.

1938 Dlrectoi* of Education, Kenya, rejects African 
application to establish 38 new Independent 
Schools.

Mzee Kenyatta's letter to the Mew Stateaman of 
Jime 25 promising African loyalty if settlers 
leave the Wakamba cows alone.

Third African High School at Maseno under the 
Church Missionary Society management.

The "Kavlrondo" Taagpayers and Welfare Associa
tion, and the Kikuyu Central Association, send 
.ultimatum to Colonial Se<h;etary asking re-occu- 
pntlon.of land by Africans in "Kavlrondo"

1939

. *
area.

^Report of Committee Appointed ^o Inspect Achi- 
mota College by Gold Coast Government."

"Report of Committee Appointed to Inspect Fourah 
Bay College. HiM.S.O., Cmd. #169."

"Heport of Committee Appointed to Inspect Higher 
Education in Malaya, H.M.S.O

The Madras International Christian Conference on 
. Native Education and Christianity.

Cmd., #173."•»

0
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1939 Fooxth African Hish School at ]Cala under Boman 
Catholic management.

System of Indentured apprenticeship In African 
primary schools discontinued.

1939-19^5 World Mar IIJ Development of Teacher Training 
and.Secohdary Education restricted^ due to lack 
of funds. Thousands of soldiers learn trades* 
and skills In the army and abroad..

1939'*19^8 Government African Secondary Boys' Schools at 
Eagumo, Eachakos, Elsll, Kakamega and Shimo-La- 
Tewa. African Girls' High Schools at Kikuyu 
and Llmuru.

District Education Board (D.E.B*) (Amendment) . 
Ordinance empowers D.E.B.'s to open, to Improve, 
and to run all African schools below secondary 
level under the Director's supervision.- - -

-First British Survey of Vocational, Technical 
Education In the Colonial Empire. H.M.S.O 
Cmd. #177.

Colonial Welfare and Development Act to subsi
dize African development.

The Klkujni Central Association, Africans' sole 
political body, Is proscribed.

The Kenya African Union formed but frustrated 
by a myriad Government restrictions. Union goes 
underground and prepares for a nationalist war 
of Independence.

1940

• >

■

0
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I«SGEND

Kenya; Earliest Missionary, Stations 

1844-1911

•learMissionNo. Station
Churoh Missionary SocietyvCHS; . 1844
United Methodist Free Churches. 1862

1885 
1885

Holy Ghost Fathers (HGF) . . - . . 1890
1891

1 Bahai
2 Eihe
3 Teita Country
4 Chagga Country.
5 Mombasa
6 Voi-
7 Kibwezi

CMS
CMS

HGF
Imperial British East Africa 

Company
ChUtchlof Scotland Mission (CSH)l891 
Mill Hill Fathers (MHF) .... 1895 
Africa Inland Mission (AIM). . . 1895 
French Fathers of St.

Austin’s Mission .

1891
8 Kenya Highlands
9 Kenya'Highlands 

■10 Nzaui
11 Nairobi '

. 1896 

. 1899 
..-1900 

.1901
1901
1902 
1902 
1902

. .. 1903 

. .1903 

. .1903 

. . 1903 

. . 1903 

. . 1905 

. . 1906 

. . 1906 , 

. . 1907 

. . 1908 

. . 1908 

. . 1910

CMS12 Mombasa
13 . Kltoisru ■
14 Kihurtiko
15 Kijabe
16 Kiambu
17 Nyanza Province
18 Nyanza Province
19 Welthaga
20 Klsumu
21 Kaliamega
22 Mumlas
23 Llmuru
24 Nyanza Province CMS
25 Kahuhia
26 Mang’u
27 Nyeri
28 Hahiga 

■ 29 Tumutumu
.30 Embu

CSM
CMS
AIM
Italian Fathers (IF) 
American Adventists 
American Quakers
CMS

■ MHF
MHF
MHF
IF

CMS
IF
Gonsolata Fathers . .
CMS

.,-CSM . 
"CMS .

‘ ^

0
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. KENICA: Former "White Highlands"
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